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PREFACE
.

An Arabian sultan became thoroughly disgusted. 11-chis two sons;

neither seemed fit to inherit his power and wealth, as they w.ere inter-

eAed only in sirls and fast horses. :nen he ,died, his will ordered thit

each son should select his fastest pdrse and race to Mecca. The .son

whose horse reached 1,1ecca last, upuld inherit everyth.iiig.
.

' The two young men sel fed 'their horses and starte`d out. After a .

Pweek they uere, still only a' 'le from home, as each dawdled in every pos-

, sible way. L.Ilt was cleks to both that,they would 'spind the rest of their

lives on the trip, and no one Would enjoy the.riches.

In-desperation, they consulted a! wise man, who listened to 'their

story and thought briefly. Ue-then said to them that he would solve their

problem if they did exactly as he ordereci. When they agreed, he 'spoke

briefly to them, whereupon they each dashed from the roan, junped on the

OM

horsei, and galloped full speed toward Mecca.

What had he told'them? The udse man had

realized that the trouble arose because the,.ud
4

the maximum time to Mecca. TO convert this to a

studied the problem and
4

er was the horse t4take

dered ach young man to ride his brother's horse

rider 6uld be-to reach Mecca as soon as'possibl

imum prOblem, he or-

goal of,tach
,

This story, spich really has nothing wha soever-to do with technology,

illustrates one of the basic objectives of this book.. In the followilpg'

chapters, we will consider a sequence of sociortechnological In.soblers (health

services, auto accidentst poll6tIon, energy shortage, and so on. In each

of these problem areas, the United States (and indeed much of tge world) seems

to be in a nearly hopeLess situation. It is not clear hOw governmental or

social action can improe the situation.

In theenergy crisis, for example, building more electricity energy.

generating,stations'udll incregsb air and other pollution, further dgete

already scarce natural resources, and introduce safety problems. The only-

two alternatives seem to be more costly sources or decreasing per capita

use. In the formbr approach, anysrise in the cost of electricity in our

cities drives more manufacpuring innustry to rural areas (and die welfare

problem workni) or weakefts the intehationaprade position of this country.

.If ue try to decrease usage, the only effqffive means seem to.involve govern-

meRtal restrictths on personal freedom.
.

j
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As t country selects among the alternittives which are open to us;

intelligent diciiions depend upon public technolokical literaciri The deci-
.

sion makers ilend the public.must be able to look at the probleM, iinderstand

the %factual core) of knowlidgAbouV this 'area, and appreciate the signifi-

canA of the various' alternatives. While many people agreed with ithe 1971

',:lecision in Congress on tthe.SST (the supersonic passenger ai lane), few

co*
1

ld agree with the hysteria and vAsinibnnation which bclouded what ihould.

have been 'an informed public del?ate. 0
Thus, the first objective of \this book is to Attempt to look at1a .

'.1

sampling of important, socia-techndlogical
15roblems in a calm and ratimal .

,

way.: to consider first whetheir there actyally is _a koblem and, if 16, how v 4

bad it ,is;, next% to determine -why the 'probleip has arAen- and finally,' to ee f..

, . ,

what alternatives are available to us as a.nation., /
(..0014ie broad. goal of suclational consideration is to seek an alternative

(a plan of action) which benefit's all interested parties. In so many of the

environmental and social/ Issues of the past-few. years, problein ha& been

viewed simplistically just a. conflicttween:indus *and human valueS,

between the government and the people, or between technology and the environ-

ment. In many cases, such .a head-on collision emerges merely because the

problem is simplified sso much that essemtial e "its are emitted entirely

from con;rdetation.
4 .

.

,

Again,ia classic story illustrates the ridiculovs position that-can .

,

arise uthen seemingly competitive forces/refuse to coai;terate, TWo ice cream

vendOrs uheel their carts to a mdle-long beach each morning. .Ther? is no

mason for the public to 'prefer one -over the oth-Br, so the customer goes to
. .

whichever -one. is close5. Where should the one who arrives first set up his.

stahd? How about the -6ne who arrives later?

The first one should lqcate in the middle .of the beach, the seconci

immediately beside him. Thus, each day the two are shoulder-to-shoulder in

e center of the beach. If either one focates anywherq, else, the other will

ha Imre than half of thb customers.

\tlearly, this is .a ridicuious way to act. They each would do better

(and the;epublic would be better served), if they coopersated and each located

l/4 mile 'from In end of' the beach. Then the two vendort would .be a half-mile

apart; but no potential customer would be =ire than a waiter:mile from a

vendor. And each would service half, the beach.

sr
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Thielsolution, so logical to an outsider, requivs that the two

rs rate.- They rust-discuss their problem.of where to locate,

reach ationarand thoughtful-decision, and finally both abide by that

decision. In the same way, the conflictil!g forces in t,he much more codt-

'plex,,socio-technological problems must, for the public .good, cawromise

on the best.possitaLpolicy even if A does not correspond tá the maxima

potential profit,for the coimpany or the

of the environment. Traffic fatalities

bidding any vehicles, but the social and

solutely minimum damage to a part

uld be stopped.abruptly by for-

economic upheaval would be.cata-

strofnie; on the other hand, the.fallure require safety measures wip.ch

c6u1d ve thousands of lives represehts an equally indefensible approach. 1

.

problem become more comi4ex prid as the ihpact'more strongly on
. .

,

the quality of human life,,the pubiic and thedecision-malcers mvst approach

\
these problemi with a greater depth of understanding..,This is.the back-

ground motivation for this book, which'is4based upon courses 'given by the

authors to general undefgraduates)and to adult, continuing education, grad-

uate students, both at the State University of New York at Stony 'Brook.

Thi book has evolved from the authoA' Work ovet the past.seven years on
.

. the Enginderini Concepts,CurricullmtItoject, whibh developed the secondary

school text The Nhn-Nhde Wocld. The authors express their gratitude to
.

,

their colleaguel on the ECCP activity, and recognize.the support provided

to EcCP by the National Spience Foundation. The development-of the college

cburse has also been aided by grants\from the U. S. 4tael Foundation, IBM,

Public Selkice Electric and Gas Corp. of NenjJersey, the TRW Foundationl

and the Esso Education Foundation:

.

Stony Brook, New York
'January 10, 1973'

E. J. Piel
J. G. Truxal
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SYSTEMS AO DECIS/ONS

September, 1976., A...major fiurricamehat sea is heading directly toward

the densely populated-blew Jerser:New York reigion. Within the -Storm, wind

velocities of 100 Mlles çPer heur'have been meiauted by'Pbservation planes.
4

Radio and te14vision'are broadcasting freqnent 4arnings to.ieCiesidents,,
./

but there I very little they can.do. The storm promiiies i& be &illy as

severe as Betsy in 1965 and Camille in 1964, each of which caused injuries

and deaths'in.additioft to property dainage of k1.5 billion The winds were

tbe primdry'canse of destruction, although there was also.some flooding.

Meanwhile, in h. litashington office a man debates'whether te.try to

(

modify the dtorldby c16ud seeding. Most meteorolpgists are conVinced that

the maximum wind velocity of .a hukricane cadbbe reduced at least slightly
,

by drepping massd,ve 40unts of ipilver iodi,de crystals in the outer eyewalI
. %

region. '\111he obvioup, delsion..is,t? seed..

For seyffal reasons the deciiion net,so simple. First, there is

really very little scientific knowledge about the probable ,effe:ts of .

seeding. Only two hurricanes have been seeded in the pas,t, with only one

of the experiments really useful as a source of knowledge. On August IS

and 20, 1969, hurricane Debbie was seededr with reductibns of 31% anzt-6%

ihe peak winds after the crystals were dropped. In 1971, Cingr was

se ded; but in this case the silver iodide was placed in the heavy-rain

region well outside thd/eyewall; the seeding had no significant effect. .

4 -

Since 1971, there have been no experimental seedfngs even thoj

the program, called Project Stormfury, has continued: Why no experiments

for five years'? The Project.has been working under the rules that no

)

41,

.



seeding.is allowed if the storm threatens a coastal area or may hit a

pdpUlated drea within 18 hours.. So little is known scientifically about

the effects:of seeding oh hurricanes, Project Stormfury has been avoiding

modification of any itormwach might immediately affect people

ndmberg. Hence, experiments have'been restricted to a relatively email

area of the Atlantic Ocean southJof Puerto Rico region close enough

to scientific'instruments to 'allow dettiled measurements A4storm chara.cter-

istics, but far enough*from populated areas so that, if the,seeding should

1
cause intensification Ot the storm, there would bane direct effects.

The decisioh of "our man in Washington" is further complicated: The

maximum wind velocity is now 100 miles/hour, with the center of the stimm

100 miles off shore (or 12 hours before it hits ifle Hew Jersey-Hew York

coast). Past expeiience with hurricanes indicates that this peak wind

will grobably increase as.the storm moves across the open ;Ater, although

there Might be a decrease. By the time it hi's land, the maximum wind

velocity-is likely to be 125 miles/hour. If.the hurricane is seeded, the

protable or hoped-for effect will be a maximum 16 velocity of 110 miles/

hour at'landfall (Fig. 1-1). This reduction of peak wind from 125 to 110'

(if seeding is completely succe.ssful) will result in a-40% decrease in

4 Che -damage.
2 In dollar terms, $400 million w411 be saved if ithe damage

4

'without seeding will be one billion dollars; this is a strictly economic

accounting which does not take into consideration ate human mi fortune.
I.

1,

1i The instrumentation vsed in hurricane studies is descrilied in Ole

article: James W. Meyer, Tpward Hurricane Surveillance and Control,

Technology Review, tctobereoverlbeE ,1971, pp. 59-66,
t

%

.

2. In mathematical ter4S, the expected damage Is proportional to the

maximufft wilyd velocity.taiged to the'4.4'power.
1

A
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n
*

e problem confronting the ':Man in WaSh
*

ington" is now clear.. If

7

he orders seeding and it is sticcessful, the publitc will learn that ttie

peak winds increased from 100 to 110 mph after the seeding-Operatiim.

110

Since Aere is a small chapte the i'eak wihd might have decreased before

'Jandfall, the.natural public conclusion will be that.the seedinglAtensified

the wi2cit5 and increasedthe damage. If Ile does nothing'(no-ieeding), the .

4.

storm is likely to hit land- with peak winds of 125 mph, win catastrophic
. ,

.
. - ,.
, .

.

effects.. Yet under thls lattkt qption, there willbe no'etrdng critici4m of
. (

the goyernment, since the public can be told .trith.:-ccinsiderablg hondsty,'

thai t3o lfttla, is knox.I.n scientificallY':Abont hutripang seeding to justify ,

this aztion. Finally, the dE sion'is further cothplicated by-the fact

tbig is amLe ec4on year;

!

1. . i
for 1;ed.d.ing rS'ults

... it.-

by the pbli

-twdo moaths.

V

'Comment

ministration,1whiCh will be lield;reSponsibie

must face the electoratd in less than

ory,
1

ich is likely t6 happen ti.n

.

"1

the nexe fewlyears, is a

I.

a .

a
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lb ,

tyPica cio-techno lo J.f- ca 1 1-ob lora. The teChno log t cal 'refer-a to the
0- ,

,
a ; t .

.

.

. . . ,

$ trong..'eontent 'o .apil ied:scieince and .agineering: the problem-atites. ..e.-. i

, - ,.

Only ,11kceus!, of ..tha prevess which has been m'ade

. . 341 0
x

'-decadeC.In' weather observation and modiftcatiop.
, -

during the last two
e

,lbe social eledent enteis

because.thd technolod has .such a direct and,ltrong imPact 1bra a ssegraerit

society,

The woblP'm is also typical because ,it requires a decision whieh

strongly :inflUenced by technological, economic, political, arA soipl factors.

, '

4, e l ' e

±The optirwm deas ion has to be det'ermined from:not only sciet:tific ana
, 6

:eaonohic Considerations,but'also, public attitudes.;

The prbblem'is typiCal, tOo,_ because a- #ecisioti must be made. There'

.
.

14 no such alternative aS postpbner.....erit until, more, scientific' knowledge it;

available or'unti1 a, publie e:ducetion effort Can be'coMpleted.- ' Ttle decision

.

presents only two 'opaonsv seed or do not .seed. No decision, is a decision.

. .

ncit to seed: In:the sape way, althoUgh. often less dramaticall

-

, to allow a' new dtug to be sold, a new.nuclear,epergy pUnt to be bu4t
.

or a .new subway ;Istem :to be started fp a decision which i forced on the

government and.' thei, people'. FoAtponc t.merely mean§ that .the decision

h'as ',been inegative for the periba 'ei'delaY.
,

Syste Stadies

Through' the foilowing -chapters' we consider a small: selection' of

socio-technolpgical issues to the hurrican6-seeding.problem.

*

The

1. A lengthy r;athematical analysis , . hurricane-seeding decision
'problem is iur.ra. prized in:,.the article .by R,A. Howard, 1E. Matheson, and
D.W. Norph, The Decisiore to Seed" Hurricanes , Sei2nce , June 16, 1972,

pp. 1191-1202.

as
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-pvime gdal is an Undt'ibtanding of the ba'sic.approach to rhottidma

.

. d a .
.

h cames-und+the ti4d`okAy_sLft studies;
- ----------- .

.

,.

.

.. - , 4 , 1 ,

-In a sy.qem study'of a particulair area, we aptempE,firsi 'to' determine
. .

. . .

, .

whethek..4 problem really exists. 'If.sa,.wliat.art the-origins of the
.,. ,-

.prohls1 ttiy haeit risen'td prominenjp-inent ieirs?. WhaX current
. . . -

.

'factors art aggravating,the problem? . , , , .

4 ' ' V

e% .
a . . M

*.
4' . S

'.- tne mote4RuantitAiive'We can be in answring`the'se.
questicins, tHt,

, 1..r.
"' . .

-better undersEanaing-we 'can achieve ar. the nature and,q;agnitude'of 'the
.

. 9

.problem. -In'the langdags-of today's physical ar'sacial,sstitntist,,wie,

seek' a.Adel of systenk,or problem: a staLement in quantitative- tei-ms,

,. $r-
k

-.. .

of those aspects of the Situation wh ch are'releyant.'

IhiffmOdel is almost.alwaxs dynamic or changing with time. It is-

..,/.
.

this dynamic character wRich makes the problem interesting and challenging.
.. .

/

The.dynamic model permits a prediction of the future situation, so'that

.
. .

.
,

action camLbe taken now to mod?fy that future toward more attractive,
.

dIectierns.

The importance of the dynamic model is illustrated by all of the ease

studies throughout the iemaining.chapters. 'Here, an almost trivial example

serves to illustrate this lundamental
4
concept.

,
In 1956 a few African bees were transprorte6 tolOrazil to br-dbd with,

the-Europead bees already there. The hope was to develop a more,productive,

111strain. A year later, 26 bee sw rmsr headed by African queens, were,
.

.

accidentally freed and the resalt of.native yoss-breeding began slowly'

to spread throughou South 'America. Unfortunately the result cf the racial'
v

mixture is a variety which unexpectedly becomesiex,ceedingIy aggressive,

-attacking animais and people (horses seem to be.particularly susceptible).

Per
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0 0

, The kaager is that, if this:varitylms. th-e/United'Statcs, widespreadA
. . , . .

. .

. -.-. . . --..

1 publit reaCtion will res*U1( in the s1'ar0 Curtailment of ehe bee-keeping %

, 'r
, . -. ..

.

industry.- The.consequences fiould be a imriâus blow
e A

/
. , a

O'hortiChture,idiume-Oollimatien,by bees itio
. . .

to agcicukture as welt

,

impat tant..

00

Fi . 1-2 Spread of the; Brazilian bee

0

1,$derstanding of the prdblep depends on a dynamic model which shows

the way the new Brazilian bee is spreading,(Fig. 1-2). This model shows.

.,
. t.

the region in which efforts should be focussed to Stop the spread, with

the particular area dependent on the time scale involved'in the Creation
. .

of tharrierd. i'or example the model shows where immediate quarantine
#

If scieitific studies reveal that it Is possible
A

measured might be useful.,

to modify genetiaally the strdin, the model indicates,where.Such efforts

.1 4



,

.

shonl.1 be centered. --Anottier alternative is to saturate a iNarrier area .

,

wftli a passive race.of bees,.so thafiliqueens in the area would haVe only

: /

.a Iow probability of mating with the aggressive', Brazilian males.

Options and altprnativesf ) .

Onge the *quantitative model is-obt'ained*for a particular problem,,

4 %

the second step is Lo determine the options or aiternatives'whidff a:re

r,

,, ,-
,

. ,
. :

. . ,
.

Available for amelioratio,:of the situation. In thin hurricane-seeding
i

problem, there ate only two options, to seed or not to seed. In the'
.

.

ft.' r 0

. . .

.
.1

Braiilian-bee problet4 we listed several possibilities for positive prograM41.
, . .

to arrest the spread.
V.

More.geaerally, there may be.a very large nuMber of alternativesv

each having both advantages-and disadvantates. Decia10oa7making involves

diternination af that siagle:strategy o the mix of strategies which seems

likely to have the maximum positive val e. Here againdifficulties arise

because any strategy Ls likely to have not pnly quantifiable effects (for,

example, economic costs and benefits), but also human aad social effects
-IA

with which it is vary difficult to associate numbers. If a proposed.nuclear

ensrgypl,int can be located at three different sites, it is of,ten eas)4to

compare the_three costs of electiicity which will result from different

land, construction, operation, and transmission .costs. It is much more

difficult te :determine the social and human values of lower-cost electricity

.in terms of such factors as added iadustrial growth and more jobsYs It is

1. A detailed study, of this problem is available in the "Final Repott of

the Comaittee on the African Honey Bee," June 1972 available from the

Administrator, Agricultural Reiearch Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D.C. 20250.

p.



/
difficult to estimate._.the.relati.ve 'costs of thermal pollution

v

and7radiation or safety hazards%;
a

- Again., the decision misSt be Made, for nO dedision is really a decision'

.

not to build'!the pla4p and, hende,, to. limit the public.use of electritai

energy. f.
. .

# If #

g . el ,

La'thissystem.,approadh, man and societ are viewed as parts of both
. -44 .

,

natUreamd themanmade:processes and world with Which tan interacts
, P. 4.

dynamically. The huMF: control of the development,of technology requires

. N

a

v.

that, e models.used for'decision-making must.include the human, and social '

factors on which thaitechnology impacts. And the,mndels must be putfidiently

-
11,

complete'to permit the best possible estimdtes of the future'effects, however

. ,

-indirect, of OTtstechnology.

Project Stormfury, designed to study hurricane seeding, is just a

lftart of the total weather modification effort

The: program is under a number of different'federal agencies and depart,...

e United States.

.wents, as_well as statesgpvernments. There are twa,principal objectives:

Jr
to improve_ the level of Otecipitation, Or,snow, iriselected regions;

I.

and to decrease the effects of natural disasters. Tilts section summarizes

.
the first, and the second phase is discussed In Section 3.

The/control of rainfall and snowfall is wimarily dir'ected toward

Ca.*° ,

jiincreasin precipitation regions or where water is scarce, altholugh'

there has been some exp rimentation designed to reduce snowfall iin areas

where transportation is difficult or snow removal costs heavy.

a

%

S.
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4. i .

Average annual rainfall varies from zeresovei some pf the driest,
.

, . .... 1

.
.

- /

deserts to 460 inches at.4-.;ne site in Hawaii, with the usual hepween 20
,

.

.

. , -

and40 inches. From the earliest tines; man has tried to increase ratn-
.

.

- fall in times of drought, Bythde:fiist pArt of the 1800's man4,reeognkzed--

that the clougeshoul4 be,pdrturbed,and Cannonballs were Shet.into the

I.
air to shake the moisture idose.

The first.federal program was in 1891, when dynamite was lofted-Co

the cleuds in ballophs. sfre`uesucceisful. attempts were ,followed by

experiments ,fixing .V4riokvi eheptcals witte-smoke.

I.

On Noyembr.:13, 1946.1lie'General Electric companyseientists, Irvine

'Lang-euir And Vinceet J:

.achuserts with dry ics,

Sthaefer,

crystals.

seeded clouds over Mt. Greylock, Mass-

.%
Mtnutes later, snow fell in'the first

successful'expAiment. Subsequently, Bernard Vonnegut (now of the State.
IP

Univeri.ty of New York) discovered that silver iodide crystals were

effective, and the foundation was laid for the hundreds/a-projects now
. 4

//c//

arried out A thnually in e United States.-
I--

/
The effectiveness of cloua seeding to increase preapitation 4as

,

only been demonstra,e in the past few years, as the scientific explana-

. t

tion a?' rain has evolved. In the early days, seeding haduncertain results,

'with rainfall perhaps decreasing as often as.it inoreased. Recent studies

-have'led to complicated computer models derived from extensive peasurements

of ene physical characteristics of flouds: .the temperature distpibution,

the density of water vapor, wind velocities, pressure, and so forth. From

these models, predictions on the effect of seeding can now be ade with

. considerable confidence.

e

".

4,
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Fovxample, meteorological studies showed that the ,temperatore in

:the npper part Of thiacumulus cloudisierifical. If thistemperature is

ibove -20°F,-sillTr iodide crystals serve as particles areQJwhich water
e . fdr) .

t. 6.. w' .

, vapor can.condense to,form 14.Ce crystals which grow apd fall. If.the
.

co
I

temperatufe is below -24,,the silver iolide teedb to prevent ice,fori, a-.
. , 0.

tion, and precipitation 14:reduced; This is'a vascly evrsimolified

explanation, but it'illestratds the type of scientitfc knowledge which
. -

'has led to today's successful rainmaking.'

.

.Current activities

.

e Two)programs have received widespread publicity. The first isitroject

Skywater, in which seeding of the clouds above the San Juan Mo ains' of

Colorado is proposed to increase the Snowfall. The potentia result i

16% increase in the spring ru ff water feeding the Colon River, whia

ultimately provides water to Nevada, Arizona, nd south n California

(some 60% of the water for the Los Angeres are for stance): Small-

scale experiments have indicated thapan expe itur. of $5 million for
-4

InstruTentation, seeding, add monitoring coui ld additional water

valued at more than $100 million.
0

The second large-seale projeCt recently asvin 1971 ih Florida, when

the state and the National Oceanic And Atm pheric Administration (NOAA)

joined forces to peed promising rain'clo s every other day for,two menths.

The drought was broken, with 180,629 ac Q feet of rain drenchiAg an aiea

of 3000 square miles; nearly 2/3 of rainfall was credited to the seeding.4

Just in teris of the value of the wa er the $165,000 experiment gave a
k k

benefit of $5*milliom In addition fires'in the Everglades Were put out,

with an unmeasured saving in natur 1 resources..

1
II



Qther actiy ties fnclude a Iarge-ttate-operated seeding 13rograra in

4

and experiments. in the eastern Great Lakes- (region to

. reduce the snowfall.

pecision. kuestions

The recent suecess o:f 15recipitation-c6ntrol experintens raises. a

'host of questiCnis in public- polecy which will.increasingly 'anat.' in
C.

pubtic `40cussions lb the;.next feW years. There is by nomeaas general'.

popular support for such weather modification. While; the °increased rata-

un. may be generally weldome in the region where the seeding is done,

there are often strong /objections:

4
43)4

(1) Public opinion studies have been 'made which show' strong opposition,
4,

.often from groups itil4h deep religious convictions or individuala poorly
-

educated. .People iii:;fitie northeast seem particularly opposed.

(2) Environmentalis'is are seriously concerned that, inareased preciRita-
. : 9

tion may aite the balance among plants dnd animal species. Certain weeds,

pests, and diseases may flourish: In a Bureau of Reclamation project in

Montana, complaints arose that the increased sliowfall interfered with

normal Migration of the elk.

(3) At least a minority a the population in a regime are arways

Or
adveisely affected. For 'example, in the Colorado snoW augmentation

program, how can the increased value 'of the Colo`rado Ri44r water be used,

at least in part, to compensate the Colorado reiidents for the difficulties

and'expens'es,associated with 25% more snow each winter?

(4) 'With the prevailing weather motion west to east in the United

tates, the question arises: what happens to precipitation eastward of

': 4t* seeding area? The arghment is usually maAe that less, than 10% of the
,

.et

1



water in de.airlalls.natnially; cofisequently, a slight increase 1.4n ode
#

are;)will not seriously affect precipitation to the east...lhe very.
i

.., .,

incomplete, un4erstanding of weather dynamics, hewtver, really leaves Out
,.,(;,

(140cLon unanswe red, ,

lem, rainfall in ihe middleAtlentAcAs an extreme example If thil pro

states in 102 faroeiceeded the record
.

es*N°

.

rean.data. "the tot#1 of 67:04 inches in New'York City W7as,./5Z4sver the

4 ,

,for Oer a century Of weathei ,

,

:

previeits reco.rd (58.32 inthes) and 60Z above, normal. the '72'..figure'so

?

'surpasses the record, one can not help b;:ft wonder whether therewas a cause. .

During tile last year or two, cloud seeding in thecmidwest has grown from

almost zero to a major activity. Id it possible that, as a result of the

'seeding, instibilities are created in the atmosphere which increase rain-

'fall a thousand.miles eastward, perhaps becauso-more.moisture is arawn

northward fron the Gulf of Axico o1 because the dynamics of ear motion

ad to a slow build-up in moisture after the seaing-induced rain? Such

explanations are only uneducated conjecture, but they do illustrate.the

great complexity inherent in evaluation of the weather modification program.

Inadverteat modification

As scientists and engineers learn more about weather modification,

the question irises wilether the increases in air pollution, particularly

near t cities, are sufficient to cause significant'changes in the

le
weather in that region.f_Studies of thiepossibility in such 3øations as

St. Louis and the northeast are, still at adrvery elementary stage

Disconcerting data do come from research on La rotte, Indiana, here

the steel mills emit large quantities of particulate matter. Comparison

'with neighboring areas seems boy indicate a 30-40% increase in rainfall
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1
f

4Mier the past three deFades, and a similar growth in the numbeç of

thunderstorms. In the northeast, some environmentalirs have suggested'

, .
_that Iead particlesTrom auto exhaust may be increasitg precip4ation

(Table 1).

Cloud cover- 5-10% more

Winter fog 1001 more

*Summer fog 30% more

Total precipitation ---113% more

RelariVe humidity .b-8t lesa ,

f.

Average temperaEure .

0

44 Average wind apaed- 2Oj1 less

0.5-1 C more

Tabie 1 Eff0Cts of converting a rural area to.airban use.

(frOm t.E. Landsberg, Climates and Urban Planning,

in "Urban Climate," The World Meteorological Organ
. ization, Geneva, SwitzerIabC. 1970

Answers to such othestiots are evasive nOt only becauseeof the lack
4k

of at detailed Understandlug of weather, but a.lso, because the lirge

...y.11 ,
-

- cif"

ramdam variations tend.to conceal the small.changes representitg a steady

.tremd. Concera bver the far-reaching significance of inadvertent weather

modification is leading to much more intensive scientific research on

not cdly weather, but the global environment.
1

Natural. Disasters .

The natipnal weather modification program:is also directed toward'

the reduction of the effects of natural disasters,
2.

In addition to the

1. SCEP (Study of Critical Environmental Problems), '14an's Impact on the

Global Environment," The MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1970.
t

.

# ,2. Certain natur4 disasters ake not natul'ally included within weather,

modification. For Illstance, there is a major federal effort to reduce

the effects of earthquakes by'pre'diction or anticipation, improving con-

struction techniques and building and highway codes, and educating the

public and local aiencies in the prevention of 'earthquake damage.

2,1
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.

hurricane-seeding program discussed at the begpning of this chapteri

%/Jim followipg projects are currently underway.

4'

*pi

.
,

(1) Cloud seedinu is beiin used in .an attempt *to redUce hail damage,

.
.

now.running, over $300.million. per years in ehis coUntry. Vie Rurians havg

. .,.
.

r,
_

, .
k a

utilizej misAlles ihot into the threatening-clouds and.carryingiserflAg .

.
. . . 1 %'t . ..,

.

crystals. .
, N

('''

'(k) Seedtng is:also-Aped to reduce 'forest 'fires caused by lightning

(timber losses 'are $700 million'a:nd fi;e-fighling costs$350 million annually).

(3).Fog et airports and on highways costs $375 million annually.in.eKtra

transportAaon expenses, plus the accidents so common on expressways and

throughways when fog appears j.ntermittently. Fog dispersal methods are

being designed to cut these losses in half. .cold fog dispersal is now

aChievable, and research is directed toward the more difficult problems

with warm:fog.
,A4

(4) Tornadoes ripresent a much more difficult 13r4o6lem than hurricanes,,

but.there is early research on tornado modification.
1

(5) Finally, a major thrust of the total federal program is to -Vastly

improved obsermation and warsing sy tems. Satellite weather observation

is now combined with radar, aircraft, and ground data collection, with

the entire system complemented by iricrevingly comple)i apd accurate cdmputer

'models for prealction purposes.'

4. Conclusion

This first chapter is intendeil to itAroduce the general approach we ,

will use as we consider a series of secio-technological problem areas.

INWwm aftelo

1. Edwin Kessler, On Tornadoes and Their Modification, 1.1!ctala. Revidw,

'key-1972, pp. 48-55.

4
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As we Viscies eath topic, the, one, cow= characteristic which will eMerge

is that 'there usually isino clear solution to the problems. Very often,

- none of the'options is obviously the bests,. The problems areldst too
0,

complex and too pOorly undersiood° or ihe.interests of different public

groupi too conglicting.to admit a decision:which is,acCepted by everyode

1/4.

as'the oetimum. Furthermore, as our knowledge and understanding grow,

what con*titutes the best option may change.

The engineer or scielitisti facing this'situation, Is often dismayed.

15

He is accustomed to working with problems for which there is a corrett

solution. While .the authors are engineering teachers, we also feel sirongly

that the rola of'the_engineer or scientist in these issues is not to make

the.decision, but rather to present as completely and honestly ap pimsible
,

his view of the conflicting iactors which are relevant. The decision

must then be.pade by the pilblic acting thr gh khe normal political and

social channels.
6

The weather-modificatioft program is presented briefly here as a

particularly straightforward example in which decisions should be based

not only on scientific knowledge and social4scientific analysis, but also

very decidedly on-human considerations.

e

A

1.0

A
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CHAPTER 2,

.

POPUpTION1

16 .

In the last years of Sukarno's rule in Indone a, he flatly,opposed
)

-..,

-

ent,orogram to:edudate the '100 million residenti ab ut family plihning
e

-..

sh!

ot-birph control. :Hd fqrvently believed eilat if Incione;ia was to attaih

N ,

A.ts rightful, place in Adiah.politics, tbe ovulation trould have to grog
. - . . e . .

,

to 250 million.. Consequently, the obligation of-the government was tu

encourage more babies, rathet than do anything which might lower' the

birth 'rate.

. 'Shortly after SUkarno was overthrown ih the mid-1960's, officials

ofthe new governNent authorized population studies which showed that

the population was already destined to.reach 250 million. Unless birth

control was, introduced rapidly, the population would overshoot 250

million .by the end of this century. -The country would be faced with the

severe problems of raising the standard of living and provid .emoloy-,

ment as well as schools, hospitals, and other public institutions. As

a result of eilese Model studies; a nationiqide program of education in

family planning was introduced.

I. Inertia in the Ponutation Problem

' The Indonesian experience'illustrates one importantfcharacteristic

of population problems: there is enorw5us inrt1a in oo ulation. In

other words, even after the brakes are applied, population keeps growing

for many years'.
1

This is true because, if we have a high birth rate over

1. The word "inertia" means two different things. It Is often used to

mean laziness or sluggishness. Pere wa are using it in a somewhat
different sense.as the property of-a body or system which,tends to keep

it moving once motion is underwq.
t
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t.

thepast'two'de9ades, tnere are,-rarge humberd,oftlltnow less
'
than age

)1 % .4 4.41.

20. Agyen.if the a;arage humbeT ofbables each,gir% will have throtieh:

. )" J.
A *

..--iNher child7bearing yeais is
r

kept tm#11, athellext 30 yed rs willr-see Nlarge

. ,

),

)1kipmbet,-ot.illiirths.
Thts in.turn will cause many births twenty to thirty.

,.

. -,.., .7 ,,, . t . .

a . 4 lk, ' a
. A l ,, . .

" 'yearg Wel., and so on. r .-14. .
, .

.

fl

r

,M1

rv,,

The ..situat,ion- is similar tsSi the 'troblem of stdriging a car moving
*

-

at 60 miles/hour. After alt &rivet slams on Ehe 11AkCsN, the car con-

..

r

tinues to roll,ftrward just/because of its iliertfa. 'Stopping the car
,

- abrUptly requiris a catastrophic.callision 91th a barrier or ah oncoming

al

-ear. Similarly, stopping popuStion grnwth abruptly would require such

116

drastic and-unacdeptabie measures ati involuntary IkrkIization of a

large'fractioh of the young people.

This inertia of population growth means that we.c an not expect.

...
..

. 4 .
-

iimmecliatd

changes in the growth
c,

rate. If the populatiol is growing pow,

.....,,

. it will continue in spite of any-teasonable action we'mny taQa. In

# .
,

othertwords, tlfare is a long-t4me lag between a new national or.public .
,

t

0.7policy and its observed effect. A decrease in the number of babies born

per family from today on will'not show up as.a large drop in population

-f or sveral Aecades.

4 A major goal of this chapter is to study this inertia in more

, detail. la particular, when we look at a population Model for the

United States-,we will see hoc; this inertial phenomepon appears.

Just because of this inertia, it is important that we Ue able to

predict population trends into the future. Since decades must pass

,

before..policy changes have effect, we must anticipate the changes we
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,

,

will want to occur in the future. This, is the r son/certain alarmists,

often anxus io win attentioa on:televisin, have
-4:

recarttly been saying

that ciyilization.id doomed,'we have IlreAdy passed the point of no re-
,

.turn in population., it is.now too 140 to do anytiang.

A saher approach MA& t4en by Congresesand the President in July;

1969 when they established The-Commission on ilopulation,Crdwth,and the

American Future. In his statement,,Nixon said,
0

"One of the,popft zerious cha1lengW3 to human desq.n

thiid.of this century:will be the growth *of the,populatio

in the last

mates response to Oat challenge will be a cause.for pride 6r for despair,

+hether
6 '

in the year 2600 will depend very much on what we do tody: If we now
^ft

begin our worfc in an appropriate manneio and if wp continue to devote

. a considerable amount.of attention and energy to this probleM, then

mankind will be able to surmount this llenge.as it has Surmounted so

tt.

many during the long march of civilization."

Three years later, the Commission 7port appeared with an extensive

study of the characteristics of the population problem in the United

States and the options available,to the American peop1e.
1

In this chapter, we will look at population models (particularly

for the United States) and then consider the political and social pol-
.

,icies which are avail ble to achieve a desired populatioh size in the

future. In order to kntroduce the idea of popelatien models,.we first

1. The final report was published by'the Govermlent Printing Office
in'the summer of'197Z. An advance copy, essentially identical, was
published in paperback in :larch.1972 by New Aperican Library, Inc.,
New'York, N.Y.'£W5219) under the title; "Population aed the American
Future."

ft

26-
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consider.two simpler'cases before turning to the problem of human -

population.

0 a*

2. Sea Lamorev,in the Great Lakes,

The sea lamprey ih ,the Great Lakes have been the basis for one of

the earltescanki most intensively studted populatIon problems.

7'44416-.)rheiea lamprey (also cafled the lamper ee4 is a vertebrate-which

normälli fives along the shores of the North Atlantic, in)both Europe.

and North America. Visitors tO Puerto Rico can see the eels along the

rocky,parts of the coast. Abput three feet long, the lamprey bites its

vietims and sucks the blood and fluid from 'thg body. A(f)ter biting a

fish, it also secretes an anti-coagulant so thht che victim's blood --
L

erontinues to flaw. To-spawn, the lamprey migrates tfttoctresh water,

where the female lays.as many. as 60,000.eggs and then dies.

A smaller variety of sea lamprey has existed for,centuries in.Lake

Ontario, Which is directly connected to the Atlanttc'Ocean. There have,

19

4

s-

becti no lampreys in. the other Great Lakes because Niagara,Falls (Fig. 2-1).

has blocked their trayeI in from the ocean.

4

*

Fl 2-1 'Rough map of the Great Lakes ,

'4411111 Mich
Ontar

take
St.Clair

9 '

Niagara Falls

zo 00,

ate
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. In 1829 phe Welland-Canal was completed around.Niagara Falls, and

ships coad tove from the Atlantic Ocean the'inland ports. In

1-

1921 (nearly a 4entury lat
A
er), a'sea lamprey u;as found in Lakd Erie.

It either swam through the canal or attached itself to the `hull of 4

ship passing through. In 1934 a lammy_ was found in Lake t. Clair,
.

r.,*kan 1936 SIK1464.1ce MiChigan,'and in. 1945 in take Superior. A iw species

had been introduced irito the Great Lakes.-

.e

The ecological' effects were astonishing. Fishing for lake trout

had been a major Industry 'and recreation in'the four states on Lake

Michigan. The history of the pounds of lake trout-caught each year shows

the effect's of the appearance of sea lamprey:

Year Millions "io.f pounds

. 1943 6.9

1944 6.5.

1945 5.4

1947 ( 2.4

1949. .0.3

1950-3. Essentially 0
f.

Invm-yen.years, the lake tro.ut were annihilated. Crhere wss also an:
1

effect on the whitefish population.',There was a'temporary dip, but

then actually a slight rise because the trout preyed'on the wh1tefish5'.

The response of the state and federal government 'was typicte:
. ,

. .:
-

BecausA-there had bee'n no antieipation,of the problemfand no careful

1 r-
4 .

collection of yearIY-data, positive action wa not taken until 1V48.
t

By then, the data shout that the annihilation of trout was well underway

a:151 probably ithstoppablé. The inertia of the system meant that the

'situation WAS entirely out of coRtiOl.

IMP

'
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1948.saw the start of a large program to trap the lampreys mecham-.

ically. By 1951, the lake trout had disappeare4 and.the lampreys con-
_

tinued to mu ltiply. An electrification program was. started. All

streams flowing into Lake
4
Silperior were-equipped with electrified weies

or screens in the hopeoof electrocuting the lampreys as.they swam

upstream to spawn, or downstream'after growing to maturity.

's4 By.1958 it was apparent that phe trapping and electrificatibn

programs were not successful. The trouble was that the very large

number of eggs laid'by each female meikt that there had to be,gstentially -

NAL

100% success in control b& prevent population growth. The traps just did ,

net catc4ienough adults,' and the weirs oftem. were broken 'by debris and

ice floating through the stream* Finally, in 1958 it was discovered

that sgme females-laid thpir eggs at the-stream and riyer mouths, rather

ihan upstream. Tile larva then lived five years there before transform-
.

q ation to til'e.adult phase, lasting about a year and a half.

In.1958, the final paft of the three-pronged program started, with

larvicides'distributed(Wide; Thisschemical arfare" was shied at the .

larvae during the five years between spawning and adulthood.

By the mid,1960ts, it was apparent that the sea lamprey could not

be wiped out,'but the population was af least controlled. By thls

ilowever,.the-cdmmercial and recreational fishing had been,affected dis-

astrously. FM addition, swimming on the beachls of Lake Michigan was

becoming impossible because of -the thousandS of dead alewives which

'repeatedly had,to be removed by'bul149zers.* The alewife Population (a

small fish) previously had beencontrolled by the trout predator; now
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it was free to grow in a friendly bnvironment.-

Finally, in dig 1960's major programs were laundhed to st .the.

P .

lakes with trout from Lake Ontario and coho salMon. The Ontario

which had coexisted with lampreys, had developed the ability to avoid
w

the -lamprey's and also to survive lamprey attacics. The salmon were pre-,

dators on the alewives ate also provided spring and cospercial fishing.

. -

By 1970, a reasonablY balaitced system seemed to'ixist 7otice again.

The story of the sga lamprey in the Great Lakes may well be unfin-
.

istied. It is clearly very difficult to antiqpate possibloil.future

developments. Certainly, however, there'is today a vastly greater

understanding of the nature of such "population" probleMi, mid the

importance ofbcareful'data collection so that models cen be made wkch
4

will predict major changes well before they actually occur. The 1 ertia
t

of the'system means that corrective measures must be taken very ea ly

if they are to have any chance.of success. .

3. BUffalo

In 1830there were at least 40 mplion 6uffalo,(correctly ca led

bison) roaming *the westein United States. Estimates vary upward d pend-

ieg on which encyclopedia one consults, since no census was taken-at the

time. In any case, buff<tlo dominated elle landscape the way no other
41

animal has in history. ,At an average of'1000 pounds each: the,bUffalo

represented 40 billion pounds of bio-mass '(compared to only 25 illio

pounds of people in all the United States today).

In 1830, the railroad arrived and'the rapid westwatd expansion of

..the Unitgd States began. By 1887, there were only 200 buffalo left.
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In this slaughters anioals were often killed. for only the tongues and

hides. An average,of only .20 pounds of meat. (of a possible 500)Jper

bu5alo was eaten. The peak was reached in 1872, when national heroes

like "Buffalo Bill" Cod}, led the killing of more than seven million.

In less than sixty years, the lack*of any sort of policy led to this

destruction of What could have been a major lource of teat for today's

population of this country.# A single buffalo could provide ehe entire

meat supply for at least five,people for a year.

How could the nation have determiaed a suitable resource manage-

Tent policy in 1830? In othdr,wbrds, how could a Commissioner of Buffalo

have' decided how many of ths animals should be killed each year in order

. .

to-keep the'total population'cOnstant? This ;s essentially tiArsame

problem we face today in sertlng the rules for.the fall deer-hunting

season. From a census df the dedr populatipn, the state hunting com-

missioner decides how many can be lamd without depleting e total

population.
1 6.

I.

An intelligent:policy in 1830 reqUired a nowledge of the way the

buffalo population was changing because of natural causes. What are

the birth rate And death rate? In,other words,- what is a model of the

population without any harvesting (or killing by human beings)? 1

Recent Studies on bu6falo living npw In protected areas have

indicated the following facts:

1. Buffalo reach maturity at age 2.

2. 9,07. of the females age 2 or olaer fave one calf a year on the

average.

3 1

23
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3. 53% of the calv s are male,k% female.

4. 30% of the calves live for two years*, oLto maturity (infant .

mortality is high for most animals).

5. 10% of the mature beaststdie each year (from tuberculosis,

,drowning, predation, and so on).
.

Pyrom these data, we can construct a model Showing the mulatiOn of

buffalo each yeai... .

Before we develop this model,\it is simplest.to work first with the

population.of females. The number of females determine the babies or

calves born each year, if we assuie only that there is a adequate

supply of males. Once we know the number of females, wehcan find the

umber of males by a similar model. Consequently, in the remainder of

this seAtion\(and in the later discussion of human population in the

U.S.), we focus exclusivelY on females.

'INow we start constructng theniOdel--just a step-by-step way tp find

,the popuIation,eadh year from the)population in the earlier years. We

start-with 1830, when we assume there are 20 million adult femAles:

1 1830 1831 . 1832 1233 1834 1835

Adult females 120,000 000

Female calves
almost two yrs. ' (a)

Female calves
just born (b)

In.-this table, T.re need to fill in the entries labelled (a) and (b).

(a) is the-number of calves who will become adults in 1831. In other

yords, it is the calves born in 1829 who will reach maturity (age 2) in
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1831. Our data on bire6rates and infant mortality show that (if we

,-

assume 20 million adult fesiVes\in 1829) there were 18,000,000 allves

born ihen (907. oft-the adult filliales). 47Z of these were fesples, or

8,460,000. 30% of these live f &'04years, to adulthood and will become

adult females in 1831. Thus, entry,(0 is 0.30 x 8,460,1)00 or 2,540c000.-
.

Entry.(b) is e nuMber ot femaie calves born in 1830, or 8,460,000.

The table now'become

1831 1832

Adult females. 20,000,000 SI, ( ),
.

.

Female calves about 2 2,540,000

A

,(d) ,

Female calves born 8,460,00Q (e)

.

.
.

We Vow turn to 1831, where we need to find three entries. They are

determined as follows;

(c) The number of adUlt females in'1831 is the sum of two parts:

18,000,000 who survive from 1830 (90% of thh adults in 1830)

2,540,000 who become adUlts in 1831

Thus.

(C) is 20,540,000, or 540,000 more than there were in MO

(d) of the 8,466,000 female calves born in 1830, 30% lima throuih

1831, so this entry,is

0.30 x.8,460,000.or 2,540,000

(e) 90% of (c) is the calva born in 1831, 47% of these.are female,

or entry (e) is 8,650,000

If we continue the table one more year, we obtain

33
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Adull ketales

Females' almost 2"

1810

20,000,000

2,540,000

1831 1832

20,540,000 Z1,030,000

2,540,000 2,600,000

Female ealves born . 8,4180,000 8,650,000 8,900,00p

This table is a population model for the female btafelo. It shomi'

. how the number of adAt female buffalo grows each year because the ntimber

.dying is lower than the number reaching adulthood. If we continue the

table farther, we find *that the population continues ,to grow 'indefinitely?

We can now adk the original-iluestion with which, we started this

section: How many adult females can we allow harvested 6ach year to

still maintain the populaticin constant? We now need .a.table with four

rows-1-the last the number to be killed eadh year. We,assume that in

1830, the season starts after the calved are 1113rn so that the number'

of calves in 1830 is the same as with no harvesting. Then the table

takes tile following form:

1830 1831 1832

Adult fp;ales, 20,000,000

Females almost 2...11.. 2,540,000

'Female calves born - 8,460,000

Females harvested (f)

What do we enter in (f)?

If the adult population in 1831 is to be constant at.. 20,000,000,

we can harvest 540,000 in 1830. (With no harvesting: the adalt p'opula-

tion would grow by 540,000, as shown in the preceding table). Thus, if

entry (f) is 540,000# all entries for 1831 are exactly the same as for'

1830:

a
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, 1830 .1831 1832

SiNrlt females .20,000,000
.
20,ono,000 20,000,000

Females almost.2 2,540,000 2,540,010 2040,000

Female ,calves born .8,460,000 8,460,000 8,460,000

Females harvested i 540,000 540,000 540,000

Each year we can harvest 540,000 adult female buffalo. The adult .,

population stays constant at 20,000,000.. If we calculated a similar'

table for males, we would find we can hafvest 860,000 adult males (a

1,7ger figure because there are More males born). In total, then, if

we can be sure the right proportion of male.and females are killed,

we can harvest 1,400,000 buffalo a year--enough to provide-the entire

meat supply for 7 million people.

The most important featLire of the above population model is that it

permits us to see year-by-year what is happening. We can adjust eaCh

year the number of buffalo harvested to obtain control over the popula-

tion. For example, if there is a drought.one year and 20% of the adult,

populatiOn dies, the population dips. As soon ae we iecognize this

decreqse, we can reduce the number harvested to allow the population to

build up again to 20,000,000 adult females.

In other words, this is what is called a dynamic control model:

it shows the year-by-year situation. We can try small changes in

harvesting or control policies and measure their effects on the popula-

tion.. In this way,'intelligent control is possible even when the birtb

and death rates are not accurately known, or when natural eVents such

as major weather changes can not 14 anticipated.
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In ectAbgy, the.population table dlaveloped above is called a

-

resource management model: the qu4ntitative information needed.to

develop a policy for the management Of a natUral resource here the

buffalo supply. As we see in the next section exactly the same kind

of model is Useful in predicting human population. When we study people,

we obviously are not talking about the4management of resources but

rather the prediction of future trends so that we can prepare to meet the

needs in energy, XTansportation, housing, education, and the like.

4. U.S. Population

Population.predictions for the United States or for the world are

a popular pastime in the press and magazines. The-fact that the world

population is growing has been of interest since the time when Malthus

foresaw widespr.ead starvation when population exceeded the numbera.that

could be fed. A favorite of predictors is to look ahead to the year

2430 (or some such) when people will be standing five deep on all avail-

able land on the earth,' if the present growth rate continues"' (Such a.

prediction is' clearly ridiculous; well before that time there just will

not be space available to generate babies).

A much more realistic preblem is to try to predict the population

of the United States a few decades intd the future, rather than centuries.

mod .111410

1. The popularity of such wild prediaions is partly the result of wide-

spread public ignorance about population problems. As just one instance,

60% of Americans.in a recent sueVey were unable to state the U.S. .

population within 50million; 84% could not give the world population

within one half billion. While such data max not,be.very important,

they are indicative of the gneral lack of knowledge on many aspects

of population problems.

36
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Because of the inertia of the systim, reasonably accurate predictions

should be possible. For instance most of the mothers from now until

the year ma are already alive,:so we should be able to estimate the

number of babies likely to be born durint Ihe rest of.this century. If

there is no malor war or catastrophe, the deaths likewise should be

reasonably predictable. Let us see how we would develop Mich a popula-

tion model for the United States.
1

Once again, as in.the buffalo case, we center our attention on

females only. Ahd Tin we divide the population by ages, since the

likelihood of women having children depends on age. If we were flaking
0

an eccurpte model, we would use groups covering five years--that

females 0-4, 5-9, 10-14, and so on. In order to simplify r model, we

take larger age groups--every 15 years. Thus, we are working wip

females 0-14, 15-29, 30-44, and over. From the 1960 census, we ribtain

the following data:
a

1960 1975 1990 2005 4.

0-14 . 27..4

15-29 17.7 .

30-44 18.4
.

Femalee populatior

in millions

45 and over 26.4
.

.

miemodiftalopmermmagmOOmomammarmwmierlim

1. The model that follows is based on the article by Nathan Keyfitz,
"How Crowded Will We Become," on pages 297-309 of the book:. 3. M.

Tamar et al, :IStatistics: A Guide to the Unknown," Iiolden-Day, Inc.,

San ft'anciscap.Calif., 1472. The'papLlxack book is an exciting and
impressive collection of articles indicating many applications of modern
statistics to problemi of the real world.



We will predict the populatidn every 15 years through the turn o.f

the century.

The first three entries coyer115-year age spans. Clearly, the

population 15-29 is suFprisingly small. This is the group born from.

1930 to 1945--the depression and wax years.when the birth iate was very

low. The group 0-14 were born during the "baby-boom" post-war years

from 1945-1960, when.this country reached an 'average of foue h ldren

3
per family. Thus the data for J.960 reflects the changes in p b

attitudes over the preceding half century, as the desired family size

responded to economic and social forces.'

Mow .let us."suppoee it is 1966 and we wish td try to predict popula-

tion into the future, perhaps as far as, the year 2005. We have detailed

data,op the birth rates and death rates clueing the year 1965. In other

words, with regard to death rates, We know the amal?1 percentage of women'

of each age who are likely to die in a year. rn the same way, we know

what fraction ofhwomen of each' age will have a baby daughter during the

year.

From these data, we can calculate how to find the appropriate
0-

entries for 4he 1975.column in the above table--that is, the prediction

of the population for the year 1975. Speeific'ally, the number 15-29

in 1975 is 0.9924 of the group 0-14 in 1960. In other words, 0.2

million of the females die during this 15 years as they age from 0-14

to 15-29. (In this table we have omitted t e population over 45 bq

simplify our calculations. Instead of,frpding he total population',

we will focus on the three youngest 'age grou

1.4:2
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1960 1975 1990 2005
.

nz14 27.4

15-29
. .

17.7 17.2

30-44 18.4

Similarly, the 30744 group in 1975 is 0.9826 of the..17.7million

alive in 1960, or

1960 1975 1990 2005 ,

0-14 27.4

,

15-29 17.7 Z7.2

30-44
.

18.4 17.4 ,

Thus far, the table or model is derived from 196(0 census date and the

death rates as measured in 1965. Since ihese death rates are not likely

to change much from 1960 to 1975, the estimates can be expected to be

rather good. It is highly likely that there will be close to 27.2

million females 15-29 in 1975.
1

Now we must.determine the population 0-14 in .1975; these,..are the

baby girls born during-the 15 years. Again. we Use data from ehe tear

1965: what fraction of women.at each age had baby girls during.the

0 year. We assume these same fractions will describe ate toirthslrom 1960

to. 1975. From this information, we find that the number of girls'still

living and 0-14 in 1975 will be the sum of three parts:

0.4271 x female population 0-14 in 1960'

0.8498 x females 15-29 in 1960

0.1273 x females 30-44:in 1960

1. It is also noteworthy that the death rates are quite 'small. If we

'were modelling the male population, we could expect appreciably more

deaths because of accidents, homicide, suicid, alcoholism, heart

attacks, and so forth.
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The total of 'these three numbers gives1-219.1 as the number for the 0-14

entry for 1975. In other words, ifIthe'birth rates g1,965 truly des-
own

cribe the 1960 to 1975 period, we can anticipate 29.1 female girls under

15 in 1975. (Hence we assume women over 4 hatre a negligible numb'er

of children). r
1111011 We can then calculate the 1990 column in.the same way from the

1.1cle5.4!' 'for 1975.' From 1990, we can go on to 2005.- The complete tabkee)

then takes the form

1960 1975 .1990 2005

0-14 29.1 37.7 44.1 -- .

1.5-29 OP tIO 28.9
,

Female popula.
-37.5 tion in milli(

* (based on 196!
30-44 18.4 17.4 26.7 28.4 'birth rate)

Several comments:should be made about this 1;opeulation model.

(a) The three entries-in the .1960 column are census data7-in other
. -

words!, facts.

(b) The death:rates are not likely tp change very much in the7next

30 years. Consequently, the predictions depending only on death rates

are likely to be very good. Thus, we have confidence in those entries

circled ih the table.
.

(c) The entries not circled depend on birth ratA or the patterns

of humbn.b4halnor. In the U.S: a trend to small or large families seems

to Sweep lifce an epidemic across the country. If we had used' lower.

us

1

birth rates of 1971'instead of 1965 aa a basis for prediction, e table

would have the form

11,

*it



1960 1075' .1990 . 2005

044 27.4 25.3 31.4 33.3
Female population-

15-29 '25.1
,

...,

in millions (based
31.2

on 1971 birth rate

.30-44 (117)
ICT* rigTh .

247

The circled entries ate unchanged; the other entries are reduced. By

2005, this table gives a .total-population 21 million less than the pre-'

ceding table'(over 40 million less if we include males).

This leisteomment emPhasizes Oat.the model predictions are depend-

edt on human behavior which we can not hope to aAticipate. The farther

into the future that we try to predict, the more sensitive our model is
r

to:these unknown factors. We can predicereasonably well 15 years into

the future; we just AO not know what will hapoen 45 years away (even if

no maijor war or depression or new.contraceptive introduces an'entirely

unexpected factor). .

5. Use of the Population Model

The population model provides a basis-for economic and educational

Olanning. Becaus many years are required to educate professionals

(doctors, teachers, 5urses, and so on), the nation should andteipate

the needs.in order.to expand and,eontract .educational program;. Other-

wise, we are likely to encounor the situation* that in 1972 (for example)

there is a surplus of:engineers. Freshman enrollment imengineering

falls and certain sch;ols close. Five years later, the low output

results in a severe shortageo.stprting salaries soar, and large nuMbers
40

of freshmen vire attracted. Five more years see a seriods over-supply.

This .unstable, oscillatory situation grows more violent each:Eycle with.

4 1

.0
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4.

large numbers of young p 624.e frustrated by the'system.
1

"No

In the particular ease of elementary school teachers, our model

of the last section shows clearly why the. Bureau of Labor Statistics .

recently predictedia pevere'stieplus by 1980. In the lasgt 6ble (based

-

on the 1971-rate), the number of females 0-14 in 1975 Is slightly less .

dam in 1960; even the table.based on 19t5 births indicates only

climb from 27.4 million in 1960 to 29.1-in-19751 The raid.d expansion.

of elementary schools in the 1960's'which resulted froiethe bahy boon

of the 1250;p will be followed during the 19701s by a static situation

at best. ,Icideed in 1972 elementary school enrollment,was only 35.9

million, a half million less than in 1971. A reduction in 500,000
4. a

students meane about 2,001.fewer teachers. It is not surprising that

several states are shciply reducing the number of edutation.programs,

arid that the newspapers carry frequent stories of education,graduates,

migrating to Auttralia'to find job opportunities .

a
Both the last two tallies indicate; however, a rise in elementary-

school enrollments by4 1990 (when the many girls born in the '50- s have
f

iecently had children). Thus.,.the model gives a prediction of both °,

the people likely to be-entering the Job market and the jobs available.

Obviously careful economic ahd governmental planning requires much

more detailed models than we have derived in the last seetion, but our

'analysis does indicate the princiilles from which suc %models can be

built.

6.11.01.11...011114=.

1

1. Medical education has consistently .dv.oided this:sort of wild oScilla-
tion by stringent control over enrollment in .spite.o& the frequent
criticism that medical schotils Are unnecessarily small. ,

4 ()



6. Exponential Growth

The model based on 1965 birth rates is reproduced below. If we

104k at the data in any one rOw, we find that population grows.as shown
e T

by .the .solid curve of Fig. 2-2. There is a rather steady , smooth growth

ivpreSpted'by the dashed line; on top of this or added to it is an

oscillating pare,

0-14

15-29

1960 I 1975 /990

37 7

28.9

2(105

44.1 Fegiale population

-in millions
37.5 (based on 1965

birth rate)

Female

population
. 0-14

4

28.4

1960, 1975 1990 2005 2020

Fig. 2-2 Population growth

The steady-growth part is a long-term tendency of population to
"

'grow simply because people like to have more than two children per

couple. The oscillatcng part arises from the.short-term changes in

.public attitudes toward family size--changes caused by war, depression,

and the like.



Sf out prediction is continued into the future, we find that ehe

ishort-terri'oscillating part eventually dies out. The prediction'follows

a simple, smooth growth curve.
1. This slooth curve (the dashed line of

Fig..272) indicate# Or..,Jong-term population grokth rate.

'If we study thislong-term grOwth, we find that it corresponds to

a rate of 1.3% per year. In other words, every year/the population

increases br 1:3%.

The situatior: is eActly similar to.the growth of a savings account

in abank, with the. Anterest deposited- at the end of each year -(in bank-

ing terms, the interest,is aompounded annually). If the interest rate

is 5% and we ,start with $1000,'after one year we havl $1050. The next' .

year we receive 5% of this

have $1102.50. The dollar

than during the first year.
#

total, or $52.50; hence after two years we

growth tt;e'second.year is slightly larger0

Eadh year Ole growth ill 5% of the'total at the beginning of that

year. If we plot the gronth, we'find a curye such as Fig. 2-3.

as

1.arger She value of the curve, the moit the growth that year.

.Savings

account
,ffig

Fig. 2-4
Compound

1 interest

1

1 2 3 4. 5 year

The

1. Actually, if women had children qnly at or nearsage 25, the osci14a7

tory part of the'prediction would.tend to grow IA; size. We call such'a

system "unstable." ,The model is obviously of no value in predicting

population once we are so far iii the future that the large oscillations

cave violent changes. Fortunately, in tht case, o6 human population

.studies, woMen have bab.ieb over 9 wide age span. As-a,result, oscilla-

tions caused by t,he baby boom of.the 1950's tend to di.sappear-gradually.

A
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The doubling rule i )- ,

)In the case of ihe savings account, if we took t 510101baterest home
k

each year and *kept it "safeli" under the mattress, we would have $1000

in thg bank and receive $50 each year. In 20 years,.we would have $1000

under the mattress; our money would have-dOubled.

-If we invest'the interest every year (that is, we obtain compound

interest), each year.the growth is.slightlyularger'than the year before.

Now how many years must pass before the money in the bank doubles? If

we do an exact calculation using algebra, we find the ana;rer is .14.2

years.- Actually there is a simple rule which works for all cdiapound
.

interest problems (or population'growth problems). It'states that

The number of years to double is.about 72 divided.

by the percent growth per. year.

In growth problems, this rule is a very important and useful tool.

For example, if the.interest rate is 5%, we must wait about 72/5 or 14.4

years for the total to double. Okre said above the correct answer ts

14%2 years; this difference demonstrates the typical accuracy of the
-1

-If the U.S. population is growing by 1.3% each year, we can expect '

it to* double in 72/1.3 or 55 years.
1 A population of 205 million in

1970 will become 410,million by the year 2025.

open %11.M

, 1. The correct answer is 54 years. Again our rule works, since no
one is going to worry'if we arp one year off. The rule works well
as long as the interest rate is less than 202.

37
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Another form of the doubling rule

The rule can also be stated in another useful way;

,The percent increase per year-is about 72 divide;d

by the number of years to double.

If we know that a cerain growth situation results in soMe quantity doubling

in 18 years, we can immediately state that fhe annual growth rate is 72/18

or a.

In-both forms of the doubling rule, we need not measure time in years;

um can use any Convenient length of time. For instance, if a baby weighs'

twice its birth weight at-nine weeks, the average weeXly incr4se is then

72/9 or 82. We could also state: the weight doubles in 63 days; hence

the growth rate is 72/63 or 1.122u.

Thas, the two doubling rules allow us to slide easily back and forth
4k,

between the two 'descriptions of growth: the time to double,and the percenE

increase each year or other unit of time.
P

Exponential growth

The particular type of growth considered in the Above examples is

called exponential growth. This term means that the quantity or size grows

by_ the same multiplying factor in each unit of time.

This is an extremely important concept in many different system studies.

In 1970 in Boston, one in every five people were on welfare. With a

populatiOn of 700,000, this means 140,000 on welfaie. If the growth is

expOnential forthe number on welfare'and the rate iI%4xyear, 1971

should see an increase of 8,400 (ta a total og 148,400). In 1972, the

,increase is 8900, or 500 more than in 1971. When the growth is exponential

the problem is not only continuously worse, but also the amount by which

C
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it grows cantinually increases. In general terms, the rate at which the

situation worsens grows directly as the severity of the problem.

In popular'speedh, we often describe such a situation as runahy.

Runaway inflation menas the dollars needed to buy a house, for example,

grows exponentially, In Brazil a few years ago 'the inflationary rate was

20% per year. In less than four years, the cost,of a house doubled.

When growth is exponential, the danger is that the problem may. get

away from us before we'realtze its seriousness. There Is a classic
,

example of this in ecology. A man owns an estate on ich. a poqd is located.

r

He finds that the water surface is gradually being ',coveted by.an,odorous

plant growth. He notices that'a square foot li eavered the first day, two

square feet the second day, and four square feet the third day. He decides

he will take corrective action when half the surface is covered; by that

-

time the problem will loe, serious.

-I

.

Unfortunately, by that time it .1.s iSo lad. The growth doubles each
.

,

41piak 4
,

a9TWCOnsequently, when he moves iiito action he has only one,day to

."-Correet the situation..,

Sigmoid growth

Actually exponential growth usually CharacteriFes the early portions

ofla phenomenon. The,Annual sales pf tfie-Xerbxderperation can grow exponen-
,

tially duting the company's early years, for example at.18%.per'year or

doubling every four yeara. Obviously.such gtowtii can notiontinue inaef-

initely; the Xerox sales can not exceed the U.S. Gross,National Product,

and the slowing of the growth rate will occur well Afore that timd,

An actual growth curVe tends to have the form of Fig. .2-4, known as

a sigmoid curve (sigmoid.means shaped.Atke.the creek letter sigma,

, -
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Size of
item

t
1
Time

.Fig. 2-4 Sigmoid growth

corresponding to 11). The growth is exponentf4 up to the time tl, then

the rate of increase starts to slow, and fijly1e, population or slize

approaChes a constant value (or a slowly increasing. val.ue).

Inpany particular growth,study, a crucial problem isdeciding where

we are with respect to tl .
Is the growth going 'to continue .e nentially,

or will the growth shortly slow down? In most cases, the answertAknot -

at all apparent.

town, the'School

AN.,

Tor instance, in planning for new schools in a subU, an

Board has to:anticipate when population growth will slo0

Obviously, if land qvailability is severely limited, immigration will

But usually the immigration decrease precedes this t42e, since as land

becomes slightly scarcer, prices rise and the area is less attractive

beeause of crowding. The difficulty of the problem is proven by the suburbs

where elementary schools have been over-built.

Granhs of_Exponential Grotith

The United States is by far history's most efficient producer of

solid waste. With only 5% of the world's populationt, this country generates

well over 50% of the total rubbish. The data from the.Tast 45 years are

awesomet
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/ 1926 50 million tons/yeat

1940 75

1950 100

1962\ 150

We desire totglot these data in order to predict the problem magnitude

likely by the year 2000 and also by 2050.

First we might ask: Is this exponential growth? This equivalent

to the question: Do the giverAdata represent a constant per entage increase

per year? The numbers above do semmto be close.to exponential growth.

The total .doubles from 50 to 100 in 24 years;. later it doubles from 75 to

.152, in 22 years. It multiplies by 1.5.in 14 years (1926-1940), then in

12 years (1950-1962). While the growth rate may be increasing slightly:

.proba4ly exponential growth id a reasonable assumption. There is...no pOiz.tt

in worrying too much about small errors since the above data are certainly

just rough estimates. \.)

We want to plot a graptf showing the annual solid waste as it varies

with the year. We first seleCt.our scales (Fig. 2-5)i Since we want to

predict to the year 2050, the horizontal scale is chosen to carry the graph

400

300

Million tons
poi year 200

,1926 1940 1960 1980 2000
Year-

Fig. 2-5 Scales for the graph

19

2020 2040
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this far. Tit; smallest value is 50 in 1926; on the vertical scale we .

represent this by a small distance.

Now we are ready to plOt.- The given data are first entered, and a

solid line is drawn approximately through these poiints (Fig. 2-6). If

th'e doubling time is 22 years, prediction points cin be determined:.

1984 (1962 + 22 years) 300 million tons/year .

2006 600

2028 1200

2050 2400

A dashed line in Fig. 26 is drawn to indicate the prediction into the
0

future.

400

300

Million tons
per year 200

100
50

.1926 1940 1960 198Q 2000
Year

.
Fig: 2-6., Solid waste prediction

2020 2040

,t

Unfortunately, before the year 2000 the graph goes off the scale.

The exponential growth is so rapid we would actually need a,graph nine

inches high to show the value by 2050. In order.to bring the value at .

2050 onto the paper; we would have to Contrdet the vertical scale so much

that the curve'from 1926 to 1950 would almost lie on the zero line.

These graphing.difficulties always.ar/se with exponential growth. They

can be avoided by using a distorted or nonlinear vertical scale. Instead

of each division vertically corresponding to a fixed number of tons/year,



Million tons
per year

3260

1600

800

400

, 200

100

50
1920 .1940 1900 1980 2000 2020 , 2040 -

Year

-Fig. 2-7 Vertical scale for an improved plot,

we. make each division represent the same factor of growth. In other

words, we libel the vertical scale as-shown in Fig. 2-7. The minimum

value of interest is 50, so we choose ehis at the bottom. One division
t .

0-
up 'corresponds.to a doubling ip 100; a second division doubles again to.

,

OD, and so on. Each vertical division'need not represent doublingf,

multiplication by any constant-factor can be Used.

Once the scales are fixed, the given data points can be inserted.

With this type of vertical scale,-the graph is a straight line. This is
+Asp.

just what is meant by exponential growth. -The years horizontally required

.for the cUrve to move upward one division ire the same.everywhere since

each upward division corresponds-to multiplicatibn by the same factoraj_,..

-

'nit's, exponential growth is represented,by.a straight line when-we

use this distorted verticaNsCale, called a "logarithmic scale." Such a

logarithmic plot allows us to answer the question originally posed: Do
TO.

.the given data correspond to exponential growth? If these.datia fall on a

43
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.

straight line on such a plot, they do indeed represent exponential growth.

3200

Million tons
800

per year

400

200

100

50 i I I- 1----I 1.-...

1960 1980 2000 2020 2040

Year

Fig. 2-8 Straight-line plot of so/i8 waste generated
(logarithmic vertical scala)

1926 1940

Furthermore, with this type of plot, prediction is trivial.' We need

only extend.the'solid line with a straight eage (Fig. 2-8). The figure

shows that the prediktion &ive abput 2500 million tons/year in 2050, 500

tons/y-ear in 2000.

Graphs df the tylie described above (i.e., logarithmic plots) appear

floequentiy A newspapers, magazines, and other media. The two advantages

are that one graph can showman enormous range of variation of the quantity

being plotted, and that a straight line represents the exponential growth

which is so very common in descr#ing social, environmental, and ecOnomie

, signals.

K-Suc'h graphs and predictions are normally not used for precision work*,

since the data just are not that good. We should poinefout that the

vertical scale is distorted. Thus, 800 is one division above 400 and is

2 times 400. One half division up would be 4itimes 400, not halfway

between 400 and 800. If one vertical division coriesponded to multiplying

by 3, one half division would mewl multiplication by fIor 1.7.
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Possibility cif Population ;control,

In 1972, the number of children per family in the United, States

dropped below 2.1 -- the leveiftneld to estabiisli'a constant population

on a long-term basis. In spite of this, the inertia of the system Means

that the population will continue to increime at an average,ratd-of 0.7Z

per year until the end of the century, and 300 million population will

be reached by.2021. After this,,the levelling off %Atli occur.

If social, econamic, and attitudinal changes occur after 1973 and

we return to a norm of 3 Children per family, the population will reach

300,million by 1996, and 4410 million by 2014. Thu;, any rational estimate .

of future population to the end of thA.century simply has to be Pased bu

a guess as to the 1.-eproductive "habits of the pedple. Here past history

(Fig. 2-9)is not very comforting, as 'the reproductive rate has varied from

a high of 4 CPF in the late 1950's to 2.1 in 1972. There is no loggai

basis to estimate.with confidence what this rate will do over the coming

Children
per family

(CPF)
4

I
.

i
,

If 1
.

,

1960 1970 Year1950'

Fig. 2-9 ghildreft pser.U.S: family over last two

decades

Regardless of,the changes In the next decade in ehe CPF, the inertia

will caUse continued population growth as noted above. To achieve zero

a
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population growth imMediately, we wpuld have.to htVe one CPF t4s entire '

generation, 2 CFF in.the next generation, and then 3 CPV in,the next (to

compensate for the.low birth rate in the current generation). Even the .

most ardent advocates of zero population trowth can not seriously argue

for the federal and social constraints;which would be necessary to ensure

such an odd reproductive pattern. 1/4

Consequently, this country mustoplan to adjust for at least several

'decades to population growth. During the 'next two decades, we can ariticipate-

-4
. 1970's 1980's

New househol4F/year
17514"7"N

Increase in labor fogce/year 3.511

ir

Percent living in cities 60% --?70% 70%17478%

.Becasse of iuch impacts; a national population policy'must be developede

If there is a national decision to attempt to limit p-Opulation growth,

A

he question that immediately arises is: flow can,control be achieved?

What are the alternatives
.

.

4

In order to swer'this question, the Commission on Population Growth

and the American uture attempted to look in depth at the varicus fdiors

which 'contribute to growth. From such a stuvily, a relatively small nudber

4

of.tolerabla alternatives_atmeari.which we dis uss in the remainder of

's.

this section.

/mmigration

9

Does immigration contribute significantly 'to U.S. population growth?

,Yes, even under the restrictive laws now in effect.

More than 1000 peiple per day the net 'flew into the Unifed Statek

or approximately 4ao,wo per year. This compares to 10,0,00 babies born.

k



.
daily, and 5000 deaths. Hen4, immigration accounts for 29Z.pf the-annual

*

a.

population growth in the garly 1970's.1, Two thirds of the immigrants
-0

settle in only siZ statis (New. York, California, New Jersey, Illinois,

Texas, and Massachusetts), so. there is a particularly acute problem in

absorbing.the ,Olmigrants into the socio-economic system in a few cities;

Theimpaci on populit.ion grawtt is paiticularly pronoun'ced because so

,

. *

many of the immigrants are young adults just entering the ehild-bearing

. ..

age.

The problem of controlling immigration has been difficult in the

United States because so much of the population growth during the last 150.

-0

yeati has resulted from the open-door policy. The first restriction was ,

impos2d in 1882 whenliChinese were excluded. Abput 1990, general limits-

tion6 vere imposed on those with criminal or bad health records. 1924

saw the first general restriction with only two categories allowed to

immigrate: (1) Close relations of U.S. citIzens and refugees; (2) 150,000

others each yar,'selected by quota to maintain the existing ethnic dip-

"tributions in this country.

These revlatidhs to hold tjle "status quo:' lasted. until 1965, when

. a major revision of the immigration laws removed emphasis on national

origin and based future decisions on:

(1).Family reunification,

(2) Political asylum,

(3) Needed skills and,professionS:

This last category has resulted in the heavy in4.flow f hysicians:attracted

\

1, This 400,000 annually is a net figure%

-emigrate-from the Uniited States, priarily
.

o

About 37,000 people per year
to Canada, Israel, and Aus.tralia.
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by the/high salaries (averagb.$42,000) and: exceptional ciinital and rese.arch

facilities,/ (There are 7000 Filipino doctors in this country now.,'compared

to only.6000 Blacks).

- An ehtirely diffetent category encompasses die'illegal immigiants.

Nobody really knows how many of these there are: In 1971, 420,000 sudh

aliens Were located and.deported, in eontrast to only 71,000 in 1960, so

.presumably the in-flow.rate is of the aame order'of'iignitude as ihe legal

.immigrantS. One estimate is.that as many as two million aliens maY now

be living illegally in this,count,ry.

aghty percentbf the aliens deported in 1971 were from Mexico. In

most cases, these were itinerant farm workers ewilling to woi for below-

minimum wages. In recent years, an increasing percentage ofithe illegal

immigrants have been fciund in the larger cities, idecontrasttogearlfer

1

years when most stayed near. the -point of entry.

T4ts the immigration, both-legal.and illegal, eonstitutes 40% of the

annual population groWth of the Ilnited States. If immigration were shut

off the United States would.now be well below the,reproductive rate for

long-term, zer6 poVulatipn groFth. In the light of this situation, some

proponents of population'control argue for both a significant cut-back

in legal immigration and rigid law enfoicement to decrease illegal entry.

They'emphasize the unemployment probleMs already existing in this country

and the urban congestion.,

To refute these arguments, people in favor of immigration point out

that the immigrants in the past have made exrremely important contributions

to the development of this country. 'Further, for humanitarian reasons,

the United States shotild.continue to be an asylUm for political refugees,

5t; 41.



And a laad where opportunity exists without regard to the andividuars-

background.

Unwanted babies

Ita reduced rate of population growth is a national goal, one might

ask If decreasing the number of unwanted'babies could be 'significant%

Here the term "unwanted baby" refers to children not desired by the parents
4

before concepticin. According to the 1965 National Fertility Study, 20% of

all babies fall into the unwanted category. One third of the married
441

couples studied had at least one.unwanted child. In terms of the number

of Children the parents already had

' 5% of the first children, were unwanted

8% of the second

21% of the thiid

32% of the fourth

45% of the fifth

50% of the sixth and higher

The 1976 National Fertility Study showed similar results, with the cleii

indication thatifif, unwanted births were excluded, the United States would

be well be/ow the reproductive rate corresponding to an Ultimate, zero

population gr9wth.

In urging a national effort to reduce the number of unwanted-births,

the majority report of the Commission on Population Growth and the Ameri

cam Future argued for a variety of actions. The pass e of the 1970

Family Planning Seri:rice and Population Research Act was considered only

a first step. The Commission stated that much more research is needed

on contraception, and educational programs must be'vastly expanded to

-make family planning servidbs more widely available. ,Furthermore, many -

of the state laws on marriage , divorce, abortion, and contraception

49



should be changed. The arguments are-made that advertising of contracep-

tive devices should be allowed, and that physicians.should be legally

Ale to.give advice to minors without parental consent.

4
Other factors (I'

Population'growth can elso be slowed by.increased opportunities for

women to 'work. In iluch of Eastern Europe, wheie women have been heavill.
4

employed since World War IItIthe birth rate has 'dropped so low that there

is widespread concern. In several countries, national policy iloto

encourage additional children through all possible incentives and propaganda.-

The ;?irth rate can be'influenced somewhat through economic incentives,

and_tax laws, although the system is generally inelastic -- that is,

.changes in the federal income tax rates, for example,.are unlikely te'have

.any real effect.

To what extent propaganda is effeartive is not cleai. Th'e sibrp iixopr

in the CPF.(children per faMily) from 1959 to 1972 is generally attributed'

to a varietybf causes: the birth control pill, expansion of family

planning services, easing of abortion laws in several states, women's

liberation7 and expan:IN job oppartunities, economic condictons-such as

the rise in unemployment about 1970, and publicity about the popuration

and environmental problems. Thqre seems,to be.no agreement on threla-

tW significance of each of these factors. oEven in the case of abortion-

law Change, the fact that 400,00 abortions were performed last year in

states where it was permi4d at the .will of the mother is still difficult

to interpret. How many of thbse abortions, would have been done illegally?

How many of the pregnandies would not have occurred with stricter abortion

40,
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laws? All that really is known is that the number Of unwanted bircha

is certainly being reduced sharply if the shortage of babies availebla,

to adoption agencies is a valid indicator1

9.. Final Comments

This Chapter really only touches the surface of ehs subjedc of popula

tion models. We owe an apology to the experts in demography and populatidd

0
modelling for- the superficial treatment of ad exceedingly difficult topiaa

Perhaps even this brief coverage does indicate the compleXgoature of popuIsor

tion dynamics, with the importance not only of the age diacyibutlon a thd

current population, but also of public attitucies and goVerritdd cal Oolidiaa.

The difficulty would be vastly greater if we idcluded'considerdtidd

of the geographical distribution of the U.g. pepulatien. Anyone Who .hast

travelled throughout the country recognizes that there is no shorCaga of

land. The troable.is th;t mqst of the population lives id the urban arena,

In. 1900, 60% of the people lived on farms or in villages; by 1010.1 only

26% were rural and, 69% lived in urban arns (citieof at least 50,000
4 r

or are'as economically integraed with citie6). Alhei perdatitage t4AS eveis
A.

higher in California (93%).and the Northeast (80%). The 20 cities today

of population more than one million will grow -in number tO 50 by the year.

2000, and there will be 12 metropolitan areas the size of Np14 York tacitly.,

The trquble with such urbanization arises both because of the con-.

current intensification of basic problems (environmental, transportation,

crime, and so on) and because the city is not 6here'people ofted Want,

to live. If people are' asked for their choice of living environment,

,they respond as follows:

r:()
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ir

Percent living there now Lers_e_nlirtfra.i.wthiti

Open country 12 34

Small. city 13 30

Medium city 25 22

Large city 27 , 14.
,. .'

While the aversion to the large city #0041.5 Clear, it LS not.claar

whether urban population density is limfficiently'high to cause serious

effects on.the inhabitants.
/

Experiment.* wiLik anit440, at.atinit-, with tha

rats studied by Calhoun in 1962, have shown that serious overcrowding

caises increased mortality among the yoting-, lower fertility, neglect of

the young by mothers, aggr4ssiveness, somnambulism, sexual aberrations,

and .other psychotic behavior, To whet extent can these results be carried

2
ovr to a study of the modern eityl glace it is nearly impossible to do

carefully desiined, extensive goaial experiments on people, there is n0-

%

answer io this questioli. 'Perhaps we aaa at.leaqt be,6amforted by the

fact that there is no clear evidence that today's citike are having similar

effects on the. residents.

ftl=e1

1. One pictures New York City aa crowded. Actually the population density
of 50,000 per square mile is far below ancient Roma's figure- of' 225,000,

even though there were no high rise-buildings ac the time of the Caesars.

2. An interesting article with a bibliography ig that by 01,a, Calle ec'elf

Population Density and Pathology: What are the Relations for Man, Science,

April 7, 1972, pp. 21:30.

a



CIIAPTER 3

DELIVERY 0F HEALTH SERVICES

A

The year is 2040; your granddaughter,has just celebrated her Mith

birthday at an all-night_party". She faces a bleak

a reg shortage of marriageable young men. Indeed

.53

prospect. There is

in the U.S. as a whole,

there are 25% more uomen than men, with the 'difference almost entirely

over the age of 20. Both candidates for President are supporting legis-

lation allowing only young males, to immigrate.

3=-1 show's what has happened. As recently as,. 1910, there were -

fa more men than women. Then the ratio started falng dramatically., In

the 1970's, health expAts became alarmei and studied.the Causes. They

found diat

(1) Young men (under 25) were dying at a rapidly increasing rate

from auto accidents, suicide, and murder. 'Auto accidents causid,half the
A

deaths in the "asps 15-19.

.^NAles per
every 100
females

103

101

99

97

95

1870 1890 1910 1930 1950 1970 Year

'Fig. 3711 Ratio of men to women in the United States

8'61
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(2) Old men were dying earlier and eatlier from lung cancer, live;

disease (related partly to alcoholisi), and' heart attacks.

As an indication of the problem, the death ratea among people 25 through

29 were

White women 71/100,000

Rhite men 167/100,000

Non-mhite women 201/100,000

Hon-white men 455/100,000

EVen thbugh these data were

1960's, there was no real demand

widely pulqicized

for pubIlt acqon

during the 1970's and

toL change the trenda..
.

More and more women were following careers, and the lack of markiage as

not considered serious. Then in the early years of the,21st century, the

couRtei-reaction to women's liberation, set in, and 1the common goal of

. ,

young women,was'deveting full cnergy to'the raising of a family.. Suddenly,

the shortage of men becaMe painful. Safe driving laws were strictbr,
4.

enforced, prohibition becane the law of the land, snicking was banned in

all public placbt, 'and severe eax pdnalties were imposed on any umn,over

30 Ao was unmarried for moie than one year..

Unfortunately, in the' year 2040 these measures have not been in effect

-IQ
long enough to improve the situation. As so .often.happens, public awareness

of a hea4h problem fellowed by many years the clearreigns of the problem.

Public action didn't have any obvious effect until decades later. During

this long time delay, the problem became serious.

1. Health Services

The high male death rate is just one inditation of the current

health*problem in the United States.

P..)

re
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Every U.S. President since Trumdh has affIrmed the right of) every

Aaerican to hilh.-quality health and medical services. With the financial

and educational resources available in this country, we _might logically

guess that the health of the avdeage Xmerican matches or exceeds that'

found in any other country. 'Yet the few quantitative measures available

for the comparison of different countries usually place the United States

well down in the list' of the advanced nations in the world.

What are the possible reasons for the,relatively poor health status
1/4

of Americans? What positive steps might be taken to improve the situation?

What blocks or.impedes such action?

The familia; lament we hear newadays If we can send a man to

the moon within a d5gade, why can't we demand the saae success when we

focus equal energy on improving the 'health of the people (or indeed on

any other problem)? There are, as we shall see, two parts to the answer:

the

(4) The health/problem is much more complex than he'moon program..

'In the be/4th prob10, we of ether an experimenE

is succe ful Or not. There is no simple way to measure how

healthy/People are.

(2) In this country we have found it eXceeaingly difficult:to focus

effeetiv'ely our national rdsources on a particular socio-technolog-
.

f

ical problem. In any national problem such as health, attempts

to use technology and to do intelligent planning run into politi6al,

social, and economic roadblocks. Also, there may be so many

alternatives for possible action that it is impossible to decide

what to do first--with the result, either nothing is done or the

total effort is so spread out', no one area is funded enough to 0.

show real results.

In the following pages, we want to look at the"general nature of

ealth problem and th n look at a few possible courses of governmental
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action (with the emphaqAs on the problems impeding progress). From this

"case study" there hopefully will emerge an appreciation of some of the,

alternatives both available today in the United States and politically

.....'" 4 I

feasible wiih adequate' public understanding and support.
. A- 0

2... Cm Health Services S stem . .
-

What do we include within the Aealth service's system? The ghyy.c.41 .

*
and mfntal health.o.f Americsan is affected by al- most every system or

i
,

institution. Professional sports hopefully contribtite to mental health

4

urban transportation perhaps causes mental strain, and s;lid waste 4.1. posal

influences the urban rat population which in turn affects health.

In order to work with"a manageable system, we wb11 arbitrarily excltide

mental health and all environmental problems (uch as Air pollution) where

phe relation to health is-not obvious. In particular, we includekr

A
PreVentive health

,

care

Or

Hospital, care,

;Care of the chrcinically ill or the physically handicapped

Handling of diseases and epidemics

Nutriti6a

Another aspect, emergency medical service, is considered in thaptsr 4.

How ler& is the system for the delivery of health services in the

,United States? OUr expenditures now totaLabout 75 billion dollars per

11,

year, and the total is gfowing appreciably faster t4an the GNP. Health "

is either our lartest industry or close to it (this depends n wha we

call an industry).

During the decade of the 1960's, the change in certain costs in the

U.S. were ps shown in Fig. 3-2; of the items depicted the only one to.

rise mom than hospital costs was the price of food Items popular with
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ill-do not give a good picture orhealth. Even in such a seemingly simple

58

the poor within our population. The phenomenal rise in hospital costs

was the result of several parallel developments. First, wages rose

s4arply, particularly as many hospital workers were brought under mini-

mum-wage laws for the first time. Rapid growth in various insurance

programs inzpeased administrative paper work and costly delays in hospitals

being paid. Niw technology, including computers and intensiye iaide

facilities, was expensive to purchase and, pafticularly, to maintain and

opeiate. ln this resDect, there was very little regional planning or
/

; inter-hospital sharing,of elaborate facilities; the staff of every hospi-

. tal wanted the capability for- open-heart Surgery, even though most of the

resulting facilities were grossly under-utilized.\4

Of the total-expenditures for health, 79% come from private sources,

only.30% from governmental uograms--in sharp contrast to many of the

-advanced countries of the world where the complete health care system is
.

nationalized.

Current Performance of,the U.S. System

These expenditures of $375 per person per year in the U.S. are very

much higher than other developed cotplries.' We might anticipate 4 health.

.level significantly better thait.the other advanced.natious of the. world.

The data concerning the,health Of the public are nat.very detailed or

comPlete; for example, we really don't know'what percentage2f our popu-
,.

lation between the ages of 40 and 50 are reasonably healthy most of the

time. We can estimate the prevalence of' certain diseases or body malfunc-

butthese data are often sObject to eftor and, even taken together,

*

ci
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aspect as the legally blind, estimates of the population range from

less than a million to nearly three million.

The lack of trustworthy data appears again and again in public
4

' discussions; Within the last two years, there have been repeated argu-
.

ments in Congress-and in thenews media about themagnitude of the hUnger

problem in this country -- arguments made evdn moe,confusing by unsub-

stantiatO public statements and occasional willfuJ distortion by news

media..

There are, however, same data which'are carefull defindd throughout

'the world and which can be%used to compare the U.S. with other countries.

Lifeexpectancy

The indi'vidualeporn in the United States in the year 190 could expect

to live 49.2 years; the child S9rn in 1965 estimated his life xpectancy

as 70.2 years. Figure 3-3 shows h1Wthis change of more than,20 years

-

has occurred; and Table 1 gives the deWled data sincg 1930. The advantage

of seven.years for omen compared to men, plus.the fact that the wife is

typically three years yaunger thall her husband, explains the very large

number of-olddr widows in this country. The typical wife can expect to

outlive her husband by.ten years. Clearly, we should change our customs

to urge young women to delay-their marriage until their lateiI20's and

then to marry men in their early 20's.

TFo aspects of the life expectancy data are interesting:

(1) There- has been a sharp levelling off of the growth in the 20

years since the early 1950,s. In 1954, the ave.r.age_xas,69741-1;7-565

only 70.2. In spite of the widely publicized medicalAdvances (artificial

kidney machines and heart transplants) and the stream of new drugg, life

'expectancy has not increased appreciably.
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1910 1920 -1930 1940 1950 1960 1970

Fig. 2-3 United Stapes life expectancy at birth::

Year Total

White,

Male' Femalel

Nonwhite

Male Female

-1930 59,7 59.) 63:5 149.3 49.2

1935 61.7 61.0 ,65.0 '51.3 55:2

1940 62.9 62.1 66 \ 51.5 54.9

1945 65.9 64.4 69.5 6.1 -59.6

1950( 68.2 66.3 72.2 59.1 62.9

1955 69.5 67.3 -73.6 61..2 65.9

1960 69./ 67.4 74.1 61.1 66.3

-1965 70.2 67.6 74.7 61.1 67.4

:

Table 1 Life expectancy in United States

Year
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at t-,

(2) During theAtwo decades, th'e U.S. has dropped steadify in eke

world ranking of nations (Fig. 3-4): A complete listing of =lions shows

that, According.to the tOst recent data available from each country,°the

United States ianks 13th in female life expectancy, 31st in male'life

.exOectancy. Indeed in the latter 1.ist, this, country ranks below Greece

and Yugos14yia, where've oually picture' significant sLtitatton problems.

Tabld 2 is a startling list of areas outranking the United States.
1.

Actually, life eXpectancy is a somewhat poorly calculated figure

and, as we mentioned above, only a rather crude indicator of health.

Even the data have-to be interpreted with care Lif expectancy is

'0 deteimined each year from the death rates in-eaCh age group during that

year. For example, for a.baby born in 1971, we determine theipercentage

of 75 ydar-old men who died during 1971; this is the probability a the

baby dying in his 75th.year if 14 reaches 75. We do the same thing for

each year (74, 73, 72, and so on down to zero). Fnmn these probabilities,

we can cAlculate his life expectancy, although the cA,Iculation is not easy.

Thus, the life eXpectancy ofca babyborn this year depen4 on how

the older, peopleaare dying this year -- rather thaa on a prediction of

how ehe, older people will be dying when he is ode of them. Consequently,

when there is a major ihfluenzA epidemic.(1919 in Fig. 3-3), with many
/

deaths among abnormally young people, the life expectancy drops sharply.

These data are not published until several yedts later"and hence are of
e.

interest only to*people who have already suryived the epidemic; conqequently,

the calculations are not too useful.

1. We are, of course, comparing ale U.S.,primArill to other developed

nationse If we inLlude the'entire world's population, this country looks

good-4 *In Gabon, Africa for izistance, male.life expectancy ,s'25' years;

in India less than 42.

Cr)
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Sweden.' 71.85
Norway 71.03

lir Netherlands 71
Iceland 70.8

Denmark 70.7

Israel 69.51
Japan 69.05
Ryuku Islands 68.91
Bulgaria 68.81

Canada 68.75

Switzerland 68.72
East Germany 68.72
UK 68.5
Malta 68.45
New Zealand 68.44

Ireland 68.13
Australia. 6I.9g

Yugoslavia 47.74

Belgium 67.73
France 67.,4

1

West Germany 67.55
Greece 67.46
Czechoslavakia 67.33
Spain 67.32

Italy 67.24

Puerto Rico 67.14

USSR 67

Hungary 67
Poland 66.85

Hong Kong 66.74

USA
ir

66.6

Tabla 2 1971 Ranking of countries by male life expectancy
(based on latest available information). These

data are taken from the "United Nations Staiistical
Yea4book, 1971." ..,

eft,
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Infant mortality

A second measure of a country's health is the'infant mortality --

the fraction of babies who are born alive but who die during their first

'year. This is in some ways a more reliable index than life expectancy,

since in most advanced nations accurate and up-to-date data are available.

Sence 1930, infant mortality in this cOuntry has dropped from 65 deaths/1000

live births to less than 20, with the sharpest decreases during the 1930's

and 1940's (Fit 3-5).

In spite oethis marked improvement, during this period the United

States has fallen far down'in the ranking of the nations with whi'ch we

would expect to be compared (Fig; 3-6).

It is particularly noteworthy that in the U.S. the probability of

an infant dying during the first year is almost twice that in Norway or

Sweden. (Sweden is the nation often taken as the model far evaluating

health delivery because of the generally high ranking in all indices,

and the elaborate,'nationalized system of health care).
1

4 Reasons for Poor U.S. Performance

For a nStion wbich spends the most money per capita on health care

and in which the objective of the best'possible health care for every

citizen is a non-political, national goal, these measures of U.S.,perform-

ance are stunningly disappointing. If these data do give a reasonably-
,

accurlate indication of our health status, what reasons can be given?

1. We should_emphasize that we are comparing the U.S. vith other developed

nations, not with the world as.a whole. In Pakistan, for example, the

infant mortality is 142/1000 (more than one in seven babies die during

their first year), and in Burma the ran is over 200/100.
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As in all major, social problems, there is no simple explanation.

A variety of factors have combined to lead to the overall results. In

this section, we will look at a few of the explanations which hastle.been

presented in recent years by politicians, health officials, and observets

of the health system.

(a) "The.total number of doctOrs-is too small."

The United States has about 325,000 practicing physicians (one for every

615 people). Sweden (our standard for comparison) has 10,000 physicians

for a population of eight rnillionç or ohe K.D. for every 800 people.

Thus, on the basis of the Swedish standard, the U. S. has a surplus of

75,000 physicians. Actually Sweden recognizes it has a shortage of

doctors, and the current,edec4tional program is designed to bring the

ratio to 1 doctor per 500;3top1e'by 1980 -- or someWhat better than the

current U.S. situation.

Another measure of the adequacy of the supply of docEors is the

average number of visits to a physician per year by the citizens. In
a

Sweden, this is less than three visits per year; in the U.S. about five

Visitsper:pOsbaloer year.
1

These data would seem to indicate that there is no critical shortage

of doctors in this country, although-an apparent shortage nay be created

by our tendency to use physicians too much. These figures werr/ some

medical educators who foresee the possibility of an actual over-supply

of physicians in another decade as a consequence of the current expansion

of medical schools. tov

(b) "The geographical.allocation of physician resources is inadequate."

While we may have enough physicians to care for our population, they are

1. What constitutes a "visit" has to be defined here, particularly when

the patient is hospitalized, but the data for the two countries seem to

be comparable measures. The number seems high, but it-includes numerous

visits by chronically ill patients.



improperly located,'with certain segments of the population very well

cared for and other segments badly neglected.

0 the Unitedlingdom, a physician is forbidden to set up practice

In a geographical area which is already adequately served, and speclal

Lcentfves are given him to locate in rural areas where there are acute

shortages of doctors. In the Soviet System, both coMpulsion and financial

igcentives are used in an attempt.to ensure a reasonably equitable geo-

graphical distribution of doctors. In the United States, we historically

have assumed that nermal economic laws will work; it is only in the last

few years that the federal government havdeveloped plans to assist

students through medical school, for example, if they agree'to practice

in ardas short of physiciana.

Throughout the United States, there are 134 counties (total popula-

tion of about 1/2 million) which have n&pb.ysicians. There are many more

counties wliere the ratio of population to do ors is far above the 615

national average, and often where the only practicing physicians are

approllthing retirement,

(c) "The professional allocation of physician resources is

inappropriate."-

The argurnt is that there are too few general practitioners, too many

surgeons (as one example of- a medical spetialty which is Over-populated).

Medical stude.nts tend to drift steadily tward.research or specialization

as they move through the years of medical school. They are undoubtedlY

attracted by the.excitement.of work at the frontiers of medical knowledge,

as well as by higher salaries and prestige.

The situation in surgery seems particularly serious. The moat common

operation in the United States is still the tonsilleCtomy, in spite of

the fact that studies indicate the great majority of such operations

are probably unnecessary. (In West Germany, the appendectomy is the moat

common for some_unexplained reason; f;'ossibly Olis is an unstable system

in which students are taught to perform operations their teachers favor).

The National Bureau of Economic Research made a small study to

investiete the work load of surgeons. In one city, they Studied*the

yearlong records of the 17 surgeons. In order to find a common measure

of work, they classified each operation ih terms of HE's -- hernia

.-
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equivalents, based on comparison with a simple, unilateral hernia opera

tion). Various types of surgery ranged from 0.2 HE to 12 HE's, with the

evaluatioh including pre-'and post-operative care. The past yea-es work

for 'each surgeon was then evaluated, and each doctor's work load was
r

measured in HE's per week.

In-depth interviews with surgeons established that a normal, full

work load would be 10 HE's per week.. In other words, surgeons themselves.

estimated that,a,reasonably busy colleague could handle this much work

while providing excellent patient care-and attending to all anegillary

aspects of.his professioni

The startling rgsult of this study of one city was that ly one

'of the 17-surgeons exceeded the normal work load; he(averaged. 1 .3 HE's

per week. bne other surgeon worked just under the normal rate. Th4
4 . .

others were far below, so far that the average work load was only 3 HE's

per week. Surgeons were working at only 30% of normal capacity.

Obviously a study of one city is.not necessarily indicative for the

nation, but the ret)ort of this research reflects a sentiment often

expressed in discussions of the state of heelth care ir this country.---

Since the federal government supports medical education so heavily, there

is currently consideration of the possibility of using the force of-that

financial. support to urge medical schools' to discourage those specializa

tions in which there seems to be a surplus of professionals.

(d) "The.health care of the non-white population is inadequate."

The mal-allocations of physicians seem parEicularly to limit.health care
,

for-the non-white of-the population, in bdth rural and central-city

areas. In one section of.the Bronx in New -York City, for example, 25

years ago there were 25,00.0 residents (moStly imMfgrant families) with

(a poor ratio of 2,500-people/doctor). Today

Black and Puerto Rican, numbeks 50,000 and

ionly 10 practicing doctors

the population is primarily

is serVed by twQ doctors --

r

a ratio of 25,000/1. Nationally, estimates

have been madd t at 30,00Q,000 people have access to medical care only

in emergency acute situations.

Part of this difficulty arises from the fact that only about 27. of

the physins in this country are Black, compared to 11.4% of the



-/v0pulation. Medicine is an unusually successful profession in attracting

it?stadents, with a 10$ figure now realized. In spite of this

, pat effort, the total percentage of minority professionals will

grmit4zi1y very.slowly, in the.future just bec use of the low starting

'4point.

14.mi:ire poignant indicator of the eprobleiiof healt# Cate foi minority

groups is provided by tile life expectanOy da a of Table I add the data on

iafant mortality. In the laeter case, the average for the non-White

population is nearly twice that for the total.
1 In terms of the mortality

rate of women in childbirth, the U.S. ranks below 100 'other aations, aad

ehe non-whitesmother has a rate 'four times greater than the white.

'While the total expranation of the high infant.mortality among non-

Whites is not'clear, it does seem apparent that a major element of ehe

fs
problem is that sizeable-portions of this Population are effectively

,separated froti,t_h4,heillth care system. Just'three years ago in MI York

City, as an example, about 40% of dhe women delivering imbies 'had not

seen alOOttor during pregnancy. Presumably most of ehese women knew

they were expecting; they did not enter the health care system until it

was a Aedessity.

69

Why are these pe le "separated from the health*care system?" Again
# e

there seem to!'.'beeve al social problems. Many people can not afford the b

needed medical cafb;and governmental programs are inadequate to cover

costs; they don't kncw how to obtain free health care; they may not knoW

1. This situation is a major reason why infant mortality is-1-4orse in the

District of Columbia than in any of the,56 stlates, even though D.C.

has the.most physi ians per population.

a

;
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how to use the city transportation system to reach medical care; they

may have a deep fear of the health syNe; and, finally, they may not

realite the need for medical care.

In this section, we have looked at four explanations for the apparently

.p9RF performance of the U.S. health delivery system. Three of these seem

to be valid:

(1) The poor geographical-allAation or distribution of the supply

of doctors.
4

(2) The inappropriate_professional allocation of physicians.

(3) The separation of major segments of tile population fronr the

health care.system.
-

. .

In addition to these obvious causes, there are other broad reasops. For

example, the population of the United States is a mixture of races; as a

result, childbirth (for example) often presents severe medical problems

because of the physical differences between mother and father.

5.,gale Health

One startling aspect of Ehe life-expectancy data shown.previdusly

is the relatively poor situation for males in the Vnited States. Figure

3-4 indicates that the present life expectancy of infant girls is seven

Ayears greater_tilan for boys. .
In_v)ntrast, in many of the comparable

1

nations, the female has only a small advantage over the male.

The Aisadvantaged status of malgs is a relatively recent phenomenon

in.,,this country as shown in Fig. 3-7. in 19k, the tale/female ratio

Naripd letween1.0 and 1.2 with-age, and there was''relatively little

ditference',betweeii thi,twO life expectancies.
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Comparison with a. country as similar to the U. . as the United Kingdom

ddmonstrates that the high male, dying rate is an American phenomenon.

Between the ages of 20 and 55, the male in the United States has a mueh

larger probability of dying than in the United Kingdom, although after

60\both males and females are much,less likely to die than in. the UK

(one deduces that he should wove around the world at eadh age.to find

the 'best" place toillive).

There are many reaso ns for this poor situation of males. Accidents,

.
suicides, and homicides account for A large fraction of the extra male

deaths. This fact is portrayed by a comparison of 'Figs. 3-7 and 3-81

in ihe latter case, the rates are shown after the deaths due to accidents

*suicides, and homicides have beem suBtracted. The obvious change is the

disappearance of the.large peak at age 20 -- a peak therefdre primarily

the.result of these external causes of death. Actually, the deaths from

external causts shOuld be increased by4at least 10%, since some deatht;

are listed officially under other 4auses even though accidents niay be

the origin of the problem. In this case, the male peak about age 20

disappears all together.

Cigarette smoking is approximately twice ps common among males as

females (about half the adult males smoke). While the relation between

smbking and earlier death is not clear, the best estimate of the effects
4

. of smoking is shown by the dashed line of Fig. 3-8. Thfs curve indicates

that the ratio) male/female dying rates) still peaks around age 60 after

accidents, homicidis, suicides, aad smoking are removed.
4.

What other factors might account for the relatively poor life,

ml
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Fig. 3-8 Fraction of men dying.cOmpared to w6men 0(ter.accidents,

homicides, and suicides removed. 1967 modified curve
also removes effects of,cigarette smoking

'expectancy of U.S. males? While the answer is not known,.the following

explanations have 6een proposed.

(1) Males are exposed/to more unfavorable environments, particularly

during working hours. Serious air pollution and,high noise levels, for

example, seem to be related to respiratory and cardiovascular problems,

respectively. 1

(2) The stresses of working life 'may be harmful to health.

(3)- Alcohol-related problems are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

Of the 60,000 alcohol-caused deaths.in 1967, 42,30 were male.

(4) Coffee has.been linked to cancer of the r_adder and, in.recent.

studies, to "heart" or cardibvascular/deaths.
.

(5) Perhaps 10 000 deaths per year are directly related to illicit

I\
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drugs; many dr these show up in the category of a

anAomicides.

suicides,

Thus, a variety of factors particularly characterist ic of the

American way:of life segm to combine to pause the poor life e4tectancy

Ne -

of U.S. males: As Fig. 3-4 shows, female life expectancy in.,the U.S.

is close to the best 1.4t the world, while data for males places the U.S.

far down in an orldering'of_nations. F1i;-37.7 displays dramatically Ole

rela ively poor status of,males; Fig. 3-8 is an attempt to determine a

.few f ale causes for the deterioration since the beginning of this

century.

6. Central-City Health Problems

The Unteed States frequently neglectskor at best under-emphasizes

the health Oloblems particularly important in the central city. We hear

the complaint that drug addiction has onlybecome a dtep national concern

since the "epidemic" has spreaorto the suburbs.

In.the early 1970's, lead.poisoning
1
among central-city ehildren

has been well public4ed. Lead poisoning,Is particularly dangerous

because of the cumulative effect over the years; once deposited'in the

body, the le is not normally removed. 'Excessive lead poisoning affects

the liver, kidney, bra4, and centralleervous system. Children exhibit

mental retardation and convulsions, coma, paralysis, blindness, and death.
A

s.

1971 estimates are that 400,000 children at- seriously,goisoned each 1

4

ye'ar,-30,000.in New York City alone. Of these, 200 die, 800 become bitnd,

and 3200 suffer permanent brain damage. Sii percent of Chicago children

4.

.1. Lead poisoning was the principal theme of the June, 1971 issue of

.
Environment magaziine (Vol. 13, No. 5).

If
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lc low-income areas .have been

touis has' 3600 children being

fbund to suffer,fsom leal poisoning; St.
P

treated., nealtn
OV

professionals have deduced

that lead poisoning, eVen at a low levgl may be a major actor in the

4

jack of achievement of many'central-city cHildreq._

What is thi source of the.lead? For children there are tto major

es, paiat ana gasoline, with 'only the latter primarily affecting

,

Mose f the iplint used. before 1950 was lead-based. n the apartment

-'
-houses and.buildings where this Writ is now pepling off, it Serves as.

an dttrictive"candy" witil.a'taste lemon dvop;. While eating 1ea d4

is aot an effective- tiay to increaqi,body leVels,(since almost all is

'excreted from Oft,body),)whenthis input is.Combined with that taken in

,through_the tunas, high leveld can be achieved.in even vtry young 9hildren.
, -'

,

This seems like an easy prohlem.to solve -- all we need to do is repaint
.

.
.

.

. - . 9 .

, all battliug interiors (and ( accessible exteriors) which 'have not been-.
..

.
. -

painted since'1950-(oi better, wi-lich show lead-based,paina. On December.

)

31, 1970, Conaress'passed the Ryan,Kennedy 131.11 authOrizing thirty

. million dOl±aiS for thi4jurpo:e; the bill waA.s.igned on January 14, J,971.'
' r

I ift

)

)6
ensuing'mori,ths, very 1i4le.bas happened. Why?

---- .
.

-1..It has recently bveni iscovred that the paint on-the comm'on pen cil

often contalais. enougtrle to present a serious health h.azard for the %

'child who kes to chew the. pencil. The Pencil nal:et Association, repre-

.
sentirig .14p com5dnie.'s '1-Aitk.4ng mosi.of.the'U.S..pencils, has started a .

,-program T5 test each brginizatIon'S paipt eve<ry year..in an atcempt to

% remoVe the problem. before aal, serio.us
effk

ects are found. '. . 5$ .

. _

, , . . %. ' AP°,
a

..

f
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*T9hderstand the inaction, we Must recognize that-theie are two

of bills Congress must pass to ensure a new federal program. First

.N.*comes an.autholization'bill, permitting the government to spen4,(in this

case, 30 million dollars) for a particular program. Even after this bill

is signed and becomes laW;.ho money-can be spent.' Next must Cbme dh
- .

appropriation bill, actually giving the, money\to the agency or department

whicA 4 to carry oUt the 'program. Only when this bill is also signed

calvthe toNernment actually start the prOgram.% In the'lead-paint'programc

ohly a couple million dollars were actually appr.opriated

- ' .

0

' This two7bill,§ystem..can serve as somewhat of a Means tp delude the

. public.. -A member of Cofigl-ese can vote for 'a very 'large authorizatiOnt*
0.

then vote against any.approPrittiOn -lie Id, thea lin recordas favoring

the program'strongly, Oren though he did vote against spedviing an money

(prepumably he can ague afat he is thenufiscally responsib .and anxidus
.

. - %_

to keep taxes low).

im
.t Furthermore,: heferte a, program actUally starts, th cutive Office .

(the.President and his powerful Offide of Zanagement and ;ludge4, OMB)

must agree-to free'ing the mbney. In rare'cases, Congress'passes an
,

appropriation'for a Departmentorragency with the stipulation in the lawkr
.4 w

that'a certain amount of"moicey,-.Must b;e spent on particular program,
i

'but 4sually the'rresident and his,staff are given fi-dedoth to spend-within

. .

the limit of
fo

.1-1'e approkiation.
,

, It
. Thus', 4n.the.1ead-painepiogram, Congtcss: nut.horized thirIty 'million,

0..
. .

AWen appropriated.far less. The Executive-then decided to postpone
la:.

w....

A
,

.

entireli the start* P the progra3i until the next.fiscal yeai. -Through
- . 1 I . ; \ .

e

-S

s
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this combination of Executive-Legislative interplay, there was no federal

action for two years.
1

Even if the 'federal program had been fully carried out, it WAS dis-

covered in the summef of 1971 that the results might not have been total

success. The New York City Bureau of Lead`Poisoning Control, mbtivated

by the lead-poisonito death of a leopsrd at Staten Islan

to test commercially available paint (after....a three-year

Loc4.deciddd

ause during

which do testing,had"been doile,.becadse in 1963 all paint.tcstcd were

found to have less than'the leAl limit of 11)41ead).. It was found that

10% of t6sfea hldoexcessive 142d cofitentf with souranging'

as high as 10.8% (s1mifir to tNe kevel.found in the pre-1950 paints).

This situation.emphasizes the necessi.ty of continual monitoring of products
J er.

I*
if federal programs are to be effective,----.

AID

The major soufce of lead poisoning for,most of,the urban population

comes from the air, One third of the typical, usban adult's body lead

k
cotes from breathing city air, one third Tom tins city food exposed,

fo city air, and the:fidal third from the food itsel.f. The-average

American,now has,

tha average city

1/4 of the 1eqd level correspondisng

dweller possibly twice as much. By

to poisoning, and

far the largeet!

contributor to the lead in city.air is the tetraethyl leaa used in auto

gasoline since'1923: Autoi Lharge,50.0 million pounds of leinto. the
.

. .

air each yer in thq UMted State,. _Unfortunately, almopt half of the

, 4.. , ' .
-

,- - , .

4.

1. The process of fmderal imPlementation is'described in more detail in

the appendix of this chapter.'

a
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lead entering the lungs is retained in the body.

As a result of these facts, emphasis has been placed by environment

alists on encouraging posftively the use of unleaded gasoline in cars.

w cars are being built by all manufacturers to operate properly on

un

iieii
ded gas, but ttle propoSal to tax'leaded-gasoline to raise the price

to that of unleaded gas has not been passed by the Congress. While publieity

empipasized the dangers of this pollution of the air environment', it :apparently

-was the opinion of the Congress that the publlic was not yet prepared to xay

the extra cost associated with the removal of, the problem.

1

Other urban problems

Lead'poisoni-ng is simply one eXamPle of those health.problemsiwhich

are particularly important in the cities, even *hough they are actually e

national problems. Other examples are sickle cell anemia (affecting

\,pritharily the Black popu1a 4 on), drug addiction. (which only a few yeais

ago was primacily an urban koblem,'but now rekesents Anationw4de epidemic),

e

alcoholism, and venereal isease.
*

In the last category, Fig. If-9" shows the history of.reported cases of

gonorrhea and syphill:s in New York City, (Again, New York city is used as

an appropriate example; the pTesent: urban growth rate will lead to,12
%

cities the size of New York today by the year 2000, so New York provides

an Andication of the problems of the future). The graph.shows the sharp

decrease in the decade after World War Il resulting from the availability

of peniCillin.and the strong publicity campaign to educate the public.

By l955uonelfealdisease seemed to be pretty well'under control. As

4
so often happens, public interest then diminished and public health

ieasures wesfe4e1axed. 'Since then, there has been a hearly steady rise..

-e
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until,* in 1970", there were 37,000 "sported caA$0. of gonorrhea and 4,000.

4

of syphilis in New York City. Estimates are that at -least ,three times .

, this many people aclually have the dilLses, even though detection is

simple and, if the trouble is caught early, cure is also a simple matter.

7. Nutrition 1

In.any study of the health of a nation or a large group of people,

weIaIways mustmonder to what exCent the nutritional standards and

customs are a factor. Certainly a compflrison of the U.S.- and Japan, fof
I

4

eXample, mUst take iltbs...WeedbIlv the differenbeS ih ieneral eatirig habits
ft

\\

1: Jean Mayer, Toward a National Nbtrition Policy, Sgien , April 21,

19.72, Vol. 176, No. 4b32,pp. Th237-241. is is an excel t. picture

of the current status of the U.S.inusrition problem. P ssor Mayer,

-of Harvrd'University School of Publid fealth, been a leader in .

bringing this.problem to the attention of both g rnment ani the public.

79
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in the two cotintries.

The evaluation of nutritional effects on health is a difficult

field because the ck of scientific knowledge, resulting in part

from the difficalty.o rforming significanteexperiments on people.

For example\ when Worldwide s ation is discussed
!
we often hear that

.

the real problem in India is the lack of protein in the diet. A basic

question is: what is the daily p stein requirement of an average person

(protein provides the amino ac,Ida.sgeded for growth and for maintaining

body tissues)? Even such a fundamental question has not been answered

scientifically.

The first widely accepted standard for protein needs'Ws published

about a hundred years ago by Prof. Lyon Playfai of the University 4:4

Edinburgh. Merely by observi given t ldelfare patients at
a

his hospital, he decide that two ounces per ady V e appropria

This was the accepted standard until abopt 1900 w1n a Germ

nutritionist examined the diet of the average working

In

n his untry

andfounditcontainedfoprounces.'Since the,Cerman wor1Fs seemed

healthy, he eonclulled thig was the desirable level. Later, a'platov,

of U.S. soldiers was given,a diet low in protein (around one ounce);

they seemed to be healthy, so the required level waS 'lowered.

Tip even today we do not know how much protein is required to

keep a man healthy. The difficulty of nutritional requirements.has been

empha zed in the space program, where it will be impertant to know t'he

needs_ daring periods as long as six months. The problems are compounded

not only by the difficulty of doing (3ntro1led experiments; bul also by .

the'variation in needs from indivIduhl to individual. This variation:
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was demonstrated in the aritish pro r to eliminate rickets by convincing

mothers to give their Children vitam P. Once the program.was successful,

fit was found that an alarming numbe of children were experiencing serious

kidney damage because 0 much itamin D. Even though some kidney

problems were the result of a mothe s over-zealous use of the vitamin

-.supplement ("rf a little bit is good, more must be even better"), studies
0

did show tharthe desirable dosage had to be dettermined for the individofil

. child.
4'

In recent years, experiments on animals have suggested that nutrition

during the pre-natal period and the first two years of life detarminee

4.

the ultimate brain development. (specificilly the Aumber of brain cells) --

f

as, well as other physical featuzes., such as the t dency to obesity, the

cholesterol level dhe body considers darmal, a d so on.

The significxnce of such scientific understanding is not clear. One

physician friend 0 hor has estimated that as many kas 1/4 or 113

1 of the central-city, expectant w6men he exFanes are mal-nourished'llo the'

point of significant effellets on the child. Are signifioant numbers of

chi dren limited pV'siologically by the, age of Wo in the mental ana

5hysi al levls they can hopeto reach inslater life?
, 0

There are three interesting sidp iSsues if we accept the hypothesis . A

e
that inadequate nutrition (whatever that may mean) up to ngp 0140 yesults"

AN
in a Significant limitation of brain development. First, does this deM

that a certain fraction of the population can not, be expected to achieve,

normally in school? If so, should the educational system recoglize this
v I

fact And design special programs for this group?

Second, 4he arguments over breast:versus-bottle,feeding ofyinfants

v

110

.3
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have often emphasized the psychological effects on the baby and the

'imlume adequacy of the mother's milk supply. Perhaps a much more important

faccor is the nutritional consideration: how can the baby receive thè diet

which is best nutritionally? Obviously the question can not be answered

until scientists can determine in detail what actually constitutes a det

of high quality.

Third, the pre-natal nutritional process becomes very important.

Not too long ago, an.obstetrician urged his pregnant patfentto make'

great efforts to restrict severely her weight gain'during pregnancy

often to as little as the weight of the.child. Perhaps more sensible--

.guidance will be.abased upon an understanding of the way the fetus is

nourished as it depends oil thE mobber'e diet.

Questions such as these point out dramatically the far-reaehiiNg

Implications of new Scientific knowledge in an area such as nutrition.

_ Fiven if we focus on adults the,United States, in spite of its.

,

wealth, haS a significant fcractiAan of the copulation for.whic ttlere-

seem to-be ser us etritfonal problems.. The.first majöt stu yof

national nutrition made in the 1930's,when it.w.as found that 1/3

of the people were 41nourished, a large fraction partly 13cause of the

,

Depression. This survey led directly to-such steps as the school,lunch

provam and thinrichment of white bread with B vitamins.

Subsequent studios in 142, 1948, and 1955 showed an improving

situation because.'of_botfi, economic 'changes and mor effective.educationtl

programs. The' 1965-6 survey, however, brought' 94 certaIn adverse changes
A

Se

pirimarfly résulang fram tile increased'consup tion of satdrated fats,

'.

i
.

l
. .

,
,

sal;, and sugar, end te/

, .

development of fooa fads and_ a wide variety of
. ,

_

;

:,)11

4SIL
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books urging odd diets.

'43), the time of the 1969 White House Conference on. Food, Nutrition.
.1

%
and Health, the wealth of the country.had increased to fhe_point idlers

only 16% of our spendable income wa devoted to food (in eontrast.tp 316Z

in weiteru Euope and 50% in the Milt). Yet about 25,000,000,AmericanS

had an income too low to permit a reasonable-diet. jurtherMoreommv,

people consume in great quantities those foods which have a. very loW

nutritional value, sudi as candy, soft drin 'and crisp-fried snacks.

83:

;

.

National attempts to improve the nItritional picture have concentratOd

ttl

.0-) School lunch program (now cOvering 8 million poor Children)

(2) Food stamp.program (over 10 million Tecipients)

(3) Family"food assistance, illvolying food distributiCrr 3

0./11

million people)

Pn addition, the White House Conference urged expanded programs, oe publie

educatipn, improved labelling.and grading, intensified reSearch Partieu-

larly On the effects of additivese and federal prods to inorease;food

enrichment and fortificativt.

In the general problem of nUtrit1;6n as in all-of the areas disaissed.

in this-book, dhe ultimate question is. one of priorities. Within a

limited total budget most.of which is specified from the outset for

on-going programs the legislative.and executive branches of governme

. 410tust select those pioblems which seem most urgent asd in which prog ss

al.m

slippers likely. For example,'the Food a,50,Druelidministration, with
/

-its%rdsponsibility to moniior and contrehe food Procesiiag induitry,'

-

must compel" With other Overnmental'agencieS and programs for kvailable

i
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igunda; once theAidget is established, FDA necessarily, has to restrict
,

its efforts to the most pressing areas. While no.one would argue with
6

the impottance of adequate nourishment for every person, there are

always thkquestions of what programscan be tacriffCed to achieve success
\

here, and, ,even if Money is' made available

deSigned and, implepented:

\

The difficult role '0* the .rpA.7is 111Ustrated by the recent;ttistory

of iheDE8 .addi.tiveki, DE'S (di.e:thy1sti1bestrol)'"16:41 synthetic fen'iale,sex..

hormone which iii.th4 1950 s Was known to Calle the growth of"temale

how xan ,suicessful plan be

breasts on a mah; and in k1ast yeAr to have led to wiginal Can,cer in
,

. ,

.

. yo ng *soman who had teen expose' to it as fetiiSga. DES is a knot,40 car-

cinogen1 which has been cused for somVivaat's -to ?hasten the,fattmtiiteof ..
i

,

cattle,.

or'. c V. r

,

Bossou.s,e pf ,che difficulty of measuring, m residues in beef .and

,

uncertainty as to whether thrp. is 4.;safe lav4 below w41.01 no harmful
1

,-effecta result, the FPA has allowed the use.,a&A cattle feed' addi.tive.

For many years 0 1111 DES was forftdden :during .the twp days 114fore slaughter;

.

this 'withdrawal periOd 'Was then lengtheneld to striven days, At ,the beginnilg

. ' of 1973 DES wat fini4bannea, alto

6

as * pellet piatedin the animalis/ear.

r the feed, Via *till permitted

.

,
The confl4t Arises becaySe the:additive represents a eving7cii:

:about- $9.0, million anipally for cattle-raisers. The arguMent is based

'aCientifically* the .question of whether there it a threshold.level below

1. Science magazinei Juli 28, 1972 (335-337); August 11, 1972 (503);

.Augtitt 18, 1972 (5,88-591) ik

E.

6

so

4P.

.5 0



which)DES does no harm to human beings. Since this

known (or may not even exist), Ole opponents of DES

threshold is not

argue that the chem-

ical should be banned totally, even if the result is a rise in the cost

.

of beef to the ecinsumer.

8. Manag of Health Deliver?, -

In the preceding sections, we have looked at the U.S. health pieture

85

in an ateempt.to begin to understand some'pf the reasons-for the
0

relatively
-

poor sitbation in this country. From this very bFief and limited study,

it seems a arent that a significant fraction of 4.fig4 iiopulation' does not _

ceaS tg.the 'health care system. Furt
.have adequate

too often no coricer national

ermore,;- there-is

ram to conw.rhpecif1c. problems.

While as4a nation we spen large amountalpf money on health; there,.is

,, . ..0 .

.

.

. .

.
*

. ,relatively.little centralized, logicar,planning.of the "camrign" agains

,4 disease, MelnutrOion, and ihyrc.cl disability.

Ihere art two Ways in 'Which this absence of;logieal plapning is

apparent. One Is in hospital Use.,. If one,e4amines-the hospItals y

.

this c entry, he finds a wlde range.'pf crowdeaneas 2.; in some i;cAtiens,

I.

ipatients.have to-wait for montha for,admission for routine treatment; in,

:other .areas, hopitals are...not filled.
.

,

In.the crowded hospitals,
therlare,ipaniireaells foe'the overload.

r .

In same.tases, patienta are kept for'extremely:long perioida* time

(soOetimes,beeausethe
dOctor'retognizes that the, patient's hoMe:environ,

_2

.ment is apt to,harm recovery). Hospital managementA.s often,leas 'Chan

t 4 'f

;ideal.

There is often,little coordination and planning,among hospiialsin

a region; it is.not unusual to find a half dOzen hoapitals in7one city'
,

I

r".."

411.
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equipped to do'en-heart surgery even though some of them may A0 less
.

.

J ,

than.one operation per we k.
...

In quite a different Orees, the effect of the lack of national

.plaerng appears. 'A11 too often, we as a nation seem to be unable to

select national prioTitieS and then pursue these a successful conclusion..

FOr instance t.y.1971 Artificial kidney=i6Aines 'have become standard
A

Al

for treatment of patients in whom the kidneys do not function properly.

In many cases, regular-use'of thekidney machine to "cleanse" the blood

permits the patient's kidneys 0 recovei-, although treatment often lasts

ror years.

While there.are.attempts to develop a potable artificial kidney

which- the patient carouse at home, almost all treatment is now done in

a hoSpital where the machine is sll;s7soci by a number of,patients. The cost

0.

per patient runs on the order of $20,000 per year, so the treatment is-

ardly trivial.' Unfortunately, the national supply Z:if the machines is

4
severely.limite4 and estimates have been made that 30,000 people/year.

_
die. because! they are unable to -obtain use df machine. Many of these

people are in their productive years.

A national program $6 purchase and operate machines for this group

ff.

.would cost perhaps $120-,00.0,000.per year -- Certainly t an Insignificant 4

amount; but still smdll compared to the total health expenditures. Ailhiy

has such a program not been adopted by 1973 (although one was approved
ff f sr

in the closing days oi the Congressional session in-1972)?.
Osi.

Bart Of the difficulty certaihly'c6mes from the way'dational priori-

ties are established. A national program can be launched by thei"resident

I
. .

(as Kennedy's-deaision to land men on the Illo6n within a decade), but he
u

'



must solicit public support to ensure the appropriations by Congress.

One way to4110,1p popular and political approval is to assemble a group of

health and medical experts and hope they will endorse the program enthus

.

iastically.

Unfortunately, when a group of health authorities'is asembled and

they are asked what the nation sheuld do $f an additional $120,000,000

3

4 year were available for health, there is rarely any agreer6ent. The7

heart speciialist emphasizes that his concern Is our greatest.killei:

the cancer specialist that.his :alma is the major public fear; the preven

tiye medicine expert is concerned with the overall health benefIt6 from

an urban program: and thelophthalmologist points out that as a nation cie.

have done very little to make life more productivd an&pleasant for tile

two million blin'd citizens.

Theteenit all too Ofken is a small amount of suppoik for each of

many different programs -- with none of theui pushed hard enough to yield

/

significant results.-

Conclusion

In the health field, thedical knowledge and technology are now at

'Athe stag4 Aere major progress can be made if3 this nation develops a

eh
4

...logical plan which encompasses,education of the public on both health

and political issues, forceful pi-Ott-ems aimed at specific problems, and

intellient management of major elements:of thelhealth delivery system.

Furthermore, in spite of-the, statistical measures showing the d.s.

87

,
.

.

k
_7

Wbe lageng certain other admAnged-countries, there are other data

-,

irhich air an impressive testimonial to American achievement. For example,.

-

.

alb

,a11e

5-

et
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in the United Kingdom, in spite of socialized medicine, dental cara.is
1'

deplorable: 30% of the Englishmen ove-r the age of 30 have none of their"

own teeth. In many aspects of health, the offers unparalleled Care;

the only real prtems are modifying the system So that a larger'propor-

tion of the population has access tolthis care, and responOing to the

Changes in health services needed by the'populatn.

In this latter category, the sitqation is particularly critical with

s. .

reapece to one facet of t-he health Problem wh15b-4as not bevl mentioned.

in this chapter -- the senior c
,

-increasing rapidly) measured

(Fig. 3-10): More than 3/4'o.f

and the group placa very hedry

add mental health services.

10
8 -

Percent
over 65

. 6

r
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A

zen. The population ovcr age 65 is

.

a total dr as a percentage of .the tOtal

these ;kople suffer from chronic disease;

demandd on the system for both physical

'Populptioisa

Percentlte

,

Fig. 3-10 V.S.,populatiolpover age 65., (In under-developid

countries the percentage is 3-4; in 1963 in France

it was 125 because of yidely varying'age distribu-
,

tions.resulting from .two world wars). 4 1
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APPENDIX 3-1

l' FEDERACIMPLEM ITATtaN,
.

.

a

Even a'fter a national pone?, has bee agreed upoa, putting tkat-

policy into.practice may not be a simple m tter. A petrram is 'not

effective'unless it is provided with money w ich in tern is actually:,.

'139'

. ,
. .....

spent. The reant history of the federal gov rnment frehuently. shows,
.9

*.

. .

,/ -

-publicized and attractive programs in which en gh funds just.have nat., 1

..
,

,

..

been spent-to give 'the .effort any reasonable ch c of success, .' ..
i

. .

-.
/- ,

. .!- .

.

' The spending of money on a particular progr
..

s normagrfieceded
,

.

,-

.by a long series of steps spinning a cauple of year A brief deseciptiont . -

s
ir.

of these steps indicatds the various ways in which t best inteations'can'
.. .

,

be thwarted and, also some.off ehe techniques by which
t\he voting -public can

bd misled. 4

In order to si4lify the discussidn, we will,dr.eam .up a patt &urar

.

program 7- the provision ,of.free hearidg aids-and taperredoroted d'allY news-

-
,9 ,

Alspars. for citizens who are Jlard of hea-rinic The program is called Sensory .

4
,

,
.

.

9

Orthotics
1
and Newspapers9for the De.A,and^is knpum by the acronym SOND 1

.
: .. IF 4 .

. . .
.

i'. s

4
.

..r ,
(pronounced "sound").' It is administered by.}15MirA (Health Services.and'

, .' N

p 1 , . .
%

.. / *,. j
Mental Health Administration) of HEW (the Department of HealthEducation, b*

-.4
, 9-

- 9

and Welfare). Money is diviaed betweenqurnishing materials to deaf
,

.

. . .

4 i
,

pgople.and research on new hearing 'a4s and other'innovations to assist

the h-ard-of-hearing.

- - . .
.

.

,
,

.
,

.
1. Orthotids are-devices Mo supplemen,t the human systn while prosthetics

.
replace human parts. An artificial leg

1-1

isa prosthetic device, a hearing

1.-aid or eyeglasses orthritie devicd-. 1

, .

I .

4
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, We wash to trace the steps through Which dollars are made available

and actuagy spent underlOND.. focus'oen therear from'July 1, 1973.

throujjune 30, 1974. The federal fiscal year starts JUlY.1.; ehe year

epding June SO, 1974 is,called FisN.. Year 1974,-or BAff'74.

(1) "S'pring 1972 (-the men running SOND prepare their estimate of the

. dpllar needs WFY'74. The program is reviewed and pleas -are made for

.

....
:

..) ,

two'years.into the future. ,The outside advisory committee, composed of
..

, . A 4: . et-

expertsl.Hon educatiqn,And devices for the deaf, ws w
,

ith SOND personnel
(

.
k

*
. . I ,

l. * . -,

. and has a series of meetings to advise on de,sirable programs. The SONO

i .

.
.

,
.

-,
4

personne1 and-theN es-hoss in HEW meet'with staff members of both.OST and,

OM in the Wh/ite House to eonsider the re1a4iveimportance of SOND compared

tS other gevernmente1 programs.

These-two agencies, OST and T13 (pe Offiee of Science and Techdology,

'and the OffiCe 'of Nanagement anci Budget), are part of.tiele large staff of

\

atdvi.tors of the President. The OST,- directed by the PrestAent's Sciente.

-

Advisor, is the principal source of information on scientific And technolir

ogical matt6rs. _The OST staff consists-of about 30 sciendsts an3 engineers,

a'

each responsible for the total gdverAmental program in one specific area.

The siaff is advised by PSAC, the PresideAt's Science AdvisorY Committee

QMB,is one of the most influential groups in the'executiVb branch

of the government, as we shall see in the following paragraphs. In broad

.terig?s, OMB. is responsible 651r the fisc%1-operation of the grernmeni..

Following the guidelines laid down by khe President And his immediate
o

advisors, OMB putsfttogethelt the budget each year. After the moneys.are

4

a

appropriated, it controls expenditures by teleasing money to the -variouS
t̀

,
A

gmiernment agencies. OMB consists.of a large staff of profesdionals ,eactl
..,-

e
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an txperf in one facet of the feddral program. -

( ..

(2) Summer 1972,/ After the planning meetings of the spring,,the

. /

FY'74 budget of Mb is put together during the summer.. Fripm the discus
/

,

P

sians, the leaders of SOND have obtai ed a general idea of thevacceptable

size for the budget. If SOND is via d as-an important effort by the

ExecutiVe branch, for instance, a budget increase can be considered'--

perhaps by .as mud.* as 125%.

(3) Fali 1972:The SOND budget is. combined with other parts of HSMHA,
..,... *

.

/

.

and t4eil with the total picture for Hp. lietafiled documents are prepared
,..

.

to/describe the total HEW program, with,SOND merely one small part. The'

H Secretary frequently discusse4 the total dePartmental picture with.

EN
. ,

the sident and White.House staff.

. ^ .

(4) January 1973: In his Budget message-to the Congress, 411 PresidenP .

.presents the- tatal federal budget along with broad descqpqons of che

primary,koals of the YY'74-program.- OMB:prepares the detailed. budget

picturedbrotgencyj for for warding to the Congress, and/Also a treakdown of

**,

the budget by category. In the laSt document-, the SONE' program Is part
I

.

of hialth services and also of biom ;edical researa the HSMHA efforts in
)

, .

*
,

., .- .

'these arections are êombined with those 6f.the Veterans_AdministraUon,
!,-

. .

'The) National Institutes of Health, The Bureau of.Indian Affairs,.and so on,.

.

e 1 ..

.

ia-oraer io give a total picture of the federal effort in health care.
. -,

..

41t

'(.5) Nay_ j._221. Action now .switches tb the Congress. In-bo(h. the House

anJ the eillate, there isa committee wit,h responsibithy for authorization

bills for the ilealth efforts of HEW.- The first step thpugh Congress is

this aethori at' (we 'assume SOND is not h new pro ram requiring new

. I
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.1%

0
,

legislation). Each committee holds.hearings on the authorizati91L. Members

of HEW sthff (including the diectorir SOND) teseifA.as well as invited

1

experts irom odtside the government.. Unless the program is controversial*,

.
,.

these hearings in 'both the House and Senate are likely to be reasonably
a Q .

friendly affairs. Usually, lengthy statements are read into the record/

i
N

bcfore only one or two members/of the cothmittee (Cqngressmen and Sbnators

.
. _

.

carry a fantastic work load and just are pAysicallxnunable to attend any

but the most important heayingS had meetings)t

(6) May 1973. An authorization bill comes to the floor of the House. ,

.

Often this authorization is fot appreciably more than'the.pres'IdenC.s

budget, as the 1-164se committee pdds to programs-ie finds attractiv9 and .

important. The House then approves.the authorizatton after debate. This

IA the ideal Lime fOr,Congre!ssmen to go on voting record in favor of the

-117.

programs. This is only an 'authorizationlaction, not lporooriation. No

money is actually being spent or eveii allocated. The.House is merely,

saying that it is authOrizing subsequent appropriationseup to a eertain

figure (say $20,000,000) Dor OND. The President only askd-/for'10 million

a!

in his budget; Congress has pOt yet approprited anythingt is stating 1

1

,

that its future app,roptiatiAl will not-,exceed 20 million,
,

,
,

Thus, when a Contressman runniAg kr reelection cla ms he voted for

the SOND program (whilq,giving a speech at a school for he hard of heftring),.
MP,

one must ask wheher hei.S referring to his.vote on the authorization or
0

0

on the apprOpriation. CertaSn Congressmen have voted for authjrization,

then against any appropriation at all.

-Prone the House, the authorization goes to. the Serrate where, again

eftei hearings', a bill is passed. lf,the House and Senot,..e bills differ,

ft
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. a joint confetence committee ig e'stablished to develop, a single, compromise

measure, which is h'Sn passed and sent to,the President. If he signs the
. . .

, bill, the, auth zation process Is completed. IL
.

(7) SuMmer 1973. Before the authoxization'is done, a different.Bouse

s cbmmittee starts consaderation of thq 1202=41q.221 bill. Now we aredealing

witli real dollars whichCongress is assigning to the Executive branch to be

spent. The committeeand. House must 'take Into account the total federal

budget picture and must make difficult choices among alternative programs,

each costing Toney.

*
Hence, the House apgropriation'for SOND islikely to be well below

1

PA

,

the Autherization -- perhaps 12 million dollars.Ccompared to'the 20 million
. .

r,.., .
.fr duthe.

rization-and the 10 million it; the Presidirt's bUdget). Ai indicated

. above, at this stage we may even discoi.rer tat the entire appropriation for
. .

SOND is killed, or that the funding.is so small that die program has no

chance. to succeed.
4

A-

Again,7after.passage by the Nouse (according'tq the Constiltution,

4

all apprqpriation bills mut.' originate in the House of Representatives),
-

r

the Pill gees to.the Senate where the same committee pro,cedure is followed..

The appropriation is not-completed until a.singld-bid is approved by

both houdes.and sigitbd by.the President. If the.total appropriation for'

HEW is too different from the budget proposal, the President is likely

to veto; if 6ngress does not over-ride, Ehe entire approp.riatilm process

has to start again.

The appropriation sholild be completed by July 1 1971, at fhe s aEt

1.

of the fiscal year for which mon6r,is being provided.. In ma y es, the



appropriation is not made until the fall. If no,action is taken by

Congress, all'prog5dis ferminate and staff dan not be paid. Consequently,
fr

once' July l'passes, Tbngress usually passes a resolution which allows all

such progrAms to contintie spending at tly rate of the preceding yeai until

-
.

. .

a fixed date in the fall or until the new 'approp. riation is approved.

-,
(8) Fail 1971. We inow into the tY'74 and Conlirtss haslincluded

.
$12 million for S9ND within the tote HEW appropriation. SOND still can

,
,

1

not spen*fhe money,.bowever, until it is released by OMB, acting for the

-

Executive. OMB may decide to release only. $2 million to carry the proupt

until Novembd'r 1, .by.awhich time HEW ,should prOvidda detailed statement of

the long-tera ganls for SOND. .

/ a .

'Regardless of th'e particul4r.procedures used for oblaining Executive

approval of the actu4l use of the.money appropriated,

. the amount releaSed td SON') for the.y6ar. If (1:4 wish

:[13 clan( determine

this may, be 6nly

the $10 million originally requested in the'Tresident's budget; indeed,
,

if federal expenditures rise alarmingly during the year, OMB may decide to

cui $OND back 1,c) $8 million.

'Thustlie E)fecutive- branch,(througli 03B)-has the final aetermination

4 4*ea, ehe 1.vel of spen(ling fo'r'SOND. In rare cases, Congress may inser

-into the appropriition bill the requirement that n9 less than' a specified

amOunt mudt be spent on a particularzfrogtam. This form of,urressional,
/

,
. . .

contr6l over the executive powers is only used for very important programs

,

in which there is a history of sharp differences between ihe executive

and legisletivet branches.

Finat comment.

The,significance of a program. (such as our SOND exaMple) depends .most

strongly on the -funds actually. pent. These in turn are d.etetrained by' a

0,

a

4.



long sequence of decisions in both the executive and legislative blanches

decisions starting with the attitudes of highe; officials' in the home

Department (here HEW). If a significant expenditure increase is to be

-obtained for SOND in FY-474, the director and pzoponents must convince:

Moller officials in HEW

White House staff meqbers, particularly i 0143

Members of the four Congressional cormittees (two in each chamber

concerned with authorization and appropriation

There exists a.long sequence of points at which th'e total dollars
'

.availablc can be cut; Nstorati.on of.fundsis increasingly'difficult as

we move'down this chain cOvering.two years'in time.

F

1'1

-

44.
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CHAPTER 4

,EMERGENCIE§

-Accidents; whether fatal 'or srious, have a strong imp ct on the

qualit of life.because they by def9nition.occui unexpectedly and they

h

often affect young and healthy people. The mapner in/which a society

cares ror!its accident victims is one meature of its technological sophis-

4 tication, for the quality,of this care iLetermined lariely.by the
0

resources'which the society Is willing to devote topelping the unfortunate

The, 6...To boxed rows show the most important statistics. While accidents,

minftity.. This broad statett js eVen tare apparent if we include the

physica1 4n&mentally,handicapped with the accident victimsAf

e.

The magnitude of the.Accident problem in the United States is emphasized

by a comparison of 1900 and 19604

Deaths per 100,000
p6pulation., oaUses

Deaths by accident, per
100,000 poPulation

% of all deaths dueito
atcidents

% of all deaths due to .

violence

% of all deaths in ground
trangporxation

IR

1900- 1960

1719 946
a

72.3 51.9.

4.2. .-. .505

1.4' 1.5

0.8 2.4

(
While tht number of accident-causad deattis hassdecreased the chahge has

4

been much'less than the, drotp in'the death rate. In other words, accidents
N 4

.

constiturb'a much more important parr of the total hedlih .scene today than
;

they did'in 19v.



4
4

as a cause of death, have increased frog 4.2Z.to 5.5%, the particular

category Of transportation accidents more than-accounts tar the change.

In 1900, transportation involved horses,

automobile was anfinsignificant factor.

'vehiCtes

In 1969,

, and railroads; the

Ciansportation (essentially

9 7

jus Wotor veliicles)-"accounted for 44% Of all accident deaths.
1

1: Avtomobile Accideitts

More

*-
caused 117

#

in use in

\
then 50,000 deaths"and 450,000 serious injuries each year are-

(

automobile accidenN. Meanwhile, the number of motor vehicles

the United States c n

i120

Vehicles
in use 100
(millions)

('
80

inues-its rapid growll (Fig..4-1), Which

..
UK corrected

.1953 1957 1961 1961
Year

1969

Pi -1 Number of motor vehicle's in use in the U.S. and

corresponding data for 'the .United Kingdom (adjusted

to make total pepulationS equal)

1..The accident problem is almose-as old ap the automobile. According to

a famous anecdote, in 1892 there were onlr three.cars in the'United.StateA,,

Two of tite'm were in St. Louis, where they were involvedjn a serious

collision.
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obviously will eventually level'off after there is slightly mote than

one vehicle for every registered driver. ?Unquestionably a major cause

of these accidents is th'e drivbr under the influence of alcohol; this

is such a serious ahd.distinct problim, it is disciebsed'separately in'

Sec. 4-3. In this sectionfrtwe.focus on other ways of classifying the

causes of accidents.

The fatalities in motor vehicle accidents are often attribut9g4to

three separate collisions:

(1) Collision of the vehicle With an chicle or other objct,

(2) Collision of the passenger with the vehicle in whith he is.

(3) Collision of the injured perSon with,the emergency medical care

system.

. The estimate has been made that abgut 1/3 of the deaths cari be attritbetcrr-

to each of the three collisions.

Collision-one deaths are those caused by the initial, Accident
AI*

contact -- the "instantaneous" death,'for example, from a car at high
t'

speed striking an abutment. Collision-two deaths occur when the occupant

hits, part of fidscar or is thAlown from his car. Collision-three deaths

ar6, broadly, those which could bq\prev'ented if the first>person at the

4

scene were a qualified physician with adequate emergency equipment'.

Collision one

Cellision-one deaths cdh be reduced by optimum design of the highway

and traff-control system and by building extrepe reliabilityp and'Inaneuver-

ability into the vehicle. The inxerstate highway system has been one of

4

ehe most important factors in reducing the actident rate per vehicle mile

t



over the past 15 years. The divided highways and limiled-access noads

minimize .the opportunities for two-vehtcle conisioni. Actdally, the

key concept of a one-way street was introduced in 1Z6Olin the nc

4

.at the beginning and end of performances. T14 one-way streets,'which

have become common in the-last two decades within Tost of the m'ajor cities,

of New ork's...Tohn Street Thea*, where'"traffic" was hopelessf/ snarled

99

rhoc;

,

1. In the U.S., driiving on the right 4ide deriVes rem the use'of oxen and

horse teams that operfed the West. The feftifrbnt ani,mal was alwaYS:the

leade. When two taeins mdt, the dt'vers AUSmoUnted.and hand-led the

not only exgadite traffic flow, but also reduce dramatically the 'accident

rate.
1

Furtiermere, the new superhighways-a re being built with vastly more

attention to quality eng ineering,.expressed in such terms as low-skid
tif

surfaces on treacherous locatiens change in surface off ttie,edge of the
.

pavement 'so that the drowsy motorist is alerted if the car veers and

,--
5oad.curvature and scenery change designed to xeduceuionotony. Coupled

,

with sucli construction.developments, there is a rapi.dlY increasing use

y .

of modernommunications eq6ipment to alert the mot4rist.: to fptential
.

problems ahead. The Califorhia Highway DeparLment has wired 42 miles of
4

0

freeways with senserS embedded in th6 roadwavtO.measure traffic density
. ,

and speed. Comyarison,with computer-stofed records ,typical for the time

.re

teams past or another.

Enzland, drivilp onithe lef
werehpld in the leZt hand, 4b)that th

a swerd egainst,attacking:.highullym'en

today whenan EnglisHman visits ahel.J.

England.

r

i
, 0,

I ;

athousand years ao when reins

righh4nd would, be free to wield

resul-t is,bhe driving difficulty

. or 'American renta,a car in

4
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of dai and weathotton).:.itions indicate; very rapidly any unusual 0.e-ups.
, sr .

4

r

Yarning signs can be,flaShtd tto approadhing motorists.' One hope here is

to awoid the chipip-reaction
..

accidqnts in whiCh scores .of cafg*pile up

.

,

after aa initial )alockage of the road. ,

.

Other developments ;inj-iighway iMprovement-rang6 over greatly improved

Ihhting and more carefully.designed signs. In the latter category, the

U.S. is now converting from word signs to the standard picture signs

common,throughout Europe (where *the variety of languages was an early
trl

incentive for the change). During the five-year-conversion period (starting

In 1972), the m t important picture signs will be accompanied,by dhe older

word signs to allow a gradual education of the.motorist.
,

In 1970, the federal DeRartment of Transportation.contracted 4stor- t he

design and development of "experimental saYety vehicles" - ears in which

an attempt was made to look into'the fistureSand see.what novel Safety

featurts cguld be included in a passenger car. :Me three goals were

inareased ability to avoid accidents, reduced damage to the vehicle n

4
an accident, and improved protection of the gccupant (in other words,

\ .

redaction of fatalities in ,both Collisions one And two).

0

-*-In addition to-these major prograts, research isk currently underwaY

ii

$ . .

on a variety of specific developments. A periscope is being stbdied to
s

improve rear yision: the problems ate the cost of a large mirror over

the roof and, above all, the weakening of the roof by the opening whial

brings the visual image down to the driver. 'vibratdr is available on

4
the steering wheel ,549. warn passengers wher a or siren is ,sounded

nearby -- a device useful not only for the driver who hasepoor hearing,

but also for the motorist with his wAndows closed and airrconditioner and



-ràdio oa.Jie piob:em beca:is strictly technological: flow to build a

.
.!, .

'4 deide Whloh aiways recognizS.,i siren 'but 'does not resfmnd to similax. ,

egunds,whith may appeaf fFem other sciurces,.

Ite spite dt these' ill*Ices; th'e safety probiem is-increasingly
4

difficult..becauie of the tendenoy of -spee6 to iise; Mar*, of thi parkwaYs
*

N fi.
, . . .

.

*.onliS9 years sold jimd.std1 hepily used:were designed fQr.cruOing,speelois.
,

,.. r.6 . 6 é, .- , * .n. .

. ,

of6 35.mph, but now,ftdve.speed limit:s of 5. ThigIcontirculfirgrowth in :

,,

sil!eed is eniphdsEzed by the7fact thati the: fii,st stat'ewide speed lim;t way
.

. ,
't s

12 mph in the. coit.trz, 8 mph in'jthe ci.ty (Connedacuf in 1901Y. .

. ,

Collision two
Or

. The second colliisiont, is Elie one Which is caused by occtipant motion

, I

after the vehicle co11iM6nTroper. This second collision includes the

imOtion'of the passenger against the interior df*the cat, the whiplash

If
resulting from different aCcelerations of his head and torso , and the

possible ejection of the occupant from the auto. As indicated earlier,

roughly one third of the fatalities can be attributed to this part of the

acei.dant (although'it naturally is often impOssible to asign the cause

N -

of death to any one of.the !Ithree.collisionq").

The obvious answer to the problem of second-collision fatalities and*
IP

serioui injurls is the lap belt and shoulder harness combination. A

maDiety of Studies has ,suggested that just ovv half of both fatalities

t

. and injuries could be arerted if 100% of the front-se t occupants used

the three-point harnesses which are now 'available in all new cars. Use of

* --

just the lap (or seat) belt would reduce the deaths and injdriel by mbre

4\

S.
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Table 44

*, -
Sample Of Auto 'Safety Aegulattons

January 1968 -

PaAded dashboard

.

.

ip.nergy-absorbing Steeripg.polum

Recessed-knobs-on'dashb4;1 Controls'

Lap befts.

January 1965 .

Headrests

January. 19711

d Sieerlng wheel lock

jaelluary.1972. .

"ele

Side mrker lights :

Hazard warning light"
ItA eve

1 if

Shoulder hafnes-s for'passenger.beSide driv4i'
. i

.

14arning light'and/b0 zer'for front-seat occupants',1ap b'd
.,

Septemiber 1973

Energy-absorbing b4mper, APr4thyd rea,
... . At .

4.

. I

k

4 A,

April 19.71 a.

Illegal"to modify

l
( disconnect) safery,equipment

September 1973

Ignition
1,4
Stricter

Strength

intetlock tied to lap belts

bumper staridards and uniform bumper height

of side door speclfied

Aloof strength at least 11/2 w?,,ighp of car

Fire-retardant interior fabrics
T.

Tail light improvement

Ipuminated knobs for wipers,'defrosItgs

September 1975

Passive restraints

1977

Morq strtngent roof standard

A
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,

than a third.
1

h.

) In spite of'-the wide publicity given to"Oke.advantages of.seat 1?elks'.
4 /f-

and harnesses, usage in 'elis counpy has increased'very slowly. -Far cars

in which the equipthent is available.but.there is no warning tignal if the.

seat belts are not fastened on all occupied -front seais, belt usage has
/- ?

s .

,apparefitly stayed,around . When the warning systems and nignitio+. 4

interlocks are included; lap belt. usage seems'to rise 'to'about 70%., although

a

-shoUlsier hatnesses,are still u1ed by less than 10Z.

A natural ortiestien arises here: If s6 many d'eaths and serious

injuries could be prevented.br the use of lap belts and shoulder harnesses,

why not require such equipment by law? In othtK, words, why not fine

ocupants in the front seat of.a moving vehicle wh6 are not adequately

restrained? Or decree that insurance it invalid,if an occupant is unbelted? .

i .
.

Actually, the fine ($20) has been tried the last tto0years LI Victoria,

Australia, with the satisfying result, that 3/4 of the riders use lap belts.

X
A few attempts introduce similar state legislation in this country have

\ ,

,i

been unsuccessful, apparently becausev,f legislators' opinion that the

public support does not exist. The idea that insurance coverage should,
-

depend on restraint usage is unattractive because of the dbfficulty of %

determining, after an accident, whether the occupantS were belted or not.

1. The best data here are from a study by Volvo, the Swedish manufacturer2

In order to obtain relinle data, the company gave free with'each Car

purchase a collision insurance policy. To collect, the owner had to report

the accident in detail. Almost 30,000 accidents were described, tnvolving

26 deaths (25 unbelted) and#2500 injuries. Several studies have shown no

fatalities for belted occupants in accidents with vehicle weeds up to

60mph.
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'The lbw image of lap belts,and especially harnesses is partly due t

, the ciscOmfort associated 47i-th the devices. Because of the treiendous

. .

variability of sizes and shapes of human beings, it is ektremely di icult:

to design a single.hard'ess whi4 is comfort4ble for almost everyo e.

\ '
,

,
, .1

, .

'
Equipment adjusted 0 tIle individual is ttxpensive. ,

.

,

.
The protectioh of infants and imall children is a*partict. arly importane

r

problem becaue plisse paspengers are likely to be thrown wi1 y by a

collision. Nest bf the 1000 chij.4ren und. five.killed adlually,andthe

6000 Seriousy injured could easily be.protected by suitable straints.

In.1972, Consumer-Union of'the Alited States published1:--its analysis of ther

,

efficacy or 17 comtercially available child seats and'inTant carriers (al.).

of which filet the governmeqt 'standards which specify withstnding a static

pull of 1000 pounds). In actuil collisivns using, for xamOle,'a 30'mph

sled hitting a fixed barrier (equivklent to a car at. 60 mph hitting a Aked

car),,only the General Motois Infant Carrier passed tests involving front.,

rear, and side Tollisions. Two others (Ford ToT Puard and Scarp Safety

Harness) were rat9d "acceptable," and ad additional.ewo "acceptable but

poor." All otpers were deemed "not.'acceptable."

Both the lap belt.and'shoulder harness fall into the category of

active restraints. By "adtive" we meaa that protection depends on an

action by the occupant: he must fasten the.equipment. The most attractive
.0

restraint wbuld be one which iS oassj.j that is, one which works even if

the rider does nothing himself. Jn the next,section, we discussisthe recent
a

1. August, 1972 issue of Consumer Reports.

S.
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development of the.pir bag,'t e most promising paisive restraint, as.

\ ..

.

Lell as other auto safety.features tci d4rease the acciants'and
_

-.

.

'
.

'

fatalities in the second col dion.

Collision three
*

.

The*third Collision'refars to the fifst'aid and-emergency medical .

,

care gil:ren to the'accldefit viefim. AttributIng bng third of the tAta1,4ties

a

to Collision three is another way4of saying that one third of th'b ilieaths .

could be airoided-if a qualyied.doctpr and equipment,were with Che ictm

aortly after the accident. Clearly, we are cdtparing the actual situa-,
-

,tion with an ideal Vhich can never be approa hid; so that the actual %

I f
.

18,000 deaths (one third of tht total) cou not be. redueed-tdzero even

if the emergency medical sAstem were dramat allyimproved..

)

But, as.pointed out in Section 4-4,'the,emergerfey care system 10

this country is far from ideal; unquestionbly a significant number'of

Liveq are lest simply because the emergency care is inept.

2. Au41,-Safety Cehtroversr
at.

Ralph NaOr's crhsade for automobile safety Nis- r6sulted in a

series of U.S. legislative acts. A few safety features were rdguired in

-k
new cars in-1968.1- interior padding, he.ad'res.t/raints, collapsible steer-

/

ing column and lap belts. .Bumper standafds 'are.imposed in 19/2 and

1273, flammability standards in 1272. ,

The most controversial regulations relate to passive restraint

systems -- that is, estraining'devices.whiCh do not require that the

Tider take ,any action suchi.as Waling a seat belt. Under the latest

1as4, this safety feature' id required by August 15, 1975 (although a

.1



one-year dekay is cdtrently being requested by ihe ftanufacturers).,

The auto-cempanief argued strpnglythap the 'air bag IA the

,only.device which can tbeet the 1915 requirements and that the ii-r-4ag

it too expensive and as

' -in side collitions, the

yet unproven.

structure 0.,T

. Furthermore; to provide protection

*

the car' Taus t be changed. In the-
,.

facesof these difAniti-es'and with the air bag no.t fully developed or

te4ted the auto manufacturefs urge, h4,ostponement of the 1975 date.'

Claims are made that the device will be exorbitantlY expensiv; for the .

public, th'at prOte'ctioa will be unceftain" (since possibly Seat belt

usage will drop even lower), and thaethe system reliability will be

. t

unproven, particularly.afteT the automobile has been in use for some ftme.

.
The AnsUmer advocates reply that these are-ramWar attitUdes of

. an auto industry which has long'givn little real attention to safety,

ihat the.costs ire small compared to the frequent auto style Ehadgeswhich

. ,

strve no purpose except toilnduce people to buy new cars,14nd that.only

'

7
government action will ever force.the industty to strike an appropriafe

balailee,between safety And aPpearance.

In-an attempt to evaluate these vehement arguments, the Office of

Science end Teehnolog (OST),in the Executive branch established a
..

special committee i 1971 to consider what federal safety regulations

are reasonable. What devices can lie requireci.by.1975 without excessive

increases in auto cost or a po,orer perfoirmanee? that are ehe alternatives

available to the public in this trade-off between 'safety and, on the other

sideotost, appearance, and performance?

. The crimmittee reported on March 19, 1972 in a book entitled

f

a
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"Cumulated,Regulatoty Effects on Cast of Autemotive. Transportation."

The document was labelled the CAT "report from the underlined letters.

This report is an intensive study of two facea of regulation of auto-

mobiles: air pollution d safety. In the latter area, the report '

1 A

attempti evaluate he aevelopments.of the preceding fke'years in the
. or ..
fiel.d of auto safety: the highwm improvements,-the changes Pl.lotar

design, and the various-law& enacted.
-

'The-repott'recognizes that, phile new safety features are certliilly

desirable,.there has7fo be '4 compromise between safety and cost. If

car prices go too high because of mandated safety features, sales will

arop and there.will be a.serious impact/oll,the U.S, economic ana emppy-

-*
k

-

ment picture. Furthermote, safety devices should,not be required before

,

they are pr9ven, or at least until there is a reasonable.chance of success.

*
0 A day after the report ws made public, Ralph Nader issued a gate-

6

tilt, the first paragraph of which'reads: "On behalf of the White House,

107

'the OffiviaPx4Scilence'and Technology has prepared and released the RECAT

report ts anothee effort to intimidate the federal regulatory agencies

- responsible for regulating motorlvehicle air pollution and safety. Never

in the his'tory of the Office (4 Science and Teehnology has it been so

ma la ted or, in the current parlance of the White HouSt scene, so

Flaniganized. This report was the inspiration'of Peter Flanigan who:

. kursued it ail the way to its predetermined destination.' It is a mockery-

of scientific inte rity and competence and a penny-ante cacipture of

think tank studies.",

What is the reason for this sharp controversy between Nader's

group i4d the White House staff? Certainly bath are interes.ted in

k e.

,

4EO

4
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,improved auto kafe0,7

In this brief section; we can not'dieuRi, any significant fracZion
,

of,this Report of several hundred pages. Rather, we will lonictin,.detail.

,
. .

. ..
v

k.....00'.

at merel ne aetument, that oi the air bag,- nd focus-on the differences'

1

.

, .

. . . .,-
I' , ,

.

,

, of opinion with regard to the speed wittrwhic the alr 15...ag should be .

.

. ' -" . 4
) .

.
required'in all mew cars". ..,

a
.

t

Air bags -".
4

,, t

.... ,.

-

.

.4
.

Under the current reguiatioas ofs-the DepArtment of Tr.an.,sportatiosno
., !

.
'a

.10 I)
.

.
.

all new cars sold:after Sept6mber 1975 must provide passive'ftotection
.

a.-

v.

for*all occupants In front, si'de arid roll-over accidents ad speeds of'

a,
.

,

-30, 20i and 30 mph, respectively. We should emphasize Ildre Opt the

dystem required is passi'Ve: i.e., no actidn is-required o4 the qccupant.

Hence,tlap belts and shourder harnesses are not sufficient.

According to the auto ailanufacturers, the only way to meet this

4standArd 1with th'e air bag. This is a porous cloth bag normally .

folded in front of the occupant. The bag ia connected to a supply of

nitrogen-1pr anclither gas at 2000 pounds/square inch pressure. Sensors

determine when a serious impact occurs (by measuying the large acceleta-,

tion immediately,following a collision). Wben the sensor detects a bad

impact, gas is releas.ed into the bags'. The bag muSt inflate in. 1/20

second to protect the ,rider. Within second: thereafter, the bag deflates.

In other words, theinflated bag in frollt'of the rider gives him a

c hion" into which he can move without hitting.the dashboard, win -

ahie d, or steering wheel-v-)

The air bag is still an exceedingly controversial issue. The

nment originally planned to require installation in 1974 and 1975

ts.
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model carS Wen, backed off toopoitpone required introduction tin 1.1.*

the 1976 models (that is, from September; 1975, on). The auto mikers.\
f.

s

_nay urge an additional'year postponement.,

4 The arpments for and against the air bag are easy to list, although

it is 'diffiCult, if'not impossible to decidewhich are really,valid:

FOr
0

,
(34-Passive retra-ints (that:is,'the. arr.bag5 are essential sinci

-

i ,Araeri'ca4 will not psitlap bel,tseand s_houldet harlieskes. 'The sir 1;ag
--

.
.

. \,... .

.p1ps ihe harness is bi fai the bestrappsdach to safety.".-
s

2.) Current laws require a buet.e'r-light warning sYstem and ign4ion

,

interlockied tO ehe lap belts for all ftont-seat pcsupants. 04 lap-

belt .,:.a.rning can be Cheated trivially; one needs only, fasten the belt ind

then:sit on it. In .addition, the entire system is easily deactivated. .

.(3) The estimated cost ($300 per car) is sinall compared to ple cost.

.

.

of style changes which are useless and primarily serve as custeMee'
,

4116

inducements to purchase a new car..

.T.Against

,

(1) The.cost is likely t9 be :a much as 000 per cawwhich will

have to be-passed on to the purchaser whether he wants the air'bag or

A

1 "not.' Car saleswill plummet (as people postpone a trade-in fqr severat

years), and employment in all related industries will suffer.

(2)s The lap belt-harneSs system with ignition iitterfock has not

really been givèri a trial yet. Since the average life of a car is ten

years, any innovation on new cars must be followed for .nearly ten years

before half the cars on the road are equipped.

, (3) When air bags re installed, the-use of' belts and harnesses
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ift dror..

,
4

( The bag may expl*de accidentally whlle the dr veF 11, cruising

(

at hi h speed,

(5) The explosion of the .ag causes 4 noise which ay.ille damhgingi ,

to the hearing of'car occUpants. .

. (6) Reliability.is undeteriined, kartieularly Ater yers of cat utie;

inech ics are Tun trained in maintenance.

(7) The sudden bleWing-rup of the bag results in high pressure withia,'
1

,

, %
...-

a closed car i.Thich may Push the- doOrs open, break a window, or even force
. .

, .

Y ,

gas,out of the tank% . . .

.., . . ,

Obviously, the Va'lidity of such claims needs to be Oteimined b, efote
, i

a decisibri is made. One of the problems in.scienitific testing is that the.

air b4 is a very newdevice; only a few engineers (itormally employed by

the auto makers) are familiar with the current status of the development.

-In an attempt to gain some experience with air bags, Allstate Insurante

Company in 1972 putchased 200 Mercurys, each,equipped with'an' air bag in

front of the passenger irS71e frant seat. .TheSe cars were used by 6xecutives
t.

of,the company,.except for two which were allocated to collision tests with

both dummilis and a human pa Thsenger. ese testsvere made in the course ,

. , -

of prOducing television commercials to intodilce th'e: air bagDthe American
,

i'mbil.c.- Ifortunately, all three' TV networksrefusea 'to broadcast thO.
a ,

1

,

commercials on the ground that they dealt with a controversial topic.
.

VAlthough a few lecal stations did run the tapes, Allstate then made a
tit .,

halfhour filMtwhich was made availfable free to any interested groups

around the country in late 1972.

Thus; at the begimling of 1973, the44:.r bag controversy continues.

I

tp
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In part, the.air bag reguLations)hae becom4 a symbol for both the citlizen .

,

grouPs interested in.auto safety and the voices urging thai new safety

em%
changqs be introduced grAdually after extensive 'testing and evaluation.

:The public is trapped between thT_rdor o the safetSc groups is they

criticize the po0 oe performance oi'both governmelit ahd the auto inanatry

in the past, and the dire 4arnings of tpf un)xpected side effeqs that may

arise if air bags are installted .on atl nesrears.

If we try to reach'any sact of a logioal.opinion from these charges

and counter-charges, it is,exceedinply difficult to obtain an unbiased

evaluation. So little is known As yet aout the performance Cif the rela-
.

t

-

tiveir new air Wag. Purthermore, the, past hisEory of the auto,industry in

safety work iS'open to severe critic-ism; even the simple idea of -an etnergy-,

Absorbing steeting column (to avoid impaling thg driver in a frontal collision)

was available fol.. years before federa]i regulations forced the itistallation.

Certainly one of the great errors in: cotrporate history'w's the hiring pf

0

a private detective to investigate.Rplph Nader when he first came into the

national spotlight with his attack on the safety of the Corvair in the midL

. 1960.s.

The,difficulty the concerned citizen encounters in evolving an opinion

on such issues is compounded by the' frequent decelitive use of statistics

and quintitative data. This pility to present statistics in a desired'

light is illustrated by a small part of the RECAT report mentioned earlier --

4
a section in which the argument is made that the federal highway safety

program is already'quite succesdful and, hence, we should give-the new

devices and regulations a chancetbefore requiring'the air bag.

This case is a beautiful example,af the way statistics can be presented
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4 to reinforce a desired poiitt of view. We first look, at a small part af

the RECAT report (ictuall* the total report is*an imprbssiveLwea th of
a

valuable informatioq); then we will consider cger possible interpretations.
4

Statement of the RECAT report

Table'6 from page xxix irrepradueed below.

Economic Beneiits of Reduced Death Rates.

4 for Four Consecutive.Years'

. Death.,Rate

Reductions
RelatiVe tO . Motor-Vehicle' 1

. )01oilar Equiv.

Year 1966 (deaths,. Mites Driven , Lives Saved Benefit

per 100 million (miiliori4) (millfon)

\

m.v.m.)

46967 0.20 , 961,553

1968 .. -9.30 '4,015,649

1969 - 0.47 1,070.,600

1970 0.81 .. 1,121,000

190. .$ 269.2.

30471 '426.6

.5032 .704.5

9080. .
1,271.1

The meaning of the Table is as follows. If we look at the last row, this

Optates fit/St that in 1970 the death rate was 0.81 less than in 1966 (m.v.

stands for motor vehtcle miles). For example, if the 1966 rite was 5.81
fie

deaths for every 109million Vehicle miles, the 1970 figure would be 5.00.

The third column gives the miles driven each yearl'in 1970 this was 1,121,000

million miles.
Op

The.fourth column is labelled "Lives samid." nce the death rate

iso.81,1ess than 1966, there are fewer deaths than would have occurred if

the 1966 rate had persisted. .Miatiplying the 0.81*of column 2 by 11210

from column three gives-9080 fewer deaths in 1970 than would have occurred

with the death rate of 1966.

Fifially, if each human life is worth'$140,000, we obtain the last'

Column: the dollar.value of the lives saved: The figure of $140,000 is
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used thro

r-;

-*

ortiftethe dollar value of ope liip in ordeT to ,

. 113.

ca.lculAte Ite benefitlpraild costs'of,particular safety ;fleatars.' WheneOr

we try to mUsure the total st of a new health;.`orsgety measure; we
.

. - 4 '
)

.. . # .
. r

ea

neer?to place a v.alue dn life'in order tori9easure everything-in the same
, . , 4

' ,-, 4. . ,
, ../.

units 4107iS. cage,-dollatsY. . .

t. . .
. .

4 . 4. ...-A . 711 el
The report then goes on tq:a 4a,te,that: "The esiTimated-benefit reip.zed

4' ..
{IP

V. .

in 1970-froletedUced taffic fatalitfea-was $1%27,1 Allion. Asstuning:,
4 SI,

.
4 '

110. , /
,

, ..'.

.4 .tsimilarxlec/Ine.Win injury an0).praperty damage rates;th-e aggregate benefit'
. # -N

.

e
.

1. .

totalled $1.09 tallioft. 0ne-thi.rd,t9 one-half of tyis aggregate'benefit
... .

4.
can be ascribed to theired.qttpógrams'for lAter tate highway'copstrugtion.

and motor vehicle Saf)ty regkation.
W4 .

"Both highway and automobile*dosigh improveent progiams"hAre iesUlted

in benefits fro rellueed, fataliti and ihjury rates chat are frdater thaii

the costs attributable to achiewilig satety, and thus aro 'reducing the cost-a

of aut+tive transportation."
_ .

Report argument #

.s .

The Report argues that in 1970 th. e nation saved conservatively

k-
$3.09 'billion by the redfIction in.the death and injury rate4 in the pr

ceding four years.' The value may be even greatei-, since a human life i3 .

probably worth mor than $140,000. This "improvement" resulted from

several factors: for e;camp1e, stricter enforcemeni of tra c

improved health carei better highways, and the national safety Program. .

The report gods gn to claim that, evên:if'only half the s ings are

AT.

attributed to federal highwfy ahd safety prograMs, the dollar savings are

greater than the*costs.e

. The implidation is clear. The current federal programs are bearing 0

4

1 "
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results. Things are getting better each year. Obviously, then,.new

programs are not needed; all we have to ido is continue the existing efforts,

-

and the future is bright. 'In other words,, ther is reA.134 no basis for the

new 1975 measures, and one can not criticize the auto manufacturerssor

'safety program admiraistrator6 in yashineton.
.

. .

.

the above, paragraphs aVe.a.summary of the arguments sometimes advariced'
. .

.
.

I.
. .

..
4 'AP 4

.4

4

b'y the auto manufacturers add officials in governinent. They avbid presenting .

,

.

. ,..

' the reaI problem: the large number of auto deaths *and injuries each year.)
.... 4.

4
4('" N:' 1310

'44,

4

t

t_13y,u(L:ris carefully selected hta
...
nresented in such a wav as ta steer the

.

.

reader's'evaluttion ty deeired condlusion, the argument creates the hypear-

ince of scientific analysis.

this is exactly the mis-use of data whICh is most dangerous,'if we'

honestly want the public to te lufficiently informed to be able to chbose

intelligently Yrom among alternatives.

ical exiension of the-report argutn

If the Report argument hes any validity, there's no reason why we
\

6

should ca1cu14e dollar savings only over the last four* years. Instead,

let's see the "benefit" fot 35 years!

In 1936,-there were 38,089 deaths and 252,000 million vehicle miles,

oria rate of about 15 deaths per hundred million miles. In 1970, the

corresponding rate was 5 (one t ird as much). 4If we use the Report's

argument, somehow in 1970 we "s ved" 10 lives for every hundred million

miles -- or a total pf 112,100 liVes in 190 alone. At $140;000 per life,

ihis represeats a saving of $15.7 billion.

Measuring7from 1936: we save $15.7 billion the 35tfi'year (1970). If
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. t

.we guess the.saving/year increased linearly from zero in 1936 to $15.7

4
billion in 1970, the total saved over the 35 years is

15.7
35 x (Average annual saving) or 35.x billion

or $275 billion

' This ridiculous figure comes to $2750 for every.licensediciriver (enough

to-purchase every drlver a ney car) or $1g75 per person in the U.S.

It is easy 05 be convinced that the auto safety program is mte of

,the best buys this country has ever had'.

An ev'en better argument goes as follows. The death rate per 100

'million miles travelled by horses or horse-drawn vehAles in qop was

approximately 10 times todayis .auto rate. Hence,.the mite today is ring

nine times the lives it takes -- or about 500,000 lives'per year. In 1970

alone, the saving was $70 billion (C)r roughly the total cost of either

education or health care in this con y).

The ridiculous.nature of this a gument is' apparent if we rcognize

that, to travel by horse as far as the average American does today.by car,

everyone would have to spend mote than three hours a day riding. .71 n

imagine the urban pollutiA problem (compared to 19,00 when the streets of

' New York City received daily the relatively minor Oantities of VI million

pounds of manure and 60,41,00.gal1ons of urine).

'A different view of the same data .

Nwt=z
The same dara of Tale 6 of the RECAT report can be presented in a

a-
different way:

ort

Vehicle Niles Increase in Increase from 1967 in

Year Deaths Driven (millions) Deaths from 1267 'iles Driven (171,11110ho

1967 51,100 41161,553'
1950
3110

. 1940

a
1968 55,050 1,015,649

1969 56,210 1,070,600

1970 .55,040 1,121,000

I
46.

54,100
109,000
159,400,

t`t

115
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, Now we can atgue: The,improvement of roads aad iycrease in- cars allowed

the American people t6 drive 159,400 more millions of miles in 1970 than

in 1967. The cost of this extra mebi1ity'was 1940 lives (and perhaps nine

times as many injuries).

In other.words, the highway-improvement program (for'example) gave

1s greatly increased mobilitY at the cost of More accidents.

In these terms, a comparison between 1936 and 1970 makes,sense. In

1970, we drove 4.5 times as much as in 1936 at a cost of about 17,000

;ives. If the highway system of 1936 had remained.iinimproved for 3'5 years.,

the number of vehicle miles driven would certainly not have-grown'very

Much. Already 14 1936, there were signs of near satu ation on many roads.

On'these highways, an increase in traffic would have

rate because of lower average vehicle speed.

Comment

In our second,view of the same data, we certain.0 do not emerge with

any ringing eaori;cment of the past efforts in auto safety. Whether an

dued the death

auto safety program is adequate or nof depends on f-

(a) Willingness of the pp ic to sacrifice personal.cohvenience and

-pay added cost for greater safety)

(b),Readin6ss of the public to compromise certain aspects of individual

liberty (for example, in allowing roadside tests for driving-under the

inflUenee sof alcQhol).

(c) Feasibility of new techn'ology to improve safety (e.g., kis the air

bag technically and economically possible by 1975).

The federal progrask must weigh such factors and then develop appropria.te

regulations, subsequently strictly enforced..
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Thus, an evaluation of the achievements of the national program so

far is to a considerable extent irrelevant to decisions pn future policies,

extept to indicate which policies are likely to result in improvement.

Only when the-'auto death toll is ilignificantlyi,reduced will we be able tO

argue that the program is, ind6ed, successful.

Certainly, the most specious argument is that which effectively seates

that sucdss has been achieved because thp.death rate per mile is going
a

down, even though in hctuality the deaths each,year are increasing in number. .

If one carries this. to an exImme, if everyone would drive twice as Much

next year, we wo,!..ld have'a highly soccessful year if only 90,000 people

were- killed (compared t6 this year's 55,000).

. (

3. Alcohol And Driving

Alcoholism is a national health problem, which we might well)have

dis'cussed in Chapter 3. Clhe relati6 between serious automobile accidents

'and alcohol is so startling, however, that the topic has to be included

in this chapter. tireeise data on.the importance of alcoholism are difficult
"'se

/ to determine; there is a suspicion ehat often the easielanation for

-an accident is that one driver was under the influence of alcohol. A study

of, police records in Massachusetts turned up one such allegation where

the driver 'ens a local 'lender of the WCTU- Women's Christian Temperance'

Union) who had nyveehad a drink.

Even if the'data are viewed skeptically, approximately one' half the

Bute) fatalities arise frorio accidents in which at least one driver is under

the influence of alcohol. This seems startltpg untll one realize§ that

there are 10 million alcoholics and problem dTinkers in the United States.

In other words,,agibut coo licensed drlver in ten is in this category.--R
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wheir_you drive, every tenth car coming toward you is, on the average driven

by an alcoholic.
1, Hopefully, many of these are not intoxicated at the time.

Alcoholism in g_eneral

Arcoholism is directly related to about 60,000 deaths per year (42,500

of them male a significant contributor to the problem of higher male

mprtality discussed in Chapter 3). The specific causes of death can be

further subdivided:

.14,500 ;rpm directly related diseaA: cirrhosis of the liver;

chronic alcoholim, and .so forth

7,000 from suicide and homicide

261,500 from:auto accidents '

12,000 from Pther accidents

In spite of the magnitiude uf this health problem, par capita drinking has

not increased stgnificantly if lye view, the past' century, even though the'

lat few years have shown a mery sharp rate of increase (Fig. 4-2). The

3 p.

Gallons/person.

1850 1880 1910 1940 1960

Fig. 4-2 total cozsumption per per,pon inthe drinking-age potulation

.(those' over 15) as measured in gallons of absolute alcohol

(from wine; beer, and distilled spirits)

1.. And the odds Are really no betier if you are an alcoholic Or problem

drinker.
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si uation today is not much diffeent from that in the late 1850's.

{Ot might also measure the seriousness of the alcoholism problem

.. by the annual dieect cost in lost work, medical expelies, impaired job

efficiency; and accidental damage; This figure,has been estimated at

ten billion-dollars, In the major metropolitan areas, companies frequently

contract for permanent accomodatiots at residential hospitals for.their

senior-level employees'who require a drying-out period.

Alcoholism is not uniform across society. Although a numerically

small part of the overall U.S. situation,.the 700.,000 American Indians

pose a particularly serious problem. The average age at death for this

.group is 44, compared to 65 for the entire WS. population; -20% hav\no

%

housing, and 70% of the housing is below any acceptable standard. Sorde

.
of the schools 4ave a 100% drop-out ratt. Under these conditions, it

is not surprising-that in some trOes every inale over 18 has a dr king
4

problem, end it is not unusual to find thae the annual:number of a ests

4

for drunkenness begins to approach the size of the pulation. This
li

deplorable status of tt the lndiah exists even ough e federal government
,

spends $506 million per year on Indialitervices -- equal to mere than

,

$11000 for each Indian living on a reservation.

LegEti measures

\Alcohol is involved in approximately half of the auto fatalities;

in the great majority of these..eases, the problem drinker is,to blame

rather than'the social drinker (Fig. 4-3). 17.msdiately the question arises:

why not tighten up the laws against driving while undei the influence

of alcohol?

The author's strongest impression from a visit to Norway arose from
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'Fig. 4-3 Distribution of auto fatalities

a dinner at which everyone had a social drink or two. After dinner, the

hoSt called a taxi to return us to his house rather than drive his own

car, because of the very stringent

actions inclucte

Mandatory chemical tests

laws in that country..1 These national

4

Roadb1oqcs to catch drinking drivsrs

Mandatory three-Year license revocation

Three-month jil term for driving while intoxicated

Insurahce cancelled if drinking

The resule of strict enforcement of this policy sthat only 10% of the

fatalities (rather than 50%) are alcohol-related.

In this country, in contrast.i laws vaiy among the states and they

are often only half-heartedlY enforced. The National 11115way Traffic

L. In Snn.Salvador, the sentence for drunken driving is death by the/

firing squad (although one of the 'author's students, who happened to be

from there, emphasized this does not api)ly' to toufists). Needless to say,

there are few,offenders and no second-offenders.

&
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,Saiety Administu4tion (MUSA) ofthe U.S. Department of Transportation

has decided.that a tough program iCiust not OoSsible in this country.

-

Courts 11 not enforce s.tringent penOtis. The public will n ot support

W 4
A

automatic 4cense revoeAtion-8r. jail sen'kenes and, in response to public

attitudes, the courts will allow pleas to .1Ass'er charges when Che man is
-

accused'of driving whi.le intoxicated.

The premise Ithat a tough programHegainst offenders can not be effective

in this country seems open to serious question. Tkie legal i)rogress in

the last decade has been impressive, an4 we now find th4t:

(1) Every state has-chemic- al test legislation,1 with thd level varying

from 0.08% to 0.15% blood-alcohol concentl-ation.

(2) Only Illinois does not have an implied-consent law.

.(3) Five states mow give roadside brea th tests.

1

-In spite of thin progrOs, the federal government (represented by WM).

takes the official position that the United gtates can not follow the lead

of the Scandinavian countries.

If auto accidents resulting from alcohol can not be reduced by strictk

laws, what alternatives are available? Two possibilities exist: technology

to keep the Intoxicated driver off.the road, and communitx2or social

programs.
%

Technology

In technology, two different approaches.have been proposed to detect

the fact,that the driver is under the inflfience of alcohol. The first

attempts to lock the ignition when the air exhaled by the driver indicates

alcohol.
1
z. The feasibility of such a device is ruled out by two obvious

m

1.-Time, Jan. 3, 1972, p. 53, reports on a Japanese develozzent.
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\

problems.

First, unless the driver's breath is collected directly, other

passengers can trigger the ignition lock, or detection can be avoided by

opening the window. Second, tho Lck.can be triggered,by fhe fumes from

various perfmmes and after-shave lotions.

If the public is to accept such devices, the technology must work

with reasonable,fidelity. There must be a relatively small number of

4

false positives-(locking when .the driver has,not been drinking) and false

-

pegatives (failing to lock when the driver has been drinking) This

concept of false negatives or positives is a common and importpt way to

measure the trufAworthiness of many.measurine systems. ',For instance, in

medical tests false positives indicate the dis ase when it is.not present.

This causes unnecessary patient worry, and often requires an extensive

series of further'tests. False negatives.mean that the disease has b,een

overlooked, and the chance for early treatment is lost. -Thus, the value

of. a test can be measured in terms,of the percentages of false positives

and falsp negatives which Ttre obtained. In the same way, the breath test

fie

for the driver will be useful only when tle fraction of false results

can bd kept very small.

There is a second type of Lechuology which has been proposed ti)

i

prevent driving by people under the influence of alcohol. This approach

is represented by a device'to display a code number and a dial. A

randomly chosen numbee is flashed before the driver -- for exariple, 72148.

Tile number then disappears.
During the next few seconds, the etriver must

pal in this same numb r. If he fails, the ignition will.not.unlockk .

Unusally the driver is given a second chance to "p14 the game," in case

.4

4.1.
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. he acc entally made a mistake in one digit or was not looking when the

original imber was digplayed:
r.

The principle here is-that ke drkver who is under the influence.9f

alcohol has both a poorer memory and a slower reaction time. Unfortunately,
.

,

fhe're are again difficulties, and it seems 'unlikel that such a device'
. .

will ever be usedIddely.

(1) Public acceptance is dubious. The average car owner just does 0

not want to bóthet with such'"games" every time h'e starts his car;

(2) 91e Nst could be taken by a sober passenger or bystander..

(3) It is.difficult to design any reaction-timq measuring system

which eatches the drinking driver and lets the' aged driver pass. Average,

human reaction time increases with age (Fig. 44).

Reaction time
(seconds)

0.6

0.4

0.2

. 10 20 30 50 60 70 AV

rig. 4-4 Total human reaction time varies with age,

on the average

Rsaction time can be measured easily. The subjeetAlolds out his

(
thumb and forefinger. The tester holds a rpr with the zero-inch end

at the subject's fingers. At Any time, the tegter drops the ruler. Once

Ae sees the nffer falling, the subject closes his fin-girs. The distance
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dropped is a measure of reaction time (4" - 0.015, 8" - 0.2, 12 7 0.24.sec.)
44.

This is the.minimum reaction time in a siiIple task; tti4e data of Fig. 4-4

eefer to the total reaction time then the foot has to be moved to the

brakegin a driving emergency.

An inter4ting variation of Ole experiment has the subject (a'young

man) measurd completely sobe, then again after a bottle or two of beer.

For the person not used to alcohol one beer is enough to.slow the reaction

sufficiently that he mitves the 12-inch ruler altergether. Not o is his

reaction time increased, but he is convinced it is as good as ever; he is

sure the tester is hurtling the-ruler downward.

(4) Any device of reasonable cost could be removed or permanently

disabled eAsily by a technic±an. One of the persistent proklems with

air-pollution-control devices has been the tendency of owners to remove
Or

them once the car has passed inspection in order to improve gasoline

mileage and increase effective en power). 4

Thus, while technoluy can provide a variety of devices which theoreti-

cally can prei.rent car operation by a driver under the influence of alcohol,

ap such approaches seem to depend on an unachievable level of public

acceptancg and willingness to undergo personal inconvenience.

Alcoholic countermeasures program

Confronted by the conviction that legal mea;ures are not a total

solution and that tecfinology cart' not help directly, the National Highway

Traffic SafetytAdministratign has started a group of Alcohol Safety

ALtion i;rojects. In 35 communities across the nation, local programs

are totally funded,by che.federal government at a total cost of $82 million.
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Each projee.is desi_gned. by the community ayld,includes a variety of

specific steps which, lopcfully, will cOnstitute ariefNfective tttal.
-a

%
.

,

attack on the probl 6 oi alcohol-related accidents.
. .

.

... 0
L

While the programsyvy over a wide range of apprathes, the-common 4
. .

-4

125

7

.

.1

.

feature is the hiring, pf .addit.ional justice personnel tp lacate.the..problem-
. . -,

. .

.

. 4

.
.

.

. .

,...,!
' 6 .\. .

.

drinkers and provide AdfviduaI.-rehabilitat,ion Services. SPecific-maions 4' '.

A \I\

, -.s

r

include such features as:
<6

(1) For convicted prelllem drinkers; 04 option f'a jail serieeacd...or
,

. . .- -

'..-

a daily use of a drudwhich ,caUes nausea when alcohol is.eonsumedaater..
.

.,.., e

.--
..1 a

(2) Afeer a secand convictiblithe.prob*4,drinker i:sentlilc44.to
. . .

...p , .. 0. ..
, .

30 days in a residential-"hospitalA
%

(3) In San Antonio, Texas, special pdlich en vit1eotape.4-11,9 hAlcior,
0

V

, ,

Of drunken drivers and show the tapes after the quested man hWsqeradiklpi. 1.
..,,, ...:, ., a if b . e . qlA. S. ;

(4) Special patrols are assigned at night to ilieA wrthia 1;itiae'''-een- ..
.

4

centrat ion of bars and nightclubs,

(5) In part of Notch Caroljna, the emphasis is op massiVe public

education. Whiskey an'd wine are sold in paper bags which contain a breath

1
chart to evaluath breath alcohol concentration..

The long-terin hope is that from these local experim'ylts there will

dMerge a set of tested guidelines to help a communit.Y or state develop an

1. The proper interpretation of breath tests for determining alcohol in

the blood and; then, ability to drive is a)Agcinating scientific aid legal

prdblem. The difficulties, arising because of dif,fering-human physiologies

as well as the variefy of instr4ments, are described in the article by_

William S. Lovell, Jttath Tests for Dotel-minIng Alcohol in. the Blood,

Science, vol. 178, October 20, 1972, pp. 264-272.
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'optimum alcoholic countermeasur4s program. '

Final comment .

The combination of alcohol and drivIng is a major sotio-technological

problem; The'large number of deaths.and injurfs are particularly serious

because they i4act strongly the young and healthy population, and they

represent a continuing threat to the large, innocent portion of the public.

Pat- alternatives are available-and what can an individual do? The

most attractive approaches are not technologiCal, but rather fegal and

Social. Increasingly stringent law enforcement depends on public support.

The alcoholic countermeasures prggram of the U.S. Department of. Transporta-

*tion provides a vehiele thfough which local 'efforts canThe designed fnd

funded.

4. Emergi-!ncy Medical Service
s

In 1971, a soldier injured in battle in South Vietnam was brought to

A

anfemergency medical facility in just over 20 minutes, on the average,

*and he was seen by a physician within 30 minutes of the time of injury.

Furthermore, during the inteival he was under the care of p"aramedical

personnel who were adequately trained and equipped to" handle moSt of the

emergencies.

In that same year, an i vidual injured in New York state had.to

wait an average of 69 minutei for ca e by a physician -- or more than

twice as long. The data for New York City (and many other U.S.' cities)

are comparable. Also, the personnel manning amb lances-often had only

training, and many ambulances were inaAquat 4,y equipped.

144at are the reasons for the long, 69-minut6 interval? Actpally

this is only an average, and the detailed statfstics would show many

rof

a
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cases much longer. Since a fey people are probably injured just outside

a hospital emergency room, there must be others for whom the interval'is

two hours..

In an attempt to understand thejeasons for the poor performance of

the emergency medic41 service (EMS), we might try to breaka'down the 69

minutes into its components. The New York State Ilealth Department did

this in its massive study of 50,000 ambulance cases during the first six

months of 1971. The findings were:

'Time Until ambul4nce called atter an injury, heart

att.ack or crisis situation II minUtes

Time for ambulance to reach victim 15 minutes

Time until victim reaches hospital 18 minutes

Time in emergency *room before pbysician sees patient 25 miputes

Total 69 minutes

.

(The last 25 minutes is probably not as,serious.as it-rOght scem, since

at this.point..the victim is being observed by nurses'. If it werea time

emergency, presumably a doctor would be summoned more rapidly).

This breakdown into the four categories places in evidence the we'ak-
,

ndsses,of the EMS system in many parts of thil country. D:isctssion of

EMS is diffultbecause performance differs so wide3.y from one region or

town to the next (usually *ithout citizen awareness,of the quality of

emergency care available in his own area In a few towns, there are

major efforts to flevelop a logical, unified

127 .

y, tem u ing Modern connunica-

tion and transportation technology and i'ncludiftg the best possible

training #3T parsonnel. In other cities, the EMS system is a hodge-podge

of jurisdictional disputes, with eleMents of care provided by hospitals,.

p.

41A.
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-police, fire departments, and private ambulance servicet -7 groups which

may compete 'rather than cooperate.

In an attempt to bring order and progress to this often ehar)tic

o.-

situation, the federal government (through the Department of Health, Educa-

-

tion and Welfare) initiated pilot projects in 1971 4- fiye local effeirts

MILstrate what could be aecamplished through a° centralized regional

program'adequately funded. The improyement of emergency services was

adopted as a 04 element in the Admini,stration's program for the use of

science an4 technology for the benefit af the public. Expailsion of the

effoPt in 1972 became temporarily 'the victim of the attempts to hold doft

federal expenditures, bpt 'there is every anticipation of-continuing And

increased emphasis on this area during the next decade..

In the remaining-paragraphs of this section, we want to look at each

of the four time pet4ods tentione'd above; ourlobjective ko understand

ways in wIlich the total time ean be, reduced and the emenency medical
,

care-improVed.

..c.j1i1.,1_1.91- help
6

In inany parts of, the country-, one still has to dial a seven-digit

number te reach the source of emergency care. If the call is from a pay

...phone, a dime is still needed, even to reach the opbratoi. If the call
0

is ,trz. the police, there may be a very limited ambufanand emergency

service available and under 'police control. 'There is likely to be no

:regionarcontrol center whernformation ol availability and location
.

of all ambulances is kept up-to-date, so that the.n'earest, properly equipped

vehicle.can be dispatched to th'e scene.

'Two relatively simplf technological iffprovaments are obvious: 0
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(1) F.ay phones should be designed so that the operator or emergency

'numbers can be reached(wilhout requiring the caller have change to actuate

the dial tone.. This system, already in operation in the United Kingdom,

is gradually being installed in this country.

(2) The 'emergency number,should be uniform throughout the United

States. In ,the Soviet Union, one.can dial the same two digits on .iny

phone. The comparable approach in this country is the 911 number to

reach the police, although as yet this is by no means nationally available.
11*

The importance of a central-source for help and information has been

demonstrated by the poison control centers which have been in operation

4 .

for several years in different parts of the 6ountry. If a child swallows

a substance feared poisonous, th#e moerer can call the center, describe

.the substance, and immediately receye first-aid advice (the operator at

the center has a catalog of information on appropriate antiooteS). The

cdnters also yield important infermation for new regulations to atcrease

.the 9mber Of serious poisonings. For qxample; early experience with the

centers revealed the 1 rge number of casek.in which very small children

ate all the baby aspirin tablets in a bottle, a step encouraged by:the

candy flavoring adde.d. As a result, the number of baby aslArin which

can now be sold inCone container is limited so that severe poaoning can

nof occur. Such an imaginative even ttlough trivial, decision
A

sents

a small step forward in consumer protection, but a step which probably
,-

, would never have been conceived without the information input from the

Poison control centers.

Help to the scene

4 The second time interval is that required for the ambulance or

1
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Imergency vehicle to reach the victim. The obvious problems here are .

the location of waiting ambulances and the techniques used .for dispatching.

A OP

In New York (ity,,Rerely, as an examPle of a large urban area, there are
4

109 ambulances Atationed at 49 hospitals throughout the rglion. Calls to

the police lead to instructions to the nearest hospital to dispatch art

ambblance.

London there are now aitempits to establish a centralized system.

:
When a need for Alp is perceived, the centr.al computer will determine

\ Which of those ambulances appropriately equipped forthis call is'elosest

in time to the etene. Once the selected 'ambulance is then 'called, it

will be routed through the city streets by radio communication. Ultimately-

such a system might also keep -4 running veeOrd of .which blocks are'severely

4

congested in order fo route the emergency vehicle around bottlene'cks. The

total system'requires elassification of the medical equipment carried by

each vehicle:, if the call it-for an apparent heart attack, the answering

ambulance will tave coronary care capahiliti.es and correspondingly trained

' 4

personnel.

One aspect, f the 4fuem which until recentlyfhas'r6ceived-very
(

little attention )s the- desirable.design of the warning devices (lights

and sirens). The evaluationlaf a siren-light combination turas out to

.be exceedingly difficult. The purpose of the tquipment is to alert

drivers and pedestrians to the approacp of the eme.rgency vehicle. This

warning must be given even in the presence.of.a distracting environment
:

(flashing neon signs.and horns). It must be effective even when the

driver has his windows closed and radio on. It must work with drivers

who are tired, partially deaf or color blind. Finally, it sho d minimize

It
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the disturbamee to nearby rePidents and people behind or well to the side

of the emergency vehicle.

In
4

the light of these requirements, current research is focussed on

both nexf.technology and people-technology interactions. In the former

category, sirens and lights are sought with improved directional character-

istics, so that the warning is focussed on the.street ahead and,entering

side streets. A signal will b,---transmitted from the emergency vehicle to

c.ontiol the traffic lights a block ahead in order to stop traffic and

pedestrians from-entering the street in the path of the vehicle. In the

latter category, research is studying which types of sounds and lights

are most successful in erting the human being.

Tran!Torting the vic

Onee the ambulance reaches the patient, there is the problem of

',transportation to the hospital. Again, the routing problem arises. It

is not unusual for an ambulance to take the patient first to a hospital
A

which can not accept him; this even,happened after Senator Robert Kennedy

was fatally shot in Los Angeles in 1968.

Ambuances are often poorly designed and equipped. 80% of ihe

25,000 ambulances in the U.S. arc converted hearses, limousines, or

station wagons. Only one third of ambulance att dants have received the
4.11.

80-hour training program which is considered minimal. Furthermot4, there

is often no direct-com unicatlon link between t vehicle and.Xe hospital,

so that trained physicians can advise on the care during the travel period.

At the emergency room
.

Finally, many hospital emergency rooms are nowiinundated,with

,/

tory patients or out-patients. For a large fraction of the population,

1'
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the emergenc5, room represents.the principal means of access to the health

care system. From the standpoint of emergency medical care, the ideal

System (even if it is too.costly) wOu1d be one in whiCh the elprgency

room was' staffed by doctors especially trained for frauma trdatment and

was used only for its.primary purpose. .

Final COmment
3

The system for emergency medical services in the'United States is one

4

in which local control is the,custom. Consequently, an enormous variation

in the quality of service ha4 developed, dependent on the unity and centray-

lity of local planning, the financial support given by,the community, and

0 .

_the demands by the ppblic for performance. As oanfirmed In recent studies

by the National Academy of Sciences, the Departmerit of Health, Education

and Welfare, and the White' House Office of Science and Technology, the

.result is on the average an emergency care systep well below the standards

in other nations (the United Kingdom and the USSR). In many :Improve-

ment is blocka4by the difficulty of bringing together the various groups

which are al..ready inVolved: the local medical society, police, firemen,

hospital personnel, aneso forth.

5. Other Accidents

Vb
Automobiles account for only a out half of the fatalities and serious

injuries. In the preceding sections of this chapter, we have focused on

auto accidents sinply because t,his is the area which has received the most

.
.

public attention in recent years. It is also the direction in which it

seems that it should be possible to make the most improvement with rela-

t
.

.

,

tively straightforuard applications Jof technology, new legal anti regulatory
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measures, and enhanced public awareness and.eoncern.

-Other areas could be 'considered. Fire causes more than Orillion
k

annual damage in the United States: While there is still great ignorance

of how firc,; start, spread, and ean be co.ntrolled, there is a variety of

programs which hold proMise of decreasing both'fatalities.and property

losses. A few of these serve as an indication of the prothise of this

research:

(1) Just the past few years have witnessed the first studies (inlud

ing computer simulations) to determine the optimum location of tire stations

and'equipment withid a town to minimize the,expeeted time for 'the equipment

to respond to a call. Working for East Lansing, Michigan, a Bureau of

' Standards group.'has developed an optimization procedure.

(2) In most major cities, false alarms constitute about 50% of the

,. ,
calls.

.1
Inc :4'ew York City Rand InstitUte showed that the corresponding

loss in performance could be cut significantly by.using cruisingears to

investigate alarms and turn back the major equipment if the alarm is false.

(3) Once the firemen have reehed the scene, fire ftghting effective

ness can be improved by using hydrants which can be turned on easily by

firemen (but nól, of course, by.youngsters on a hot, summer afternoon),

slippery w.ter (the water with a polymer chemical added'to case flow along ,

the hoses and increase pressure at the nozzle), and robots to carry hoses

1. One effective way to reduce false alarms from call boxes is to add

'picturephone service so the caller is visible to the operator. The

problem is the maintenance of the picturephene equipment. When In some

cities the half life of a pay phone on the street is only a few urs,

picturephones are obviously susceptible to vandalism.
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and equipment into buildings when there is danger of the structure

114
-

collapsing.

(4) The National Bureau of Standards is now trying to develop; safer
,-

matche and lighters. The primary goal is to make it nearly impossible
4

#

for a child to ignite them, since almosf half of the victims of accidental

.fires caused by match ignition are children under 10; while children

under 6 account for 29%.

(5) In the seme vein, the.Department oVCommerce is responsible for

setting thd standards under the federal Flammable Fabries program. In

July, 1972 the first standard was issued for children's sleepwear up to

size 6 in spite of a vigorous campaign by.segments of the apparel industry

to water down its provision. An attempt was made to phase in the standard

by requiring immediately that all garments which do not meet the standard
4

through 50 washings must carry a kabel warning the purchaser to keep the

clothing away from hIgh heat. After 1973, all apparel sold must meet the

standards.
1

(6) In many cities a major effort is underway to determine appropri

ate building codes to control the 7effects of fires in mddern skyscrapers..

Two serious problems have appeared in recent years. The first difficulty

arises because smoke tends to 1111 the stairwells from the floor on which

the fire is located. The occupants are then blocked from using tbe stairs

for emergency exit and smoke can be carried to other floors. The answer

1. In England in the late 1960s a rigid standard was introduced abruptly.

Prices of infant nightclothes rose so rapidly, many rqothers bought material

(which usually did not meet the standard) and made the clothes at home.

The result was no real improvement in Child injuries and fatalities.
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not,/ under study isliq keep the ain pressure in the wells slightly above

atmospheric. If the door to the fire area is then opened, the flow of

air is from the stairwill into that)floor.

A second problem os& with the elevators. In some buildings,

heat7sensitive call tuttons w sed: the heat from'the person's finger:

actuated tlhe button circuit to call the elevator to that floor. The

device was attractive because there was no mechanical switch tc5 4ose

(and hence to wear out). Unfortunately, with a'hot fite qn a particular

floor, all elevators were automatically called to that floor. The obAl.ous

answer here is to return to mechanical switches or-buttons actuated'by

the change in electrical capacitance when a person's finger comes near.
A

Furthermore', computer-controlled elevators should include special programs

which.take over as soon as a 'fire alarm is given programs which reserve

,
certain elevators for fire-fighting personilel and schedule.others to assist

,

An bUilding evacuation. -
.

.0

Albpecific examples show th range or current, engineering research
-,, . ..

i. 1

aesiltled.ta. reduce the human and economic costs of fires. Analogous

programs are uaerway in such areas as injurious side effects of chemicals

and drugs, both those administered directly to people and those which

ultimately reach people aftvi use with animals, as fertilizers or insecti-

eides.

6. Conclusion

The most interesting feature of this field of em2rgencies or accidents

'113

is that the Major effort by so many federal agencies td cut down the
. ,

humqn damages is a remArkably recent phenomenon. The Washington program
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k.1

is illustrated by these activities:

Auto sfety program -- Department of Transportation

Emergency medical servicet
'Department of Health, Education

Chemical accidents --.and Welfare

Fire research -- Department of tommeree

Reduction of earthquake damage -- National Science FollOation

bonttol of radiation damage -- Atomic Energy ,CommisSion

Most of the other cabiTiet departments and independent agencies have major

,k-
efforts in the reduction of accidental injuiies, deaths; 'and property

losses.

Yet all of these programs have either been initiated or ati:last
\'

gained major status only in the last five years. The emphasis'has geOwq

:-
from Ralph Nader's crusade and the entire consumerism and environmental

--

movements. To a-scientist or engineer, the most remarkable manifestation

is the totally changed, Washington attitude which undoubtedly reflects .-......,

.
.

.,

.:

Less than a decade ago science and technology were handsomely supported

public opinion.

by the federal government primarily because science was inherently deSirable

and good. 'Today there is a widespread opinion that science and technology

must be selectively supported to ensure emphasis on developments which

may improve the quality of life for everyone. Techno.logy is good. insofar

as it serves the public purposes;,science must find an appropria,te balance

between augmenting knowledge for the sake of the beauty of knowledge alone,

and contributing to the amelioration of major national problems.

As with.other major social movements, one can trace the consumerfsm

emphasis far back in history. About 2050 B.C., Ur-Nammu (founder of the

OE
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Third Dynasty.of Ur),introduced official weights and measures to rekrain,

dishonest merchants. By the Roman Empire, the motto."Caveat emptor" or

."let the buyer beware" was gevrally accePted.

What is new in the last five years is. the location of this moyement7-

in a central position on the national scene. 'By 1912, 43 of tkp states ;

had governmental oflices to' aid the consumer;'3§ federal agencies and .

departments had specific. responsibilities and programs.. The public was
1111

bombarded by relevant news stories in thepress and on televigidn and

radio. This change obv,iously resulted frpm a varietY.of social, political.,

and economic developments. But any studr4oT causes would have to 'attri-
,

bute major contributions to Nader and-his.associates.and to the.forces
4

-- brought ,tc5 bear on the government by the concerned young pegple and

minociiy'groups. The national emphasis on the criticaLimportance bf

;,socio-tecilholosical problems has led to ah irmilned that sciencorpol.Acy
. .

. .

(ps elonomic policy) accept a responsibility Vb,pdhtribute Co Le

quality:of..ifje%
1.1. .f .. a

. . 9
..9.

,
Yet'tn(411-tobliems are not trivial. -Even tIle simple, clearly,defined

. . , ..,
..4.

. f's

problems often seem cli. have nO obvious solution. One final example,. drpwn

go. .

-from the subject of accidents.which ls the tlivme of this chapter, _illus-
.

trates the difficulty. ,

The electric, pop-up toaster has heating coils surroundthZ the brea:d.

a I.

If a sliceof bread Ws stuck in the toaster, the hodsewife commonly uses

a k:nife or fork to try to pull it out. If th6 toaster h4pens to be still

on, the;e is' a serious danger she will be electrocuted; While the number,

of people fall: d is-not large, this seems like a totalay unnecessary.risk.

The tethnologicil Solution is easy. The heating coils are simply

tr

9..
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encased in a substance whiçh,ts ean electrical sinsulator tjust as the coils

4 .

on a range). Unfortunately., there are two side effepts. Firstl the. new

model is slightly more expensive tha4 the conventional toaster... Second,

because the insulating mteria3, also hinders the transmisSion of,heat
a440

(by a baSic law of lAiysi&s),, the-new mOael ieslower toasting. *

4
i

.

. 4 . .

.Rdcognizing
thesd'limitations4

, theappropriate government regulatory
..

,

, .

agency really lids-only one option. The .only way to ensure.that the new
.

.0

..d.
. . .

.

.

toasters ve.used is to require thd safety.featuTe. Such an action:would

. do:31

raise a'variety Pf questions: .
.. A.

(ly Is.thiskrryIng the role pf government top. fat? Are we uting

government to try po protect.evcryone to-a ridicufous extent?

(2) Does the increased cost of the new MOdelnean that tore of the
. .

-/
economiCal4.ditadvantaged arCznow,depriVed'of/ple.convenience of a ?Paster?

/ . I '

(3) If todsigli sales ere signUicaptly'radeced;:ittat happens to

r 41
employ .m nt in the induey?

1:9(t) Can the'publitbe'educeted oz informed abcnii the situation?

(5) If boaster use drops, will people find a new way 'to accomplish

the same goal; if so, are even more accidents then likely?
,

Uhile the toaster4xnmple iS'certainly not very signifipant

,happen to'.hdve a friend or.relative who.has been a victim of such 'an

accident, it does.point out the difficulties we encounter as we attempt

to use .technblogy to decrease the frequency of accidental injuny and

death.-
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4

CHAPTER .5

DECISIONS

Will abortion be legal? Will a new airport be built a mile off-

shörb? While these two questions are certainly unrelated'in substance,

in several states the51 are both strong political issues. 'The abortion

question oftlen id viewed as a strietly moral and ethical question,.

Otthough a different part.of the electorate emphasizes the aspects

based on social science and medical science. The airport question, in

contrast, is lik2ly to depend on environmental science and economics.

The,decision in either case (and certainly in the_airport problem)

is ltkely tor be based on the public understandintiof the scientific

k knowledge related to the issue. Certainly public opinion can be strOngiy

16 )

directed by,emotional.and politicallprguments which may even distort--

the stientific knowledge. 'Furthermor*, certain questions may be so T

414

stiongly moral that,the scientific elements are unimportant. The bas
i ..

.
.

. ,

artic3e of faith on which this book is based, however, is that in many

1
,

cases the) decision is likely to be better, tbe more
understandiag the

public has of the scientific issues.

The ultimate teal of technological literacy is better decisions.

-If we consider the airport-location.problem, technology can not solve

ANN.

_
the problem--it can not provide An edonomic, convenient location which

does no damage to the total environterh. Technology'Can present to the

public and its pcilitical process a picture of the optionsa model of the

problem which iAcludes the advaritages and disadvantages of each alter-

1

139
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Furthetmore, technology can present some understanding of the

decision process. Onte the problem is understood, how can the dedision

be maae? In this chapter, We wanf to look at a few of the characteris-

Ts of _modern decision techniques. ,Civen an understanding of the

problem, how do we make an optimum decision?

1. Drug Control as a Decision Probe

The quality of life in a large'city depends on a host of different

factors. What fraction Ofrthe people is on welfare? Are jobs increasing?

4 -#
Art:schocls good? Is health care available for most of the people?. Is

transportation cheap and tonvenient/ l' 'What'is the air quality?
. .

These factors are'idter-related.' When we taINt,action designed

to impreve one aspect, we are likely to have a major impact on others.

In this sense/ fhe city is a system-.-indeed One
/
which is incredibly more
4

/

complex than any system built for the space prpgrOi* in industrial

automation.

-This-city system is like an'Thi1ted balloon. U en wp push in at

...0" . .
. /

one point, it bulges out somewhere else. If we,impriDve/mass transporta-

.

,
. . , / .

p

tion (1,Ir example), we are, likelytq find taxes rising!,'.then more industry

leaving the city,:and finally a more severe welfare and/unemp/ loyment
/

/..,

problem'. Better commuter transportatiOn encourages the mido.p.e/class to

move to the suburbs; in the central city, housing deteriorates,.crime

incteases, tax income falls, and so forth.

This example alone leads to a very pessimistic attitpde: with any ,

urban problems, raybe the best approach is to do 'nothing. Possitly the

cyre will be worse than the disease.

,

1
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Naturally, no one can accepf*such a negative attitude. There is

a problem, however..in finding the right way to impact a.city qstem.

*What action or combination of actions wiM. yield a net positive benefit?

#

tounter-intuitive behavior

Jay Forrester has used the adjective "counter-intuitive" to.describe

complex systems in which the result pf an action is exactly the opposite

of what one, vould expect-from-simple or intuitive reasoning.. For example,

ayrincipal public effeet of widespread'drug addition is crime, especialli

burglary and robbery. In order to reduce the crime rate, the government

launches a major program to decrease the supply of heroin. As a result,

the price of heroin rises sharply,'and meTe addicts turn to more'serious

1

robberies. The net effect is counter-intuitive: an anti,drug program

leads to increased crime. Furthermore, the higher heroin prices attract

into the business more experienced criminals. With the incentives of

greater-profits, criminal efforts toospread the habit among teenagers

are intensified.

ThuC a stronger anti-drug campalgn can lead to more c.riw and a

larger immberof addicts. One might suppose, then-, that the undesirable

effects could be reduced by the opposite approach: easier access to

drugs. The British tried this in the late 1960's inde d even giving

drugs to addicta. The result was a raPid incrwase in the aidicted

population, simply because of easier access. From the economics of the

criminal side, when ihe price is low and profits are sm a large

market miast be created to maintAin total profits for the distributors.

Finding the optimum

Just the arguments above show that either Ihe crime 'rate or the
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..numbr of addicts depends on.the strength of the goVernment anti-drug

ft

program in a compkex way--pethapp as shown pl Fig. 5-1. There is an,

optimum point at which we should work. The government control program )

should be maintained at level X. Any change from this level in either

direction ,Fesults in a worse situation.. We can not reduce the additt

population to zero (any more than we were able'io stop drinking during

it

Prohibition); we
A
have to try to locate the best possible governmegt

program..

Addict population
or

-Crime,rate (

INF

Strength of gtivernbant

control program,

Fig. 5-1 Number of addicts as it depends on the

intensity of the control program.

1
.

The problem is even worse than described above. At any giyen time,

we do not 15now the shape of the curve in Fig. 5-1. All We know is that

we have a certain strength-or intensity of the government control program,

and'Chat the addict population seems.tb be at abeut a certain level. We

never'can meaSure the addict populatiol with any real accuracy or confidence..

4

Thus we only know that we are located somewl4ere along:the line qegment

of Fig. 5-2.

Pre ent,

value is in

this region

Addict population

Present Strength of government

strength control program

Fig. 5-2 Tne extent of knowledge at any one'time.

1 5 I
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If our goal is to decrease the.size of the *addict population, we

need to kmow whether we are to the right or the left of the minimum

.Fig. 5-1. In which.direction should we change the strength of die

governmen.t contrca program to cause a smaller.addict population?

0

Th'e first iholight might be to increase slightly th'e control-program,

then measure tii.e'new addict'populatln. rf,there were a decrease, we

would deduce that we origrnally were to the left of the minimum in Fig.

143

5-1-2-tharthe-control program was too weak. By intensifying the control

program step-by-step, we.can move steadily toward operation at the.milimum

point;

This ,gearch for th'e optimum is illustrated in Fig. 5-3. Here we start
I

. A
at A. We intensify the cc4trol program to Wand the population .drops so

we are at C.. We again intensify the program.to D, the poOplation drops

to E. This "search" technique continues until we pass the minimum or.
optimum. Then a further intensifying of the contmol program cuses the ,

ropulation to rise., As soon as.this effect is observed, Oe back up and
Sde

rest at (or very near) the best possible con dition.

SF

%

Addict
popula,tdon

\
Starting.poini

xvc.1.: D

Strength of.cc;ntrolyrogram

Fig. 5-3 Searh foy the optimum.

#
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search te-chnique for finding the optimum As a fundamental

concept of modern teehnology. The human being uses this hunt-and-try

Eipproach in an enormous variety of tasks. When he goes to bed Wsleep,

he seardhes for a maximally comfortable position; driving an automobile-

on. the open road, he tries various speeds until he homes in on one whiph

results in a desirable compromil between driving comfort and desire to

I
minimize travel time.

1

Unfortunately, in the addict-population control problem, the method

is not very nseful, primarily becaase ofi the fuzzy model.shown in Fik.

5-2. We just can not measure the population size wiL any accuracy 'or

confidence. Consequently, i4hen the control program is intensifiedpig.

5-4), it is not at allclear whether the population has increased Or

decreased.

Addict
popula.tIon

BJDT.
A 1 L

t, c

1

41
Ndw .

Strength of control

strength strength program

Fig. 5-4 tile problem with fuzzy. measurements.

1. This search technique is the basis for many of the systems desq'ned

recently for the space Trogram or for industrial automation. The system

is built to search automatically for the best operating point. Thp fact

this approach works in such cases and fails in the drug control problem

is a result"of the much graater complexity of urban or social systems.
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Initially, we are located soriewhere between A and B. The control

program is intensified. Six months later, attempts lo measure the popu-
,t,

lation show GI? are somewhere between C ghd D. The two bands are.so wide,

the uncertainties so great. that we t can nor draw any conclusion.

Furthermore, in that six-month period, other social'and economic changes

have occurred which may well have totally overshadowed the effects of the

Change we put into the-system. 4

Thus, we are faced with a problem in which it is Probably impossible

'to find a best decision.

4

- 2. Camnlexity of the Drug-Contr,cil Problem

As described above,' the drug control problem is enormously simplified.

We have assumed there is only one way io impact the problem: we can

Increase or decrease the strength of the government control program.

Similarly; we have used only one-measure of the seriousness of the problem:

Ike

Even this seeminO.y triv41 problem apirars to

4

the addict population.

'be insalvable.

In actuality, the

restrict our attention

*probIpm is enormbusly, more complex. Even if we

to heroin, there are many different parts of a

government controrprogram. A decision on an optimum program has to

include descriptions of what effort to put into each ;f the various

directions. Furthermore, the seriousness of fhe problem is also multi-
,

dimensional (If we use the terminology of modern technology, where we

simply mean that there are many different measures-which must be considered
4

tO obtain an overall pictu-re of the magnitude of the problem).

First, with respect o the various dimensions (or parts) of the control

program, the government tries to impact three separdte parts of the system:

OD) Manufacture
_t

,

-



(2) Distribution

(3) Addict treatment

In the area of manufacturing, there has been considerable publicity

given recently to die U.S. attempts to reduce the poppy growth throughout

6-the world. The U.S. relations with Terkey, northern Africa, and south

eastern Asia have been strongly influenced by the proidem. (Burma,

*ft

Thailand, arid Laos represent the melor opium production centbr). With

the improved cameras now used for satellite ohservation of the earth's

surface, it is possible to determine the locations of poppy growth.
I

The prop sal has been made in the press that the U.A unilaterally should

eradicate the poppy crop in anY nation. whith refuses to control growth,

through use of selective herbicides -and biological methods.'

There are two obvioweaknesses in any proposal of thfs sort. nrst,

what right does the U.S. or any group of nativns have to control the

agriculturanctivity of another ntry? Second, and perhaps even more
,

important, tfie prit6es paid for heroin in the,U.S( are.signi tly -,

Ili

.

highe--Pfhan anywhe else in the world.
2 Consequently, a shortage of

,

heroin will hemp, little eff>t on the U.S. supply unloos the,scarcity.is

acute. It has been estimated that 95% of the world's pOppy crop would

have to be destroyed before there was-a sigraficant decr6ase in the U.S.

availability of.heroin. The poppies can be grown in relatively small

-and isolated fields; only 10 squre miles are required to supply the U.S.

addict population of 560,000. Thus, crop eradication seems totally

1. Different agricultural products give different photographic sipeatures---

that is, different combinations of color and heat radiation.

2. ThelLS:addicts congume between 7 and 10 tons of heroin a year; aft amount

made from at most 100 tons of opiuln--a.small fraction of the 2500 tons

produced annually in the world.

L5 I

4



'unpromising unless one.res the global view that it would be desirable

tO reduce' the worldwide supply of heroin.

...

%G The manufacture phase encompasses not ohly the growing of poppies,

S)1'(

but also-the processing of opium to,create the herop. Again, it is

xtremely difficult, if not impossible practicallx, to impact this system,

with its many small, low-capital businesses scattered so widely over the

woorld and with the extraordinary profits associated with sak to the

United Staies.
to*

Mcause of the'publicity given to the manufacturing in Marseilles,

France, a Long Island group compaigned during 1972 for a public boycott

of imPorted, Frenck-wines until the.French government closed down fhe .

processors in thatcountry. Even if such a boycott were effective, there

is no indication that there would.be any.significant change in the U.S.

a'

supply of heroin (alchough there might.be benefits for the New.York

and California wine growers-:-one would imagine they would be enthusiastic

supporters of the boycott).

If the manufacturing part of the4ystem can not be significantly

affected within moral and diplOimatic constraints, perhaps the distribution

network can be. The lirst thought is Lo close the source of supply at

the poini of'entry into the.country--specifically at customs inspection.

Compared to most of the other advanced countries of the world, the U.S.

already subjects entering travelers to an unusually thorough inspection

.of luggage and packages. To detect the smuggling of heroin in modest

quantities would require careful searches of the persons of all e rants.

Such a procedure would certaillly evoke,loud coMplaints frn individu-

als c ned with the inconvenience, lon4time delays in clearing customs,

147
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and infringement of individual rights. In 1972, the very cursory exam-

ination of carry-on luggage at *kir-ports in the hope of.deterring potential -

airplane hijackers led,to a series of court actions arguing thattthe

Overnient or airlixe.has no right to search personal belongings without

the consent of.the owner. (Incidentally, these in4ections did also

uncover numerous cases where-4r travelers were carrying illegal drugs,

even'though checked baggage was not opened and any illegal materials could

have been str,ipped there).

Affecting the distribution system after the heroin is in the country

is equally difficult. Even when a distributor igtr retailer is arrested*

he is often free on bail,within a da or two at the most. The Japanese

have takedthe approath that the arrest can only be effective if the-man

44

is kept off the streets long enough so that fhe distribution chain is

broken longer than the addicte tolerate. Consequently, they use a

A speci41 Emperor's ariest, which allows detention for four weeks without

bail. A similar procedure in thiS country would certainly generate ferment,

and solid objections f;om those deeply concern'ed about our philosophy,

th4t a man is assumed innocent,until actually proven guilty.

A basic problem in impacting t1istribu44.on is thet so little apparently

is known about the detailed structure of the systpm. In order to decrease

the signal flotAng through a system, we need to understand the various

0

routes from source to consumption and the fraction of the flow along each

01,

P

of the alternative paths. Otherwise, we are likely to exert major effort

to close a path which is.actuaIly minor, or which can easily be' bypassed.

One proposal to learn more about the distribution network is to allow

known manufacturing plants to continue operating, since shutting them would.

r

A_

14

r"-
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not decrease supplies much anyway. At these factories, distinctive

radio.active. tracers would be added to the heroin.

with this tracer is found in the U.S., we would.at.

Then, when a supply

las-6(knowthe originar'

source. Hopefully, over the years,:a picture could be constructed of

the distribution network,
4

Finally, the government can also attempt.to Influence addict treat- 0

ment, or more generally the poPulation of addicti. In addition LO the

nom

various rehabilitation and maintnce programs, such as the methadone

.effort w4e would include here the educatioh programs now becoming so

commonplaceln the schools.
P'

Evaluation of these education programs lino easier than many other

educational endeavors, and serious questions have been raised as to the

usefulness of school courses:. There is a trend toward moving such efforts

into the junior high schools and the upper elementaryfrom !tbe high schools

grade (drugs are tlie major cause of death. in New York City betweeh the -

ages of1.5 and 30, so the emphasis is on starting the echicati nal effort

when the student is entering his"teens)..

Ven the very brief discussion of ths.Atug-control problem in ihe

preceding paragraphs is perhaps sufficient to empasfie the awesome

difficulty ofe4lving a rational federal policy. We have 4.1c)t mentioned

the Major sociological and psychdlogical problbms: what factors in the

(
environment or the 'individual perspnality place certain y ounE; pe ople in

a high-risk category? What social, educational, end home life chdraCter-

it

istics an be strengthene'd to redude the number of young people using drugs?

Th)broader terms, this countrylfaces the fundamental question: Is

.

4
drug use an epid mic whilp can be.eradicated, or is it a natural conseqUence
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of our,present way of.life? If .the latter, does this mean that we have

to accept a 'certain level of use and addiction in the foreseeable future?
+IP

If so,'our efforts should be directed'toward dererm,ination of that minimum

level and the national and loeal programs associated-with it.

These first two sections have discussed certain aspecls of the drug-

.

control program in order to mphasize three characteristics which are

. \
,

associated with'so many of the decision problem's discussed in this boolc:

(1) The existence of only the vaguest and most inadequate models,

(2) The importance of probabilistic situations-%-we can only speak in

-----.

terms of probability; We seldom work wi A 1 situations.in which a,

,-,

certain.policy can have one and only one result ...

(3)_The fact certain problems may jupt not be solvable, at leastnot

the'wng we would wish.

3. Jmportance of Information
#

In-the drug-control, decision problemjpossibly the.dominant feattire

is the nearly total'lack of reliable,, quantitative information for tile

model. Ver):0, very little is 'really known about:the system. Any quanti-
.

tative model mw.-,t_ include many estimates or guesses about particular

parameters.

The fact that the model is so susceptible to error always raises

the question: is there any real value in using the model as .a basis for

decisions? Since we admittedly know so little about the system, might ...

we not make better decisions merely bY using our Inturtion or our "feel"

for the problem? Does an attpmpt to be quantitative really help wheil the

problem is so poorly defined?

There is no simple answer 05 these questions. There obviopsly are

I r:
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problemS in which tire hunch or intuition of the person who has to make

the aecision is 'atleast as good as a more logical or analYtical approach.

Man is remarkably good at making decisions just by thinking about a

problem long enough.
. 101

There are, howerr, many decisions in which the more information we

can obtain, the better the d4ision. As the amount of relevant data grows,

it becomes more and more difficult for a human being to make a logical

decision. Then he has to turn to mathematics or analysis; if tlip data

are sufficiently plentiful, a computer becomes essential.

This concept of "the better thd decision, the more, relevant data

upon which it is based" is illustrated by a famous problem in decision

1
theory. We are all directors of the U.S. Widget Company, the manufacturer

of an outstanding line of widgets. As often hgppens with a Board of

/
Directors, we have no 1.051a what widgets are or how they are made. We do

now.that the company hn produce exactly 200 each day. Furthermore, the

widgets are mada tAree different colors: red, white, or blue. Because,

tc manufaeturing piocess is so complex, each'day the company can,make

only one color. Aat is, all 200 widget's made on any one day must be the

same color.

Lately, the top managemen,t andBoard of Directors have Leen diapainted

by the lack of growth in sales. We believe that business and economic

growth'tis an essential characteristic of a healthy organization; otherwise,

1. A fuller discussion is given by nyron Tribus in the TEFE-Transactions

on Systems Science and Cbornetics% SSC-4, 3, 9/68, 241-8. Between
_

service as eivine2ring dean at Dartmouth and Xerox vice-president, Tribus

was Assistant Secretary of Csmmerce for Science and Technoloiiv. In that

capacity, he made important contributions in his attempts to apply decision

theoKy and engineering concepts to irTortant socio-technological problems--

e.g., the establishing of flammability standards for infant nightwear.

474
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new-peöp/0 can be hired only whei someone leaves or 'retires, and the

organization te4ds to be increasingly dominated by, old men. To stizulate..

growti we onHihe Beard have just authorized the, sales force to launch a

campaign based on .the promthe: "Double your money back Awedon't deliver

an order within 24 houws." Obviously this is a dangeropg campaign; If <

. the ompany is tOo successful, it 11,go bankrupt simply because of the'

f;-
, ,) .

,

lim ''ted piroduCtion capacity: But desperate measures are needed.

When the Toard approved this 'sales campaign, it discussed dt length
4

the problem imposed hy the limitation that widgetS of only one color could

be manufaetured. ach day., tt %as -obvious to the Board that Ole decision

each morning as to what color,to, make that, day would becritical toe.khe

company's sucCess. The color manufactured must be Chat which will minimie41.

the possiblp loss'resulting from the "double your money back"/gUarantee.

'With customary modesty, the Board deaded 'only it, could make the

decision. Consequently, at 9 a.m.'each'morping, the Board meets to vote

a%

on which- color to make tUat day.

We ..now have completed tl e- background for, the Mecision problem. The
0

Board eonvones the first morning to vote, 'The PreSident of 'the. comp-any -

has anticipated that-the Board members will liave no idea howrto vote unless .

they-have some information./; Accordingly, at 8:45'he palled the warehouse
;

and asked how many widgets of each color

he reported to the'Board are:

Number in stock

White

150'

re then in stock. The numbers

Blue

50

The Board met and learned the above data. The discussi/on was brief

(there really wasn't much to talk about). Everyone'Who v tAd selected Blue. .

t
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Several members refused to vote; they claimdd they didn't have sufficient

information to make an intelligent decision. Actually, by refusing to

vote, they really were saying that they would leave this critical decision

to the other membe.rs;Ipresumably the non-voters felt that they were'less
4 A 4

4

able to make an intelligent decision than.their colleagues.'

4
purini the 'discussion, several Board members demanded that they be

prov17ded with more infdrmation. It was finally agreed 'that, as soon as

v -

possible, the Board would be told not only'the current

th'e average daily selling rate over thq'past-six months

thefollowIng.information was presented to the Board:

inventory, but also

. A few'days later,

AL

S
Red White Blue

Number in stock 100 150 50

Past average da'ily selling
rate

50 100 10

Now the vote was no longer unanimous. The majority selected Mlite
P.

(which indeepd isjnathLatically the best or optimum decisioh on'the basis

. 1

these data only).. Severil, hOwever, still Voted for Blue' or favored Red.
I(

fa

The first line is the sama as in the first vote. Does the fact that

people etwitnged their minds because of. 1:nowing .the additional data. mead ,.

that the earlier decision for Blue was Wro g Of course not. Tf simply
.-----

,

means that additional 'data allow a more i(e.iligent decisTha. As bhe

Board members learn details of the model whnh describes the system, they

11. This entire discussion of the widsets problem can.be more effectively

presented in a group or class. discussion.. The group serveg as 'the Board.

of Directors. After each vote, a Spokesman or two from each 4ement is

selected.to arisent aru7.ents fot,his vote. After these arguments and

f' discussion,' A reVOte is taken beforethe next stage of data,is piesented.
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are able to make better decisiona. fete has to make the best possible

decision on the basis of the available information.

knowledgeable. decision theY wpre able to make
Impressed by the more

'with more data, the.Board then requested any.addi,tional information the'

management could.Erovide. Several days later, the following model was

presented

.
Red . Whitt , Blne .

,.._...-- di

gumber'in 'stock : 100 15014 50

Past average daily.selling.rate 50 100 10

, *
, . ..

Averag lot size . . . . .'''' 75 0 20
. .

.
. 1. .

For each colgr', the aveEaBe lot sice was determinedthat is .the total
t ,

..

number ordered over the past six tiontha ,divided by,the number of, orders.
r&

1ff..
...

When people buy.Red widgets,, they4end 'toordez- large nuthbers. Vith Red',,,

there are on the average-only two orders..every tnree days, whereas with

*

White we can anticipate five orders 0 (Jay.
.

Confronted with th se data.;". everal Of thmSoard members pondered
.

for a long.time. Q,ne member eXpressed the wiah Chap, heAnew moreabout

\

the siatistics of the syste For examplo,.how often cam we expect two

orders the same day; how often'do a day.'s ordera' exceed,the number,

now in stock.

When the vote was finally taken the 24 direttors dividcd 9 for Red,

9 for.White, 3 for Blue, 'and 3 refusing to voeb. Afier'eorts,to convince
4

the three abstainers to vote failed, brief, argunlynts wert h ard f,car both

Red and White. Then the\Dirbctors were.asked tO choose between these two

alternatives only. The Winner waa. Red. (The resUlt again is actually

in agreement with-the optimum obtained mathematically; the human being



is quite good at optimization).

As the directors were preparing to adjourn, the phone rang. It was

the stat salesman calling to report that last night he had been succeSsful

in landing an order for 50 Blue widgets. Sinet these were now soldliand

the day was just starting, the data above really should be changed:

Red ite Blue

Number in stock 100 1 0 50

Fast average daily selling rate 50 10 10

, Average lot size 75 20 20

Number sold before day begins '0 0

The Chairman of the Board hurriedly ;alled for a revbte. What do ou

suppose the result was now? What would lt. have been if the last s le had

been 60 Blue? 40 Blue?

"
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Commentary'

The interesiting liture of this example is the way the decision changes

as, more data are collected. At each stage, the decision made- ik correct;

it is optimum. As.we know more, howevert we Can make a more learned or

more intelligent decisiOn. But even the smallest quantity of data (the

ntimber of each*color now in slock) permit4 a better decision to made

than with no data available at all.
A

The fact that the new data at each stage changes the decision means

only that these new data are themselves sufficiently improbable that they

do change the structure of the problem. When ve make the first decision

-on the basis of only the number in stock, we assume that the average daily

selling rates are essentially the same for the three colors. To chanie

the first decision, these rates have to'be mar:edly differen
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actually are when we have selected the numbers for the second row).

*,

Thus,. the argument of the decision theoriSt is that one,should make

e .

the optimum decision on the basis of.as much Information as can be obtained.

7n broadEr terms, the cost of collecting more data must be weighed against

the increase in the yalue of the decision resulting from that.better clata

Evei in the widgets 13r8blem, the Board.can dem'and so uch iata that extra

1

people have to be'hired just to colie information. At some point the
ry

n

cost of data collection exceeds the addeOialue-

Furthermore, the example -deponstraxes 0e,increaye in the, difficulty

/ f 4 41.,

of decision-making as information increases. The simpristic solution is

always eay to find;.one needs to know practically nothisn, and one's

_
mind isuncluttered by "confusing," contradictory facts. As ye,leatp

6
10.

more about sYtnificant deelsion.problems, however, it b.ecomes clear that

there is no obvious answ4r. We always have to strike the best possib:le

Comi5romistallMong the co,nflicting demands and pressures.
Ns

Even in the,simPle widgeta'problem, a slight increas.e in. information

wou4d move the i)robl.6m beyond the ktaits of ordinary humaa understanding.
1

'For instance,.if foi-.rows,2 and a we give not only the'averages but alsb

the probabilities of different amounts, the problem is so complicated

that a ,ompnt*er is desirable to find the best decision. 'Then we,must

also decide' firmly on what we wish to optimize': do we want to maximize

the expected company profit for the d, or to minimize the possible losses

a

from,inability to L-dersi in other terms, we must select the Friteripn
..,

'for determining the best decision.

The-widgets problem'opitomizes an impbrtant object oi,.this
,

the demonStration that the wisdom of decisions increases as the

I
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understanding of the'system becomes more complete.

r
4. Simple Choices

D

,

The.easiest decision's are those from among a small number of choices.

,

In this section, we cite tw6 examples of such decision problehls. Eaeh

41

-

of these (*ends strongly on the concepts' of probability and statistics.

In the latter, thee best decision depends entirely on ttle.probabilities

we assign to yarious.events. In this sense; the thret eNa]mples illustrate

-a tritical feature of most decisian probleps: we havf to make decisions

on the basis of what will probably happeg.in the future.

Election-nlaht predictions
,o

In the Unitea States, we are noweaccugtomed to relatively'brief

electioA evenings. Shortly after the polls close ineany state, the
4

television networks are.predic.ting the winner and estimating with astom-

. .

ishing accuracy his final percentage of the vote. A major problem arises

157

because of the speed with which a winner
r
is deEllred; in a nationhl%electidn,

.the wdnner is Usually known before the polls.have even closed in the

Lestern statdsc

This systein of high-speed preiction is quite new. As late as the

1964 elections, each*network collected vote information independently.

Then the News Election Service ('ES) was o nized; now the three.networks

and two wire services report fp- eadh state on the vote 'totals 4hich

come from NES. (For thLs reason the totpls shown to ehe public on the

ks are the same during the evening). Thus, there-is unifi.d coverage
, .

(

of the 1740clo ftecincts and 3000' countles throughout the country.
. ,

0,

Freed of the need to.collect vOte totals, eaCh network focuss4s its.

. Afforts on collecting data appr4riate for predie.tion ofcwinners. The

s
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a

prediction is based for each tate on 50 to 150 key precincts. For..each,

,

. a mathematical model takes into account the voting pattern in previous

elections, the pre-election polls, and the returns on election night as

phoned in by network observers.

qrom the results from these key precincts and a study of the state

as a whole, the computer develops a prediction. This nodel also takes

into account the effects of the weather and other factors influencing ihe

voter turnoui. The computer prediction then represents an optimum decision

based upon the probabillty that the behavior of voters in other areas will
6

follow those in the key precincts. Actually a winner is not predicted

ear3y unless the model shows at least 3 or 4 percent difference in order

to allow fo'r errors..

Thus, the only circums tance under -hich the computer- model prediction

will err would be if there were significant, unanticipated factors which

invalidate the choice of key precincts. For instance, if the population

of the state is 20% Catholic -one candidate is heaviJy favored by Catholic

voters, and the key preeincts contain very little Catholic populatio

the-cor,puter prediction might be grossly in error. Hence, the major effort

before the election is to ensure that the key precincts chosen are really

. iepresentative.

Route fnt auto travel

The second example inv Ives the selection of a route for auto travel

from a finite set of possibilities. A specific example is shown.in Fig.

5-5, whieh is a map of'the main parkways from Huntington, Long Island to

LaGuardia Airport. The driver, sityted at the start point, has a nuMber

'

of decisions he must make,,to determine his route to LaGuardia Airport

c,

4

- 40



LaGuardia
Airport

West.

Fig. 5-5 Major parkways from Huntington, N.Y. .(start)

to LaGuardia Airport

1
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(35 miles distant),.

There are two principal routes-west: segments bcgjlm and adfilm.

At several poinm, however, cross-overs arc possible. As a result, the

relatively simple decision problem actually has 18 different routes which

we can 'ennumerate.

acgjlm begjIm

acgkm bcgkm

acchilm bcghilm

adegkm bdegkm

adegjlm bdegjlm

adeghilm bdeghilm

adfhkm bdfhkm

adfhjlm bdfhjlm

adfilm- bdfilm

Tile complexity of the problem is noteworthy. Even though we have

omitted any possibility of travel on local streets, there are 18 routes

from which the driver, must choose. (Actually, even if we consider only

parkways, the Long Island network is much more cotpl than shown here;

we have simplified ty considel:Ing only routes which-areyery close to the

minimum mileage).

In anY decision process of this.type (the choice, of one from a numbet

of alterliatives), we first search for a way to sii:piiy the problem. Is

there any way.to break the complex problem down to a set of simpler problems?

Two decisions one with 2 alternatives and ane with 9, are easier than

one decision with 18 alternatives. I.

Fortunately, this problem of Fig. 5-5 can.lie immediately decomppsed

into two successive decisions:

t.

1
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How to travel from S to A? (2 altetnatives)

Haw to travel from A to the airport? (9 alternatives)

We have viewed the problem as a multi-stace decision in the language of

decision theory.. In othd'r words, we view the travel in taimages, rather

than as a single, overall trip. First the driver chooses between a and b;

then he chooses, his routd from A to the airport.

This decomposition or breaking down of a problem can often be carried

much farther than in the above example: For instance, if the driver knows

that segment i is almost always seriously congested, he may decide at the

outset to reject any thought of travel on this portion. Then the problem

is shown in Fig. 5-6.

Now there are two intermediate pOints,.A and B, through which he must

pass. Hence, the problem can be 'broken down Into a three-stage decision:

S to A

A to B

B to Airport

.a
2 alternatives

- cg

3 alternatives deg
df h

km
2 alternatives

The driver makes three decisions, at S and A and B. 11e three small

problems are much simpler than one large problgm with 12 alternatives

(if i is omitted in Fig. 5-5, there are 12 rather than 18 routes, as

indicated by the listing at the beginning of this subsection).

Once the problem i structured in this way, how does the driver

actually make a ci

%
sion? For an intelligent decisioi he should have

,.

information about e congestion existing.along each of the alternative

routes. For instance, as he leaves from S he has to decide between a

1
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A

4

Start

LaGuardia
Airport.

X
In

Fig. 5-6 Possible routes with segment i

in Fig. 5-5 omitted

4
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a

and b. He'needs to know the traffic-congestion on each of these segments.
f'

pa mos4ssuch situations, the only informatipn the driver has is that

derived Atm his past experience in driving these roads at this time of
7

day aild under these weather conditions. Unfortunately, this experience

may si ply tell him that there are tremendous variations from day to day.

At seveial locations around the United States, therere now appearing

attempts to give the motorist more information on which to base'a decision.

When an urban parkway may cost a's much as $30 million per mile, quite

elaborate communication systems can be added at a cost which is .relatively

trivial. Thus, we are beginning to filyi electronic systems which measure

traTfic flow rates further down thel highway. .Then at the decision point

S the motorist is informed by an electric sign that trtffic it moving

at 40 mph coti a, at 15 mph on b. The signs can.also indicate the location

of accidents, disabled cars, flooding, fog, or other factors affecting

4411Praffic flow.

There is one serious/problem with such information aids to deciskon

making. Unless the signals sent to the motorist anticipate or predict

motorist reaction, the system is ppt to be unstable. If the travel time

on route a is much less Alan b, most motorists will select a. Within a

few minutes, a will be terribly congested.while speeds on b ris'e rapidly.

The syseem can be designed lo anticipate this human response and,

for example, warn against travel on a jUst before conr,estien c.h.e.x,e reaches

a serious level. Alternatively, sbme human d tivers learn lo behave

in just the opposite of the normal response an will thereby benefit

4.,
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maximally from the system

The dominant characteristic of Ois route-selection decision problem,

himeyer; is that ft is-a probability probl.m. Even after the problem is

broken down into a set of simple problems, each of these must hd'viewed

in terms of pl'obability. Congestion and accidents or other traffic tie-

"0
ups can not be predicted. Hence, as this driver considers his choices,

he must decide (from his 1e.xperience plus any information available) which

4

route is probably favorable.

A

Just because the decisioA is probabilistic, he can'd nb,more than,\

'optimize hiE probAility of reaching the airport in the.minimum time or

with the least annoyance. Regardless of how intelligent the decision,

there is always the possibility of"a disastrous delay on any roae he
49.

may cho se. If he drives the route frequently, he can only hope to make

decisions which over the long run will resul.t ln the most satisfactory
-

trip.

5. One Man Onp Vote
,

.

--_-__
t

During the last decade, widespread publicity has been given to-the', ,t
,

.....N...
a .

e
. .

.

!I one-Man5 one-vote" concept the idea that in an election,or votinei
,.#

a %
.

\ .
4 1

. a

situation, each vote should carry equal weight. The problem was first 3
. ,

4a.

.

A

1. The desirability of responding irrationally to certain'information
appears often 'in system studies. Orieof the best es@mples.is in car7e4

selection. The best tiace for an cntering college freshman to choosel6

certain career is often A:hen there is maximum publicity about unemloymant
and oversupplys,of person:pl. ,For years later when he graduates, theje,

...fs likely to be a severe manD er shortaee with resulting Multiple Sob

opportunities and high salaries. Unfortunately, career counselors oftw.

seem to overlook the importance of`the osciplating nature of employmen4;

and the time delay inherent in education.

4

4.

4
i

-
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highlightn the legislatures of ty more populous states which had
VOL

boeh rural urban areas. Because of the historical emphasis on

I/ propeihy,ownesship As.a criterion for voting elegibi ity and the
,

stropglAPy agrictilturl character of the country as re ently as the 19th 6*

century, the rural parts of the state often dominatec the legiSlatu5.9..

It was not unusual to find a rural legislator representing 5,000 people,

while his city colleague spoke for 40,000. While the tot:oletate popula-
44

<

tion might be more urban than rural, legislative actions strongly favored

the rural sections and often resulted in only passing 4tention to the

increasingly critical city problems.

.A series -1.54Nourt decisions.led to the one-man,, oee-vote concept.

The legislature had to be apportioned in such a way that each representa-

-
tive speaks for approximately the same number of people. This same idea

i

then was ext,Nrto a wide variety of decisionlprocesses,' with gerreral

.

,/,!. :
, .

41

.

cceptance of the'principle.that decisions made by the public or Its

ToPreSentativeQ should.he.based on the one-,illan, one-vote concept as far

as possible.
n

Very oltcn in 0:!clslon's elating to socio-technolggiLl problems,

* 4
e

e.thr concept of one-mah,.one,votedoes'not result in a fair.treatment of

4all'interested paLies. Tie'ded4iSion p;-eecss is strongly affectqd by

,*

'bloc votlffc,0, whtn avsub-grotlp has a ccmon inter_st and always votes

..
.

-9 .
4.

together. .,fh orderr tallave equal 'repres6ntation of each kioter, we have ,

- .

,. ..% .
!'.

-,..

..

to anticipate the way 1.1.lcl.ci'will form anll set'the decision-making rules
,

R
.

0 accovrdinzl

165
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a
In the following panagraNis, we cOns der one example wbich illustrates

,

4
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the problem. Our goal here,' however, is nee study DT the effects of

bioc votiug, but rather the recognition thk decision-making,in competitiVe

situations has, to be organized vb,ry,carefully i4 we, areto be sure that

,

the ultimate ceeisiop.Aoes represent, the best Possible cOntritutions f.rom

all interested' parties.

4

Potomac Rlver ecolor proect

The Pototiac River basin, 4 of primary interest to residents of
,

Maryland Pennsylvania /,Virginia'

West Virginia

Recogniz ing

District of Columbia

the inter-state iprobleriS and'the copor ecological
y,

planrring, Congress passes legislation 'establishing a cotmiAsion todevelop
A

policy and regulations to control ihe use ortlie water, the.alloWable,
,

effluents from towns aud indesttles alOng the /river and the development

of parks and recreational areas'. 1,7,!

The framers of the legislation believe'Clat a,comnision'oftll,membersc
k

sais tlie largest workable size. One.member represents the U.S.,.goiTernment

, 4

and is appointed by the,President. Th'e othersiten members are electe
.

. ,

the people directly concerned.according to populatien,,with the r6su1t

that the membership is allocated by s.tates:'
,

Maryland - '3 VirginiaPennsylvania -:'''1. - 3
, .

West Virginia -, r Disteic,cif Columbia - 2

:The authors.cif the:bilt s6tting Up the comr4ission want to be sure that

. .

'hoiOne group dominates the deelsiens so the requirement is impos dehat

40y decis,ion must bi.made by '2/3'imajorft f the fuil.,group, or by 8

votes.
. !

1

41(.Thus, the commtission is establisied with careful egard for the



.

a

. .

one-man, one-vote concelA, and'the rules are set to be sure that any

4

decision does represent 6kel_s_tudied opinion'of at.least 2/3 of the memberg.

The legislation seems to be ,ideal.

Ihe_probl.emiaLtian

Shortly after the, commission starts operating,. fhe.two representativds

of the District of Columbia and the Prei_deatial appointee ae dismayed

that they have no real voiCe in-most of the decision lat has happened '

is that the interests of Maryland and Pennsylvania are uSUally the Same,

and these delegates revulnr1§ vote together. Similarly, Virginia a
. ,

i4est1Virginia attitudes ate parallel. As a consequence, there are

actuality four voting blpcs:

Maryland Pennsylvania 4

Virginia - West Virginia 4

District of Columbia 2

U. S, representat 1

.With 8 votes needed for action, a decision is only possible if there is

.n

# agreement by the fir

is totally Immaterial:

blocs. Bow the D.C. and U.S. delegates vote

Frustrated by their helplessness, the D.C. and U.S.'. representatives

ask Congress to amend the legislation so only a majority Vote is needed

to pass a measure. . The other 8 delegates object, claiming that this

would give unjust power to the minority members. Is this true?

Analysis
,A

To decide on t17-lairness of the proposed rule that a majority is

, needed OS reach a decision, we might look at all theWays a proposal can

pass, Those voting "Yes" can be :

,
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11-0
10-1

Md-P (4)
Md-Pa (4)

Va-WVa, (4). '

Va-WVa (4)

2 Z6 (2).
DC (2)

8-3*
71.74*,

lid-Pa (4)
Md-Pa (4)

4

Va-WVa (4)
DC (2)

US(1)

6-5*

Md-Pa (4)

DC (2)

, 675

Va7Wa (4)

DC (2)

9-2*

ICI-PA (4)

Va-WVa (4)

US (1)

7-4

Va-WVa (4)

DC 12)

VS (1)

) There are 8 ways 'a moasure can pass under the majority rule.

In how many of these doqp the_ Md-Pa block have the decidAg vote?

That is, in how many combinations does the "Yes" vote of nd-Pa resillt in

passage? There are.four cases shown above by the astericks. (In the 11-0

situation, reversal of the Md-Pa vote would not change the outcome). Tn

other words, the Md-Pa bloc is the decisiVe vote in foul-situations.

Similar calculations reveal that f_teh bloc is critical in the following .

numb'er of casesi

DC 4

Va- US 0

The. vote o the U.S. delegate is now immater , he is effectively dis4

enfranchised. In addition, the two delegates f om the District of Columbia

have as much importance as either of the four-vote blocs. Thus, the

maj9rity rule does give too much power to the minority membeAlgr least

the two from D.C.

0:1



Th s example suggests:soQe.of the perils in a third-party movement
(,

in this country. If in ihe:Atlae4 the two major parties are about even

F

in strength, -a few Sellatolis' ftom tte third party tan have enormous power.

1

The importance of the 4eirdopaortY. lecomes even greater if votes are traded
,

, ..

the third parV asrikIng .to. favortaMeasure in exchange for t pledge.

, / , i ..

'`1 $ ' ' ..

of support by one majortty'00?Y'on anbther bill.

.

44
r '0,

' .P,N,
.,

The analysis above, 4 OW .ng equal: powet for the

.,
1 :-

that, each of, ,the, eight possible voting
on the asSumptions

equall' likely and

always voles

three blocs, is based

patterns Ts--.

' I

tUat,c4mpleVe bloc discipline
f

Is realized (each bloc

unanimomily. ,
tpe alctual'opesration of the tommigsion,

there certainly
?' y.

are soMe` istsuaes,on wl47ch,ItlecS.split,

does describe all questisag; fo'4 whigh 'the LocA,hol.d.

An al to rnat ive, pro7,nsa 1

but the analysiS

A.o t
"? '441.

Unhappy with the disei*rznNiiisemenit ca 4119 U.S. 'reprelentative, the
1

Congress instead amends the'law Ac( requi4e. '7. "Ires" votes for a deLisioh.
. .

f
,;.

, , , v
'c , _, j , . ,

Is this a logical, and fair Ili.zi?-1,SsimiTtiN. ahalysis shows that cich sbloc

(
4

now has the "swing?' vote in theylfollodicif c. nt ctr.bcor off ases
.t

the 6-5 votes in the 'earlier 1 i4;ting

4

Va-WVa 4

, 2'.

' 2'.

we simply-omit
q)

ci* .\

41

k

The ideal pattern would be 4-4i2%-1,4/pro,p,oetional 0 the number of

delegates. The principal discrepancy s in the added pcper 6f the

representatIve, but presumably he

the public interest.

Final comment

islt (iirterested memb

, I.
,

,

toncernecl, ih

This example1is includ d primarily to emphasize,the fact that, the
s:\ 4

`I r

the Shapley analysis, named fôr' the' Social scientist
The study i& known as

who fit'St presented this approachfia the 19501s.

169
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rules under which dAisions are made (here the votes requir d 'passage)

..--'

.

/

.

,maz determine the extent to which the decisions are responsivOto various ,

..

interests and a;titudes. Energetic, vocal, and persistent groups have

always had considerable succe0t, pazpcularly when the.majority is apathetic.

Rules for decision-making can ccmpletely distort the logic.

Cómpetitive.Decision-Maklqg

The prblem of the Potomac River basin is an example :of competiv4a,

decision-min., Therlke lookt at competition among four separate

parties or voting blocs, with each anxious for its own influence in the

,

decisions. re is alsa, a class of 'decision probrems in which we focus

. 4

on 'competition between two parties,.each. striving tO'beaefit.at tha cost
*

of the other.

Such facejto-ke competition arises when there are two priucipal

suppliert of a single product or,service, and they.ar-e competing for a

fivd market. For example, A only Delta and Eastern Airlines fly from

Baltiwore to Atlanta and the annual number of passengers is approximately
7

business and pleaAre neclds of the pubiltd the twb-companies are

inirect compelit n. What ()lit! gains in customers, the other loses. In

developing a strate to try to.increase its share of the market, Delt
, .

1

iust Pei& on an hdvertising policy, how tolet fares within governmental

regulation§, when to schedule flight's, and how much to'invest in improved
a

perVice. Each of these four directions is also being pursued by th t'coM=

'ppfitor, :Eas A

. 7

.1,2hat Delta cides to do Is'oePtermined (within cost constraints) by
o

S estimate of he actions EastNn will take. telta tries ta find that

a



6

te

*se

e

stratipgy whfch maimiNs its expectedain un4r the asumpti6n that

Eastern,.witIf equal.intelligenee, willechoOse its strategy:to :Nize

Delta's zoin,
e.

We have here the bosid elements of a twd-person, Wro-sum game: two-

r because there are,two competitors, dnd,zero-sum because.4'at one
a

,

lose e other-gaius. The soilution of prqblems of this/ sort comes und6r
4.

the mathematical subject of game tlieorv,first discussed irrd'etAll in the

boo k"Tlreory Of Games and Economic Behavior," by 411n von Neumann .and

'Oskar' Marganstern.
1

When a fleite, quantitative msodel 'can be deC6rminedi
-

game theory problems,can be solved. This model lists. the specific,

alterAtivj strat gies open to.each ampeti.tor,L- 'for example, one strategy

.e e
fdr Deleo might be to ,spensi $2 million MOTO qp advertiSint, schequle -flights

0

at 9 a.m. a,nd- make n9 change in faTes.dr servicd. The model mustsalso.

incifide the payoff,te Delta which.results

stratclgies. ..of Delta ,and .astern

, A \

zer

-

Ihe'elemn

from each possible coMbination

a

9,

of a gnme aro' MOS i'1.iutrated by a simpter

e-

example, .in which 6a61,compeitor 41as only .t.lkee possible moves. For
%N

elcampye Barbata..and. Tot are Payi.ng the-rollo4;ing game. ach seCret1y
.% ,

k ) 4,..,*:Wtit'Shd*V.M.. cr.le of the 'three lecters.kA or CYon his, piecii of.pnt!!vr.
----..,/ .. .

.

tars, Figure 5-7 shows thc amnunt Tom then
. .

Then _they bbth reveal thear
. 6

,bara, accoiding to thc combination. If Barbara '11a.s tteB and
.

..

, 7 : , .1, ,
, 1

1. third editionof-the'bo k was pub ish6d Iliw Princeton UniverqityI* .

s lir 1953. ..J.",von Neumann, was,the-Ivilliant matImtrwiti.Cian wiry also, Aft, . -

conce wed the id'do rt. Ihe sC,ored prwrbm for a sligital computer, ,the concept.1
-whdch dllbwg a celsup>ter to be used Tor,m'any diffeferlit,problems. .

,

.

. N o. r s. ' 4 \ .
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aot

Payoff matrix -- payoff...to Barllara lor each

ornIne possible combinations
..;

t

Tom A we are at the fst entry of tile second rdw. The payciff to Barbara

.is 15: TQM gives Barbata 15 cents".

.

While this, may not.seem jike a very exciting gam2iyi s a simple

analog to the 1)elfaEcSt6rn,com'petition. In that realist,ic conflict, each

.'airline- has dozens dflossible móves or strategles from 471117ch to chdese

't
and.the.Ipayoffs are very diffIcleuto calculate -(one must estimate. the

?

4

change in piasseagers after each possible combination of strategits).,

For,the trivial game modcgled in }ig. '5-7, et us look a: Barbara's

reas'oning As she tries to dccid O''wh;a. le.tt4r to write. If sh assumes

Tom plays completely ae random (he may jsr rbitrarilycchc?ost A, B, 6r C,

. .

SY

thr,

* %

with e'qua1'.pr9babi1ity),
andif. she.plays A, she can expe.ct to win 0 one

s . '.....:

Ihird of the time, tqn 45 one.thira of.the-timand lose 15 one third .

f : '4%
,

V i
.

4.
.

0 the.time.' Henee,,
if'sha,p1Lys Arshewill win on the'avera4100 cent's.

. fr

. .

40,
In the 'same way, if she'plays B, she can expect te wtn 10 cents: ,1,..f,.0

. .

41';..

: , i

li

.

jeha'r choice, agath 10 cents is.her 4veralzwipping. 01t.seems it makes
\ ,

iild"'d fference what sne chooses.'
. , .

N,

4

a,
4
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\A
She knows Tom is intelligent. If he thinks e will play A, B, and

C at random, he will always play A or C. If he plays either and she plays

at random, Barbara's average winning will be zero. Suppose he does play

only A or C; then obviously she should play onlz_ so she will average

15 cents every time the game is played.
,

But Tom,reason's as Allott Barbara t'All 'gUess I'll pla and G;

!he'll play B; then I should play.43 t6.drop her winning to ze 0. If

. ,. t.
y

.
knows I'm going to play. B, she'll switch to 4 or C to win 45 cents,

,

As< you can see, we do not seem to be itioving toward a solution. Ve
. ..,

1
.

r

are in the endlet round robin: he thinks tharshe'll think that He'll
"

, f
.

think, and so forth.
.

. )
The mathematicS of. game lheory.provides the best solution Cot- each

player, as well as the average value'o f the game to Barbarh. This solution
. 4*---<

as!:umes bolh players are intelligent and bgth ynderstand game.theory.
r , -

There is no.neeessity for us hert..;' to go into, the mathematics by whi N iiie

best way to play cal be determined-; we are instead intnrested hare in

the type of decision probleria which can be,solved game thedry an.d

uathre of the solation. .

In the piN.,sents pioblem deseribed by F. 5-7 'the Is t av for Barbara-
-.

or Tom to play is as follows:.

BarbaTa should play A one ninth.
J.

-B seven n inths

Cone ninth
g

,

1. An ex.rlanation written,foi- the laymen is inclu4ed in the book "The
Complat Strategyst," by 3, D. Williams, ncGraw-Hill Book Com.pany.,' New

York, 1265. The author include an_amus.in g'series of eNamnles waich show
some of the unexpected.results, of game theory.

%

-C.Cf 'the imo

a.
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Tom should play A, B and C.one third of the time each.

The expected value to Barbara of each-play is 10 cents.

Eafill competitor should pick A, 113 or C by a random, unpredictable process,

but according to the above probabilities.

Before each play, Bai-bara should make her selection to meet the above

1;i1Nabi1ities (A 1/9, B 7/9,-C 1/9), but with the ohoice made at random.

if she has a table- of random nutbers available, she might decide to use

a row of. single digits. Before looking at the able, she would decide

the ten digits (whi.ch are equal,ly probable) will be 'assigned as follows:

1 will corresPond to A

2,8 inclusive will correspond to B

9 will correspond to C

0 will be 4i regarded

Ow

ShI,is using only nine digits, so that each one bas a probability of 1 9.

The desired probabilities of 1/9, 7/9, and 1/9 are now obtained by choosing

owe digit, seven digit,s, and one digit respectively.,

Bar,hara now opens the book of random numbers and picks one row

-

digits:

4 2 3 3- 1

The Mzit eigh she she selects

B B B B

in that seq6ence. If the game continues, she uses different sequences

from the table of random numbers.- Tom playsET the same random way,

although his probabilitfes ere 1/3 1/3, and 1/3.

When the game is played in this way, neither competitor

what his

a.

cam predict

opponen,f 41 do on apy given move. If Tom would begin to follow
NN

1



a pattern and Barbara-could predict with modest success when he would play

B she would belcertain to choose A or C in the hope of,winning 45 on that

play.

p
Non-zero-sum game

Many of the game or competitive si
\
uations which occur In the real

,

world are not zero-sum. 'What one side gains is 'not necessarily the same

as the other side's loss. Even in-the Delta-Eastern competition for

Baltimore-Atlanta passenger, advertising by either airline is partly

designed to increase the total merker. Hopefully, more people-vIll be

convinced to flv, with benefits for both of the competitors. When the

game is not zer

Mile we can som

-sum, the standard solution techniques of game,theory fail.

find a solution, the determination of the best

strategy for each player often depends on searching through the possible

solutions.
4 a

F

The non-zero suipegame IS illustrated by one of the clasf.iid problems

-
of operations research. TIdo men each have-an ice cream wagon which they

bring each morning-to a mile-long beach.- During the day, customers or

sun-bathers aYe distributed unif rmly along .th hencji. Whe a vacationer

wants ice cream, he goes to the neare.st,vendor, since there :s no real'

difference beiween the two.

175

A

When the rirst veildor arrives in the morning, where shoul'd he locate?

Wterc should the secOnd man thpn.seftle.with his 4),,agon? We assume that

there is no cooperation between the two: each man,dbesn't t

and each acts solely to%Qaximize his own sales.
At.

ust the other,

little thought shows that ;he two vendors should locate to

one anouther exuctly:in the middle of the beach (Fig. 5--7,RN, If A, the

1

.4

a
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Water

1 mile

Beach

Fig. 5-8 Locatiok_of ice cream.wagons A and B

in a stritly competitive situation

[2::

Beach

e

1mile

Fig. 5-9 Final ration if A Fle1ects any

point other than the center

D
13'

.

-1 \mile

Beach

Fig. 3 ldies Final location if A chooses the middle

and Li makes a non-opLimum.cLoice

F

Beach .

>

5-11 Solution best for.tbe.customers 'Ind equal

to the optimum for both A ind B

I c 7
116
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.first.to arrive, makes any other choice, B will then settle just on the

side of A toward the longerexianse of beach (Fig.-5-9). If A picks the

-4tttiddle and B loc tes anywhere bt*.beside him, A will be serving more than

-half the customers (Fig. 5-10).

When the two sddes are strict competitors, the game cm= problem leads

,

to a ridiculoug soiution, and.certainly one which.does not givethe best
4.

pO'sible service to the customers. From the'standpoint of thd customets,

the optimum splUtion is shown in Fig. 5-11. Each vendor is in the middle

of "his" half of4the beach. The customers have shorter distances for ice

cream on the average, yet each vendor serFes half th ople. In actuality,

Fig. 5-.11 is likely to be hotter for bath vendors than he competitive

Solution ofFig. 5-8, since the me re fapt an.ice creiThagon is nearby for

more peop1cotd inerease,salc:s.

Why is the solution of Fig. 5-11 so difficult to'achieve in a corn-

.

Petitive situation? It requites hones,t coopera -on between the two..t.i

cempeting forces -- a cOoper ation whieh'has to be based;on mutuartrust.
4

4

Wheft A arrives in the moxping, he tak s his possibly bad posftion in
)

.

confideiic that B will not try to take advantage orhls trust. During

N 4

'the Ay, both resist the temptation to move gradua lly toward the center

of the'beaLli. This IS a aon-zero-su situation: both bcneftt by di.7,-

daining what looks like an aAintageous'possihility.

_

This rather.trivial example has many counterparts in the real worid.

One of the most obviLls is the fierce cowpetition amorig three airld,nes

ZTWA, American, and United) for passengers on the lucrative Net,:r York-Los

.Angeles.trip. In an attempt to.attraet a larg.e fraction oithe customers

by havieng fli htswat convenienf timts, each airline runsmilore flights

14,

c''
1

11.
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than necessary (on the average, less than half the seats are filled) and

the three schedules tend to be startlingly similarWith three flights

taking off altiost concurreatly, then a gap of several hours beffore the

next three.

Part of the problem here has been the federal anti-trust laws and

the concept that the public is best protecfed by complete competition

among firms. It is only in the past year that the government has allowed

the three aii-lines to talk together.in an attempt to agree.on schedules

which would il:.prove both service and profits'.

;

In a broader sense, non-zero-sum decisions (terminate our:society as
.6

; 1

C. Hardin has pointed out in his Clafsic article. ..A,T1 ext eme exampin

illustrates the point. Each author pays $10'per montr1 lor rubbish Cc,110e-

lion from his home. From a . standpo nt, we.would twnefit if ,we

/64 j

each .simply threw the day 3 rubbish out the car.w.ndow while driving to

work egch morning (and while mhking sure we were unobserved). The damage

to the environme;.nt wool d he neg14;.ibi we would save qo mo:Ithly, and.

the quMiy of Iife n,our are% wollId not ckteriora,te in.any real Yri;.- if.

just- the, two of us fol I this practice.

The proln.rm is obvi If every , or °even

.

a s i gni fi cant f ractioti,

of the poX7ace, acts fu this saiilc selfiIt A,.iiy, we a l vould shortly he

surrounded by rubhilA. In order to find a social. Optimum -:-..a decizIon

.4

or strategy which results in the ilipt to picture.-- we en.ch mte;t't:ake

1. The Trage y of tiNe Commons, Science, Dpc. 13, 1968, pp. 120-8

$4
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de-cisions whi h arekfar ,I,rona 8Ptimuln.
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.. g A.:70a\ consider differAt sociO-techn i cal. problems ..we' find again

4
.

S.

and ain tllais non-zero-sum. charaeter. The
,

total system,only workS it' the
4 9

1 2

jndviduaiis willing or scan be ;forced to rele.gate' his personal tre t
'

socidl wel fare. J aG, ust M.the,a secondArypositlotleompared to the tc4ai
4 .

r

Ace---creNendor' problem, success depends on indiA`ridual trust.
.' r ,. 0

. , '

iv othqrs. Whaher thb concern is 'obe.iriltg
.
traffic regnlati6ns or ecvserving'.

I .
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épirgy, . we musi 'design ibtal systemS in which the1dIvidUal is w'illing'to
%

cC4,i .dcrciSions which. 'are ,obvioUsly not the best f'or' him Pe. sckrially`.
r '
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,eforLe lehving t1top, to rpturn to' spee1hc1prob1em areas', 1Wc"p. 5, 4. - ,

should c.1e one ,adefitiOnal example t,:hi.qh points thit . the posAiloility.,',that
t

a ,dexiSion, prol)law 'Fay have ,nci Solut6 ion aV a1, eyerv though the pr-614e
.

is taken ,friftil the )real 'of' no sc;ititior;,`Cs strange toirrtose
)

. / , "n
1

, .\' , $ ., I, .

scientistg avid;tnginecors tirho 'are usied.to 1..,,orldtig with ,wellHdefined
e /
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,
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en.

is hopeless, and so on; to thid last possibility they assign the value -10..

For each of the other-suggested programs, system analysts forg

three, e Ually 'probable outcomes. The value assigned to each

Yized in 'abplan form for the mayor:

A R

'.+40 +X) +15

0 +20

-10 -20

are Summa-

141

,

Themgyor is 'himself an amateur system'engineer. He thanks the advisors

:. . .

.

.;. and heads hOM0 t ke his decision. First, he compares T to A. Since T .

-.

, , :, \
'has:'.thrke,podSible,,oUtcomes andA d6es likewise ,

there ate nine equally
.

,
.

ptdohablp/cOmb'inations:,

1'1'. ,
....../. .

'

.
/A , 0 20 30 .20

o'
.

...,, , ,

l'f::', '..6.4. ' '1
1In teli, Tibo?ted.10asek,AT beWt'than A. Aha, the mayor coneludes,

.. .f.

0' 0 -10 -10

,5/Vilf 604fie i:.W1):e;ieri than'!A:.':0bvious y 1 would.choos. T in pre-

i -i, .

. .

fereace to No, I've
1 .

''simPliP,ic ;the prVlem .to a choice between,T and
,

iso,'of T and R gives
. .

, 1/1.4r comp.A

. R 15, 15 15 lID, 10
S.

T
,

-
n the si..)d boked cases

0

R is better. than T.

bility
6.

that R is preferred oVer L. Clearly, the mayor Should co6se.R.

'the deciSi n prob.10TFi.

,

:chortiling. over hi,s sOccess.in optithtzatiqn and decision teelnici esi

the'Mayor makes one mistake: .11 4ciddS tg ooppare It'ani4 A:
, ,

Thus, there is a 2/3 proba-

r.

,,

4
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A. 30

5

20 20

10

-90 -20 -20

15 10 5

To his dismay, there is a 2/1 probability 'that A is 1i.etter than R.

This particular decision problem has no solution: N6.

T better than A better than R better than T

No matter what the mayor chooses, his opponents can always firid a program

which would have been better.

The important feature of this problem is the total:lack of a solution.
%

1 'OW

The first reaction of a system analyst-is often to attack the validity

of the problem on the baSis that the three sets of values assigned to T

11.

A, and R are not defined. What these va3iues mean is really immaterial,

however. If values can he determined in any -sort of acceptable and logical

way, they might be the num17ers we have used here as an illustration.

In other words, this example illustrates that there are decision

Problems for which aAsolution does not exist. This chapter opened with

a discussion of the drug control protdem,'in which so much of the quantita-

tive nodel is unknown that no logical diacision is possibl,e. We close with

*a probability decision problem if:whiEhrthe mpdel is known completely,

ydt again there is no solution..

These two examples represent, extreme cases; in the great majority

of decision problems.whith arise, we can find a soldtion, even though

oUi Confidence in the value of the solution depends on the quality of4the
46-

model.

r
1. This type of behavior, called the intransitive property, was first dip-

cussed in decisidn problems in the,1950's by Prof. Kt Arrow of Uarvard, an
outstanding economist who rtceived the Nobel Prize tn Economics in 1_972.

0

Li

(



CRAPTER 6

THE ENERGY CRISIS

'Cen,turies ago, people living in the.tropics learned that wet cloth

hung over the windward side ceoled the air entering the house. Air

conditioning became a science with the work of Willis H. Carrier of

Buffalo, N.Y. in the first decade of the presdht century. Although the

f.

earliest public use was in a movie theater in 1922, air conditioning of

office buildingt, stores', and'homes did not reach a large'scale until the

1950's.

By the early 1970.'s, air conditioning is a significant contributor

to the energy crisis besettin9 this country,._ By 4 p.m. 6n a hot summer

day in New York, the electric utility (Con Edison) has very likely reduced.

the voltage of the electric energy delivered to the'city In order to lower

powet demands---- 'a steps calle-d- aft,r "brown-out" in contrast to a '%lack-o9t"

when

1

ower is,l Thost entirely. e 4 p.m. hour isI)-artieularly critical
1

/
.

. 0

since air conditioners ar. e operating at maximum capacity, subways and
l4

trains are beginning the rush hobr, and a start is often made on cookinli
, .

the,evening meal.17-rive o'clock, offices are closing, the outside temp-
,

. .

erature is fal,lific, and the total power demand begins to drop.
.

, .

', As thc demand for electric energy continues to double every nine .
0-

years, there is not a corresponding grovith in capacity. In the last.few
-

yedrs environmental interests and the public have oppoved new generating

stations with increasing suc-cess. SinEe a half dozen years are required

to 'Plan; build, and bring into operaLion a new plant, the energy shortage
, ,

* .
.

promises to be.eritical for some.time into the future regardless of any
. (

,Ir

(-7::0

-new construction authorized now.
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In the following sections, we want to look in more detail at this energy

crisis.4 How serious is the crisis? What are the alterAtives'open to

the puyie? How can inte4ligent planning be done to ensure that a satis-.

.

factory comvromise is reached between the energy desires of the public

and the cogts to the environment? What are the possibilities for realizing,

President Nixon's 1971 gaal of developing.hew; clean sli-ces of energy?

. What'Is fner,,,v?

In science texts, energy is defi as the capacity to do work. When

'
4

a 16U---pound man climbs'a flight o.; airs, he gains potential paluz by .

dm*
virtue of his height; the gravity-force pulling him downward means thht

work could be done as he 'falls. Similarly, a mass in motidn possesses

( kinetic energy; work can be done "a.s the mass is brought.to .a stop.

About 1800 szientist.g'discovered that heat is one form of.cny.

Humphry Davy showed ,hat two ice cubes.can'be melted by rubbing,them

,e;ogether evch
%
when the temperature of the .environment is-below freezing.

,

Part of, the work done in the Lubbing mohon i6 qpnyerted to thg heat for'm
4.,

of energy. Actually it was 50 years"later before' James Joule measure&

. 4 111

accurately the quantity of heat eQrresponding to a given amount of mechani-
$4

"

t1 %

cal energy:
f %

%

,

.Thdte,are many other 'types of enerk Electrical energy is used to

drive most of the home appliances; chemicar energy froT gasoline drives .

$

an automobile; sound enerp,y carries informatlin fy man-to man. The

human body converts the chemical energy in food into a variety of, fbrms::

ir . 4
.Ne

heat to maintain the body tcilperature, mechani61 energy which allows
.

.

aq,

the heart:to circulatp the blood and t4e man to exercise or. move, and
1

-a,

a
A 10

a

0.
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elearicaI energy-to cairy.signals through the nervous system.

a
0,

While at first glance the idea of energy may seem simple, ii is
0

actuallY one of.the most erficuA concepts in science. One of the

problems is that. Tiergy isidi,fficult to define precisely. If-an airplane '1
1

185

-ig moving at 400 mph, it clearly possesses kinetic energy: work can be

4

done as the motion stops. 'If we are.riding at the same vel6city along-1
0

side the airplane, however, it seem to us to be motionless, hedce to have
. ..

I
.

a

4,
...

no kinetid energy. , - .

... ,
0

.
.

..

Often when Wt try to uge tke eriergy concept ior,analysis: o under ,
...

!stand some physical phenomenori, we find that it is extremely difficult to

ddtermine hoW- the energy is converted from one form to'angther. iFo

example, there hal,beeil a long-term interest in thb energy required,for

various animals to mye by running, flying, or swimming. In pp.iietRf the
0

there are still many unanswerediquegtions:
e

V

ir

*

P A

... -./ ). .. 0;
Wben-a idan runs, the epergy Used up can be measured by the change

?
in his Metabolic rate, indicaa ted by the net oxYgen.intake. Since the:: .

..
... t' . , .

energy needed t. o overcome air resistancT and friction :along-the ground
'r

is negligible,
1 essentially all the energy is usedin.tbe motiorr of the

. , - * .4,
1

joints and muscles and in accelerating and decelerdting tlie pard ofthe .4

4

\body. The'determination of how the energy' divides among tilese variqus
,

/Unctions is an exceedingly difficult-prob1em., with thi result that the

running process'is really not tinderstood at she'present time. 'Obviously

iore energy is recitifred to run uvhill.than on the level. But it is etill
k

1. At top'sprintpee4ds, air resistance dis ve a slight significance,

iu

4.

jso
It is appropriate to Jisailow sprt redo r under' strong, ravoring

wind coNditions.. .
.

.

0

- .
..

*

4

dl
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,

unclear whether running downhill allows the muscles tci use home of the

potential edergy which,is lost.

If various forms of locomotion are compared for different animals,
1

running requires muth more energy than flying even tholigh flying requires

considerable efforttjust to.stay alofg. 'This'comparison reveals Ay-a

'migrating.bird cah fly, non-stop for more than 500 mileq, while a,ground

. animal' of similar size cervainly can nottravel the same distance without
.% .

-...) 4,..
.

_
pausing to eat and drink. ,In turn, swimmingirequires muCh less energy,

.
,

1, .

.than flying, vben-we compare animals for which these 4re natural method's'
t

of4 movement. When man is im the water, travel requires far mare'energy

than runn g because of the elkormous waste of muscular and jeint energy

as the hu an being tries to adapt to this unnatu'rl way of locomotion:

The concept of.energy appears th-roughout science and engineering.

When we speak.of the energy crisis, the central theme of this chapter, we

are,foeassing on the anergy used.to drive machinerY in production, heat

_and air condition, arld transport people and materialS. We are iriterested

in the energy which m.ln extracts from natural reSources (coal, natural
I.

,gas, and petroleum) or nature's sour'ces (waterfalls, tides, winds, and

sunligh0, and which he then converts to forms he can control for his

desired plposes. Wa foeus,on a relafivel small part or the totL ene'rgy

Concept, and in particular we omit entirely the physiological uses of

energy .by man himself.
c.

1. Knut Schmidt-Nielsen' Locom?tiont Energy Cost of Swimming, Flying,
and Running, Science, July 21, 1972, pp'. 222-228

4
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i'roblems of the Energy Crisis
1

When the publi4media discuss the.energy crisis, they usually focus

on two principal problemp associated with/the rapk1 sOwth.in energy use:

Depletion of natural resources

Environmental effects

In one sense, neither factor is really a.problem.

When the authois were in college around 1940, th.ere was great concern

expressed about the future disappearance'of coal and oil. Dire predictions'

were made that by 1970 the United States would be in a catastrophic position.

Today we hear similar concern expressea for as early as 1996. In parallel

with this concern for resources, there 16 widespread_rdcognition that many

of the,environmental problems, and especially air pollution, are closely

related to the increaSing generation of electric energy and the grLtlik in
-

transportation (both automobile and aircraft).

9

0'

Both'bf these problem!3 are solvable. The world, and even the Uti4ed

States-, has"sufficient.natural s6urces (especially co$1) to-last far

enough into the future to allow the technology to advance to the point

. 1. The energy crisis.has been discussed ektgnsively in journals and news-

pipers as*well as on television. Perhaps the best references from the

viewpoint of the engineer or scientist are theseries of articles entitled

"Energy Technology.to.the Yt..!ar 2000," appearing 'hi the Teeh9:ylogy Revic

October/November 1971, Decell:ber 1971, and January 1q72., In September of

1971, Sqien'tific American had a special.tssu4 on Energy,apd Power. A

'large percentage of the articles in Environment magazine ate devoted tO

the subj.ect, particularly the environmental effects. Finally, there are

many governmental studies; ong interesting report analyses'in detail the

ways4id which energy is coisumed: "Patterns of Energy Consumption in rhe

Uaited States," by the nanford Research Insitute, PO Stock Number

. 4106-0034.-
\ 4
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.'where'solar.energy an be used. We now have the tedluiblogy which allows

the'bontrql o air-and thermal pollutioAnd Aher environmental effects.

Tnen wtiy there an' energy crigi2
,

4

e crisis arises because the U.S. social system has develóped on,

e basis of ayarticulai pattern of energy use,. Natural gas is used
.

Widely in heating as well as industrial procesees; almost all Vehicles

are powered by gasoline; the ener6 needs and expectations of society

aid fixed. Of equal importance, the costs of different films of energy,

have been established over, the years and have determinh not only the form

ef energy use, but such socially Critical factors as the location of

industrial concerns.

As natural resources are .depleted, the oil and -gas companies (for

bcample) have tb turn to less ac:aessible and more expensivA sources. As

the public demands stricter environmental controlsg the gene ation and

distribution of energy in usable forms become more costly. Any significant
p.

1
change in the cost of one:type of energy or energy in one lbcation resul_ts

in enormous disruptick of'the socral syst m. 4 The threat of such a dis-
11

, . .

o
.*1-1.1ption is the cause- of the energy crisis. .

0.

The'two reasons usually listed'for the ctisis,

Resource depletion Environmental effectq

are important, but because these factors mearr that th,ere is a threat of

disruption of the existing pattern,of energy use.
410

The consecKent social effects can be severe. For instancej many of

the lafter cities arefinding an out-flow of manufacturing companies

, which represent jobs for th* semi-skilled members of th werking,populatiori.

The decision by, a concern of whether t8 move out of the city depends on

1 0f;
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a-large number df.factors, some of Aich are

Labor costs and avLilakility

r

Tax rate

Transportation (pa bring in raw materials and ship out the products)

Public transportation (a poor system results in late arrivals and .

early departures bY w4rkers)

lents

Pollution restrictions '

Energy and water costs

For msny ..-...ompanies, vacillating over whether to'-move or not,

increasp in the cost of energy can be the decisive factor. This extra e6st

inay'be the result,of using less accessible natural resources, ont .may be

2
' due to a reqUirement to switch equipment from natgral.gas. to uie low-sulfur

oil to cut air'pollution. After the company moves out, there is a snow-

)

-

'balling effect: jobs dere'Ate; welfare costs rise; taxed increase; and
4

other Andustry decides to leave.

3. U.S. Eneigy Use

With orgy about

&counts for half of

`IP

6% of the worles population, the United StateS

the total use of natural gers and 30% of the oil use.

The grass national product per capita is directly related to tG energy

use per capita; it both categories the United States surpasses any otibi:
.

.
.

.

1
,

nation by a factor of 2. Energy has.been among the fastest growin
...

measures mf U.S. life during the past tw6 decades (Fig. 6-4.

1. The relation between ;nergy use and

for China over the past 1,000 years in

for Nillenium Three,,Techno16ctv Review,

axticle is an interesting projection of

well beyond theyear 2000.

10-

A

the standard of living is discussed

the article by Earl Cook ,Energy
December 1971, pla. 16-4 The Nt-s

the. world's energy ut'ilization
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Vnited States energy,eponsumption is equivalent to 400 people working

full-time for each member of the population: In other ferms, we average

' 40 horsepoWer per person
1

at all times. Of-couTse, the use of energy is

t

horrendously..iefficient,--- far example,, we use a car Capable of 280 horse-

power tp 'move one'perpon. This is even more extravagaftt than the pharaohs

2

191

of ancieQt Egypt, 'since 'it corresponds to 2800 slaves carrying one individual.
,

Theenergy is used in three general ways:

.(1) Tspo'btatin ,- 24%

t,
(2);;Industria1 manufacturing -- 43%

..

(3) HoMe climate control and,appliances, schools, government, commercial.

I

'establishments -- 31X

.,N Th'e energy comes from the following sources:

Coal.-- 20%

N;Itural gag -- 7.

a

Petroleum --. 43%

pydroelectrip -- 4%

Nuclear, geothermal, tiLl, solar, wind -- less than.1%.
From this general .background we turn next to a consideration of the

detailed L7ctors which have combined to'lead to the Current energy crisis.

One.horsepower was defined by,James Watt about 1800 as the power which

a strnng hore can deliver. He measured-this'by having the horse lift a

Ibucket of water from a well...One horsepower is equiv ent

k550-pounds one foot in one second'; or about 3/4 kilowa (0.746 kilowatt)

, in terms of electriLil power. 11b must have hAd unusual hordes, since an P

average J4ork horse is able to furnish somewhat less than one hoYsepower.

The human being can provide one horsepower or slightly more for only

a fraction of-a second. Over reasonable periods of time,,a man can furnish

about 1/10 horsepower.
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,While the energy crisis is caused by the threatened,change in the

pattern of energy availability and use (Section 2), we can list a number

Of factort Which have combined to bring us.to the present -situation.

(a) Environmental aeterioratiow: The energi system impacts the

environmnt at every ster0^from the mining or trilling operations to the

distribution and use. Coal*mining is increasipgly restricted to reitore

the natura/ beauty, particularly after strip mining. The damage from

leakage in off-shore oil drilling has led to 'strict restrictions. The

J.

electric utilities are increasingly required to control air and4thermal

pollution. Overland electric power transmission-is being shifted under-

ground, atld tankers for diStributing oil must take stringent measures to

minimize discharge into the sea. Steps such aq these, while strongly in

the public intereSt, erfert pressuA toward increasing energy costs.

.t

(b) Accelerated grawth: In the last fewfyears, the use of energy has

grown at an alarming rate. 'From 1880-1920% during the peak effects of the

Industrial levoloution, energy use irew at a rate 60% higher than the growth

rate ok the gross national product (GNP).. The major change during this

,

period was the conversion to mechanization, which was gnergy intensive.,

446. ..

This country then enterdd a period (1920-1965) during which major

improvements were made in the effici ncy of industrial processes, especially

Jelectricity generation.
Over this period, enezky growth waf 20% slower

than growthf the 'GNP.

Since 1965, energy use has keen growing at a,rate nf'5% per yeari

well above the expected long-term growth rate of 3.4% per year for the

GNP. This alarming growth rate is 'par,tly the Yesult of such tnnovations
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"en

as widesprered aii conditioning, bv it is also pa y due, to a4creased

e.fficiency in electricity generation. Many of'ttie electric utilitie

have not aaticipated t6g growth of demahd or were blocked.in building new

f#cilities; the result is the prolonged usp of outdated equipment with'

'poor. hfificiency (and -i;nneoessary contributions to kir pollUtion). .The

situatio4 in both Chicago/and New York are critical; fortunately, the

pat few summers in.bothies have-been unusuallY free'.of.prolonged hot

(c) Electric enerty growth: Closet)? ielated .to the above, the growih

f t4e use of electric energy is parPdcularly impressive, now running

193

about.8% per.year (or doubling every 9, years). Today one quarter of th6

. ,

total energy used is consume4 iii th,e generation of electricity ahd th6

fraction.promises'to hit one half b); 1990.
AL

In California alone,Alanning bx the utility ComOnies,Andicate
...

..

(

need for 130 new lvge generating planta by'the year. 2000. :A:4nd Corpprit4,

i

k

tion-study has shown that, 1,ithe artnual grot:?th rate 'in use can 14 cut ti)

. ,

o ,-
3%, the required number of,new plants can be redticed,io 23.:-,-,StillHa.

'difficul.t prospect since so little of the coastlitie is.4eft which satistiee,
,

.

- ,

ecological, economic, and technologictl constrAnts..7. The.queStion is:

can t;he reduction from 8% to 3% potsibly be achieved?

0
(d) Limited oil and gas reserves: As" irfdicated earliex, the ,

economically "available reserlres of natural gaS and'oilvare limityd in

.p

this country. The United States possesses 11 years supply

natural gas reserves, although large

v 4

at higher cost from deep drilling or

the cost(is estimated as faux, times

2 1

1.

f prov'en':'

quhtAptids,eouldbe obtained
, :

.by coal. gasificatioi (in' egeh

the present.)evel) In qx-der. to stre ch
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4

the:domestic supply, large quantities are now.being imported, for instance

from Algeria, and there are tentative plans to purchase from the USSR.

In Unitpd:States now produces about 2 of its. use, but

.produtiph ekucted to increase sjightly as use doubles over the

.?

":next 15 years. Even. If 'the copfrOvrsiai trans-Alaska pipeline is built,

. ... .

.

.
_ . . .

U..iirOcluCtiongillbe ine;.eaSed by,:AeSs than-n%.
.., .

In 't,1*-Wor1d as a,vholei ciin\inien gas anct,Oil supplies seem IhqUate
,..0, .,

,-

to e* Yit4 20,3hi1p suffi;cieat 041 1s .4Vai1ablefor perhaps-300 iiore
,,

years.
,

Impact..on.'fOreign. relations:, Thus Ihe,Uriited States dAc;'Cilids,
P,

heavily on iiriports of both Oiland-natUrai gas, ''Tpe'need fOr extqrual.

sources of Supply has,to,be.Closely interr lated.witivebx t9reign polity.
,.

In particular the oil of both:the Neat:East and South-Atheriea (especially
,

Venezuela).is important. Assurance.Of thei4 importa beComes increasgly .

.

d1'fficu1t_an'the oil-rldrcountries strive to,,iinrove.ttiein'standards of

Iiving.and.emph:asize their indePendenee of,lhe United States apd Wpstern

Europe.

A

.

Disappointm'ents of'nueleAr energy: In.the 1950s there were high

hopes-that1)0973 essentially all new eleCtricgenertiting Capaci,ty would
*,

InStead, We now.find.that only &abut f the electrial've

'energycotnes frem the29 nuclear plants in OperAidn. No full operating

lteenSe has' been graryted.in over a year, although 111,plants: are either

., .

under conuctioh oion, order. Wieh '7-9 yeai lepd time r-eqUired fOr
\.

:tOnt,ruction,qt fsnow clear tha-t)py 1980 nt!c.lealants will still::
.

4.
,

.

-account o less than a quarter ofour elcc ric nergy, even uniicr the
.

,

, -
.most: optiRistic assumptions.



.
The disappointmene has arisen fox sever 1 reEisons. The hoped-for

\40 economy was often not reali4ed as -construction costs exceeded 'estimates,:
'. .

Nuclear plants are most economical whenthey can-lorn'-6-perated cont'inp :ily ,

at normal "power -- a primary reason 'for the common proposal thet a''' ear .
0 ,,

,

. 195"

plaht be combined with a pumpedlgtorage facility. The latter refer§ t

a hydroelectric plant fed by an artificial lake,at high altitude. During

the night when- customer usage drops, ehe nuclear plant'output would be bsed
A

to pump.water-up to-tile elevated reservoir. The next day, %at r from the

elevated lake would be allowed to fall through turbines to generate electri-.,
,

y

cal energy chirtng pe4riods of peak load. Th'e total'system would then'operate

the nucleaT plaA4 at ulaximum economy.,-

A secloqd problein has been safety, particularly fnom an unusual accident.

or sabotage. Daring 1972 the Atomic Energy Commission recognized tht

posgibl.e safety problems and7ordered'reduced-powe1operationin sevvrar

plants. A third problem has been themal poriltion when a river or chore

's

regionsis used for coolingwater: The% questions on safety' and thermal.

.,
.

.

polluion.havebeen the principal arguments of citizen groups organized
, . -,- .

.
.

.

.
.

!
.

-. to oppose nei,,..nclear planfs'in several parts of the,country.
..0,.

. .

:In, or der to avoi'd lengthy public hearings centered pp the safety and
,

\

,, . ,

A,thdrmal pollUtion issues) the Public Service Electric arrd Gas Corp. of
a

, I
' , , f , e .

,New,4ersey is planning alfuciear plant 2.99 miles off the Jersey shore.

, '

The reactors wfa.be onQfioating platfo s roughly 400.feet on each side. ..,,

he. protetted froe,,tigh sea hurric4nes, tidal Faves, and
,

aecidential ship coll nsby.t wO4iiaat,breaki ters, the one toward the

,

(ocean semi-circulatt and the one toward land Straight, with a narrow channel

- 4

4,
411
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4

Vetween the two.elii othar words, a cal4m e'llakle" will be created surrouning
.

.the refictors.

The propostl.-

sr 4/
. .

, .

eTs to have sell attracrive advantages that. there have

.
.

been predictions a-chain ,of quch plants around the U.S.'coast. There
,

8 .

: S.. r' . .

.is, of course, plen of 'cooling wayr, and oceanographev feel con fident

that the thermal "pollution" wIll have no effect on marine life. case

of an accident, the ereactors are well separated from populous areas-by
.

the *Ilree miles of ocean.
4144

1

i# .5. Alternatives or Options , - -
.

.

.
.

f
.

If we aeceiSt the current situation as depicted in the preaedingl

sections, the energy crisis is a-fact. What options...axe available to.44

ameleprate.elle ,siettation? How can we avoid an increasing frequency of-

black-l-outs and energy shOrt.aget dbring %he years ahead?

- The possible actions divide into two ,getieral categories:

(I) tegal, political, and social

(t) Technological
4 .

.3

In this socio-technological rblern area, she technological solutions tend

to be relatively long-term jdstbecause of the.lead-time required to
A

build nir facilities, even if tjle technical knowledge js available. _In
.

addition, the most promising technologital options (as indicated in Section

.6) are still in the researth

- For the rest of this decade and probably cAll into the 1980's the,
A

Pnited S4tes will have to live with a contl ur ergy crisis, one which

ig)like/yto become steadily worse.
1
-If we agree that available energy

I. If the sit6ation becomes suffi'ciently critical and detrimental to the

quality of life, a national energ'y program similar to Apollo may be polit-

ically, attraciive. With an all-out effort, teChnology coUld yield

remarkable impreTrementst.rithin a decade.
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-

:(particularlAelect.rical eriergyY, w111 nbt increase to meet the potential

.

.4pmand,.140aave td a4k-whAt sSeps cin be taken tp cut usage, or at least
.

to slow down the rtte of-zrow-th
.

. Regulatory .actiOnt. 1 ,
.

. .
6.

.

. / .

_ . 1 .

The cost of electricity is controlled 'in tach.staXe by A Public
.

.

, --6
. .

.7Service ComMiAsion. Tle Ott;ucture of rates isavailabie to tht governmtnt ".
.

.

. - . .

. . .
. ,

r

- 6'
as'a.Means.to modify usagei:and the.Commission tan place restrictione.on'

)utility adver-,pislugand operdtions...-
146 .

At tht present time, the rate,structure-is usuallSr.designed.to encourage
.;

-

increased uge: thAhit cd'st decreases as Use incteases. Special rateg
1

are given for appllanCes, such as water heaters, Which represenrenergy 6,

use during times when the to,tal load is lqw (e.g., during the early morning

hours).

) To discourage use, the first step might be at least a flat rate

structure. In addition, there could be a penalty for use chr:ing the hours

of peak load, although thiSchange would'not be simple to do technically.

There ate objections 'to,iuch a change in policy. In New York City,

as an example, the two largest users ok,theCtrieity'ar6 the subway system

and tile local government (for lights, building operation, and so forth).

Penalizing thesiFustomers would directly lead to higher sUbway fares, and

reduced mobility, for the poor, higher taxes and a further exodus of the

middle class. Other large users are trldustry and apartment houses; in

neither case are we anxious to increase economic press4s.

. It .-

1. 'Two articleS' on energy conserv'ation and reduction of needs appeared fn

Science December 8, 1972 (pp. 1079-1081) and December 15, 1972 (pp. 1186-
,

1188).
1

I.

Plc

a
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.

--,
A seco4d.difficulty of using the regulatpupechanil ,to deerease

. _
,

. .
. .

.-,
. ...

t
.

. ____.ssage is that the elasticity of dem
*

4nd isvery low.. Aprice increase has...

r

little effect on sales. , M st p eple just do not.associate Costs With
...,

I
, 0

sOecific aipliances. The typical floateowner,has a:poor plcture 'of the
,

. . ,
.

.. . . 4 ro

ann ual cost of each of-his' uses,.of'electricity fteleVision range, washing
..,

,. ...

. ..

machine lights; and so on). The normal'f6iily.,,is-quite willing to limit
. .

.

. .
.

_ .. . /
, , .

t

its use of air conditioningmuhen.ehe outpiae tempprature is 800F, b4t much

less epthusiast,ic when it is 98
o AInfort4liately, the latter conditioti

4

is when the' energy'crisis is critical.-
. 4

While regulat6ry authority can .keadily be used to attemft to reduce
4

4

energy usage, there is hide:likelihood thk the effects will bp 'very.:

large. When the energy crisis is as Severe as it-'06mises to be.in:the
.

*

next few years, every helpful measure should be taken, even if the benefit

is small. ajigr
vs 00.

Educationand advertising

OVI

As a naiioff, we are wasteful of energy --.no1 only.in ihe automobilei

and similar extravagant uses of power, ba also in many smaller ways. Few

buyers of air conditioners wbrry about the efficiency of the unit or

whether it is unneCessarily powerful f?r o7e planned use: During the hot

summer days, rooms are often kept appreciably cooler tban would be normal

during the winter.
t

Home.insulation is often inadequate and incomplete, with the result

that large amounts of heat are lost dUring the winter. .While oil or gas

heat should permit efficiencies as high as..70%, the typica home furnace

operates at 407 simply becAuse* f maladjustment. Lights are left on un-

A

necessarily; In sobe, modern office buildings A single switch controls an

0 f

4,
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f

entire floor, so hat one worker uses illumination suffiicient for hundreds.,

q

4 In ertain eases,-lights can not be turned of#A6ithout disconnecting the
I

entire electrical systeM.; Incandescent lamps are still Much more common

than the more efficient fluorescent lighting. The frost-free feature of

4r.

). refrigerators increases-energy eansumption..

In proposals to cut the growth rate of electric-energy usige frpm

'its present 8%,per year to something like 32, the principal hope is to

reduce the energy.waste in homes and commercial establishments. Under
;4

pressure from the regulatory agencies, some of.the electric utilities have
v.......:--

now converted their advertising toward a public educatio program to save

f/energy.The company, iihich not long ago advertised to top burglary by

leaving a light burning, now publishes long lists of wayq to save energy --

such detailed instructions as

Don' t pt) hot foods in the- refrigerator

Vacuum only on weekends

Keep your oven closed while roasting; each peek costs 25
o
F

Use the dishwasher .once a'day. 16

Leave the thermostat at one setting

Do all .cooking for a day's meals at bee time -

Keep IA:Inds and windows shut on hot sutimer days

Reluce the wattage of corridor and closet bulbs

Thee is a real questibn whether such a program tan mgke a significant

difference in the use bf electric energy. The problem is again the.

"tragedy of-the commons': discussed on page 178. Each person has to be

willing to Sacrifice some personal benefit for the overall good; he can

not act to maximize, his own'plefasure or comfort.'

The problem.is also complicated by the uncertainties of how to present

an,effective educationaip program.

al
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Legisi'tion

-

Entrgy use can also be reduCed bylegislYtive mandatee. Slight

imptovements can sometimes, be made.relapive]ry painlessly, for example by'

.

4 Ar

staggering Tiorking hours to reduce,tbe peak loads'on mass rtansit. Wastpge

can be.taxeC although not always-easily. If an elecipritc
.

for using 1'ow4efficiency equipmeht, the cost of electricity to the public
.

riAS eves more (it probably is already high.becaue low-effteidncy genera-
,

.

,

. tion tehds,to use outdated
machintery which is expensive tof,Perate)/.; Tax

..i

on waste.rnight )7,e possible by. the tax oh'an POpli ce such as an

ait conditioner depend on the efficiency of the uriit te;tainly the man-
t

4

ufacturer can be requited to-,diSplay the efficien ofthe device, hope.?

fully in terms understandake to the public).-

A signip_cant reduction -in energy 6qe Uld be accomplished oirer a

yery long period of time if buildico were changed to require insulation

in homes and heat-reflecting glass on ommeicial buildings. Estimates arc

-,phat 40% of the enerdy used'in inte or plimhte control could be saved in

' *

all new construction.

More drastic legal measure. have been suggesred. Electric home heat-
.

ing might' be forbidden (elec ic generation is only about 30% efficient,
,

and often overlooked is th cost of the air pollution which z-sults from

the generation by today lantsyhich yee primarily fossil fuels). For'

d.....
1. Room air conditioirs vary aln st 3 to 1 in efficiency, from 4.7 to'

12.2 Btu of cooling er watt-ho of electrical energy. New York City

now requires that Tis information be displayed.

4.4 5
ir
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f

the same reaspns, the.electric autemobile,seems to promise no.reaZ hope
.1N.

in the next two decades,
a

If the energy crisis beco9es suff,i.ciently severe, even more drastic

4 legislatio* may-be proposed. The manufacture or.sale of air conditioners

and ,applianceS could be.forb'idden or limited', perhaps by an exeessive .taX

or.by usini'a lottery,to'det'ermihe'each yeaPs 1uCky purchasers. When

4
such thoughts had been presented in,testimony before a Congressional ,

committee studying the energy crisis, a Congressman responded, "Have you no

ideas that are useful to this tommittee?"

Final comment

In this section, we have looked briefly at some of the measures which

might be taken to ease the energy crisis during the Wext decade. UnleSs.
At

f

oe can' imagine-a radical change, in the.American pattern of living, no

combination of thesd steps is likely to provide more than a short-term

ameli.oration. Qver the long term, ney--technology must provide the solution,

and hopefully before'the idpact of the energY crisis is disastyously dis-

ruptive.

6. New Technology

Table 6-1 shows the rapid growth of the federal program in researeh

and development in energy problems. During a four-year period whep science

and .engin ering research programs were totally at nearly a constant dollar .

level, the energy program has nearly doubled from $363 million to $622

_million,

The table is importaht because it indicates the directions judged

to be most important by the federal officials and the advisors who. I ave

guided this krowth. For example, the.fifth row from the bottom (Geothermal
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Resources) .shows a'very rapiA growt% from $700 thousanioto $2.5 million

this yearen though the total effort is s011 small,. The growth

. .

J
dethonstrates the promise of this potent,ial'source of/useful energy, tfie .

,

low level shows that there has eil very 4itt.le attention to this pos.si=

bility in'the past. 'i. '

. ,

In;thill section, we das.euss bfi'fly a .6w of the impoetant and

cxeiting di eetiqns

Geotherml, enersY,y

'ntrgy rese'nrch and, developmen

it*

Pacific Cos and *Electric Company now'is operating cut electric g7enerat-

ing station from the geysers in the, Sonoma Valley of California. ipThe energy

earth._ Th#w conceptIs drawn f'''rom the'lleat well below the surface of the

of using thi fanti;stleally large supply of'energy is not: new: for almost

70 ye_ars, electricity h heen.generatN1 f rm the steam coming out of the

-ground at Lardcrello, Italy ald buildings in Reykjavik, Iceland are heated

by hots water from the'geyser fields.
fr

,Hot springs zind gusers nrc exceedingly.rare. At any place, howevex,

if.onesdrills far enou;-;h helbw the surface of the earth, hf hits hot, dry

rock -- often at 900°F. In many.places, this source of energy is near

enough tItsurface as little as one mile) to be reached by economical.

drilling. These.regictis often can be found bp the larYe nOmber of vnry

small iocal earthquakes.

At Los Alamos, New Mexico, for example two l5",000-foot holes a

being drilled dgwn to the granite which is at 600°F, Tlie rock wial be

cracked so water can,penetrate. Water'is then allowed to fall into one

hole; it tuits to steam at the rock, and steam rises to the Surface through

the second This steam is used for the generatio oc electricity:
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Superficially, the scl)eme roo's exceedingly attractive: bteam is

,.

'obtained for only the cost'of two holes. The energy is free.
4 :

Naiurc is sldom'so kind, and it is not surpr+ing th'at thete'are

4 cp,
-A.,*

technolog il difficulties.' The ste m which r:ses is at a temperature

1 .
,

4

{ much ibwer'than needcd'for efficientsgenege&on of electricity. The rising .1

) / .

i. steam may have excessive aublynts of sulfur and salts, with air polfutic5n
. .

. . .-
.

1 .
... te. V 1

the result .unless costly equirment i.:5 added. Because of uncertainty
,

',.

about triL economics of clean electrical generation, ?he future place o

gedthermal sources in the'total energy picture is not clear:

Extrilction of oil fpls %
#

The first thrlo lineS df Table 6-1 refer.to the federal progams

directed townrd bettyr-utilization of the enormous supplies of coal

avaLlablte within this ca)untry. As shown there, RS littlq as four years

s

, ago, very few vsearch-development dollars allocated to this field;

it is only very recently that planners have recognized that the limited

.rhserves of gas and.oil can be consrved by a switch to coal in many

applications. The result is a rapidly expanding program in the.Depzrtmeht

of the Intvrior under two organizations: the Bureau of Mines, and the

9ffice of Coal Research.

A major thrustee-fOis program iS toward clean coal gasification:

the production ot cleangasto replace natural gas. Princiak limitations

are the cost of the gas produced and the large quantities of water needed

for the proceSs.at a time when fresh water is also in seripusly short

supply.in much of the country.

bne interesting item in Table 6-1 is the third line.for mining health

and safety research. 200 miners are killed each year and many more develop
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Black Lung disease. In the latter.category, the government now spell,

one billieft dollars annually for 'Sufferers and survivors, seemingly

dispropertionaee to the 30 million devoted to prevention and to Imprpve-

'ment o f conditions in the mines.
4

Solar energy

J 4,

Fox. many ye am'tgere have beehopes that energy-from the sun could

.

'be used directly for heating and particularly' folethe generation of

electricily. In Table 6-1, solur-energy research is included within the/
lineentitW Energy Resources Research, sponsored by'the National Science.

Foendatione
te-

Use of go;ar energy for ele`ctrical generation is feasible htit economi-

cally unattractive. In the past, cost determinations have shown a figure
r-

1
as much as 100 times that for fossil-fuel systems. To collect a significaht

amount-of energy, the plant weld have tivii!e lOeated'in a cloudless desert

areL The collector would be a carefully designed surface, perhaps at'est

two miles on each side,.and mada ofovery.thin layers of materials chosen .

s6 that it abso rbs most of the heat but radiates veey little away.

Even if enough energy can be collected, there is a problem because

'electeical gedetation is most efficient-when the turbines are driven by
-elef

stram at high tegperatures. Even'the most dptimistic plans for-solar'

...m.mma.,.,...
1. Unfortunately, black bddies which are good ahsorbers also'radiate well.

The solar energy is primarily in the visible part of the spectrum, while--
post of the; radiation from-the collector is infrared. The'trick.is to

build a surface whieh-400ks black to,visible light, but like a'mirrbe to

infrared. This can be accomplished by layers of thin films: the outei

layer absorhs visible light but is transparent to infrared; the inner layer

reflects the infrared. One further prohlem is the high costs of keeping
such a surface in a vacuum so air d esn't carry away the heat;and
dirt subtract from the collection efTiciency.
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%

generators 'envision a relatively low efficiencY proc4ss.,1whictOs

. .

. eeonamieally attractive only irthe lost'heat can b ed'for other
. ,

f . a

-ft

'purposes such'as n a th:water desalii'ztion.- Thus, eieasibilaY of the
.

4

(

,direct-use of.solar energy f w'electrical gerieration is still very

questionable, although thL.e are.a few engineers who tre ardent advocates,

solar energy.10'bome'heAting anAtir condieloning, on.the othoT.

band, does seem attractive; it is.already econgmical in such afeds as
,

douthern California (Outside the smog regioft), and eheaper than elec-
c,

tri heat,in the New York vicinity, although.still twice the cost of

oil or gas. Under research since' 1938'at M.I.T., the system uses a

roarcollector; water passing by .is heated and theil store& The-mast

promising arrangement uses electric heat to complement.the solar energy,

since Ahe latter demnds sunshine an At-least every other day.

Oth r ideas

There are several other attractive research real. A total energy

systjm for the home is being used in newer apartment complexes. Hei-e

an internal combustion engine.drives a generator for on-site elettri.cal

effergy..' The ex

'condition. The

indeed; in a few

aust gases and waste anurgy are used to heat or alsr

ame system can also handle solid astc compaction (and,

ties waste burning in incinerators is now be ng used

to give useful energy).

In a parallel experiment with self-sufficient systems, fuelicells

4are being used in a few homes. With hydrogen a possibility as an energy

source, fuel eb1.1 yield highefficiency (50-55%, comparedfto fossil-fuei

-Tneration at 30-35%) and very little pollution (. ter and carbon dioxide
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, are productsogand the:nal polltion is ieducci by he.hi.0 etficieNY)..
.-

" In both this application and the'above total ho-Ire energy system, .tne
.

%

initial equip7.ent coit and maintenn:ice vproblem4.are sevOre; próSably,.

#- #

the homeowner would rent the equipment from A Utility company.

Table 6%1 iddicatys thd ma!:1.r research in the qiquid-metal, fast

'T10-eeder rect.or (1,1;Ei'.:'.) in the lon7;-terp hope of eontrolling'nuear
..

,
.

f .L.--,---',
0

.

fusion, and in, generatio'n and transmission using'cryogenics.(temperatures

very.ne.ar alrolute terd, so that ihere is no-ryistance to electricity'
e'

and hencu n energy lost in heat).

In tlfis field of energy, theredis also an assortment of much.nore

radical proposals, often promoted enthusiasticaIly by Individual scion-

t.i.sts, and enineers. The tides contain enormousVmounts of energy whichi

is unused. Winds 'provi,dedenexy )i;oars ago ilhen windmills,dotted rhigt

western Europeatl landL;ciipa.. In the ocean, there are areas where the

tewpetature changes rapidly and heat energy might be exLraeted. Solar

,energy- Fight be used tq grow pl:xits.to be burned or to pr4odude chemical

changes whicll could store energy. Finally, Chere is a proposal'to"Orbit

an enormpus s'olar-energy collector. The energy would be converted to

microwave frequencieli and beamed on to an earth receiving station.

7. Final Co:nment

The energy crisis is so very important because the elements of

1 Ay.%

extreme social diffileuity already exist. Natural'gas, in particular, ls

limited. Electrecal generating capacfty is enly slightly greater than

demand in peak periods, while electrical nse.is -growing at the alarming

rate of.'8% per year.
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1

.

The qonStruction;of hew ge er.ating capacity o.
a .

c.
,

betwectt fuels involves:long time laf,,s, often seven' 9efts. 1J-romiSing,
. , I

. . a 4

. .. t ).!(

v,technology will not beignificant for an evep t:onger period of
,. i , ,.

. .. ' l ,
.; ' " 1

0

' '

time. Thus:, the energy, cri-i;is is alrlost .sbre tO worsen from nlm

,

. ., e

' wbll.inte'the 1..1801s'vevere legal restraintd4,on energy Use ill
4... -.

.,., Vlbe

.be necessary tq minirii.ze the:diruption of the social'systeT. .,

,,

...

t, ,

4
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TITThoken:word."see'is'tecorded and pllayed over and over a'gain to it
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.

..
,-,F ,. .

a listenem,' If) ehe *),rd is. repeilted twice each's?cond foi" tlype nkinutes,
, t.

P '

. r

r
''' r _14,

total pf:360,tilfesi the average weiutg adult_hears sbmetthing like six
, t

,
different-wbrds, wifh the'changes-oCcuirring--passIlSly,30 t.igks.He will

..

4;.
,

.. ,

hear such re1a.ted Liprms as case 1 fe.e", "Le'c", and so foPth,
1.

(. t. . #

7 '

The astonishi-nTifeaturof this exzeriment, however AAthat tbb
..

results.are age-dependellt.l. M the.age of 3, the,chil experiences no
. 4

1 Ir. .
.-

-illusion'
Is.

by 8, he hear) the full group; this 'copability" lasts until
... ,

) . . ',I
.

the211b4s, when 'i starts to de o.n;by. age 65, he ig back toithhstatuA
. *

. ,

of the' five-yeavl?o child, ACparently th'e perceeptio.n of illusions depend4
... ,, %

..,

,
\:r,

on the' way in which the individual's netveiSystem and brainprocess thd
t 4,

'N'

2 '

sound Anpuls. i
, ,,,k ,-).

-

The dxperirncnt illusWates thZ fundamental problem when"w6 a7; to

,
study the effects of various sounds on human .peings. sound sighal is

Q.a real, Tillurablc thing: it is simply a challge of Ole pressure in the

air. When it reaches a human-being, the sound#4 gnal starts some of the

30,000 hairs in the inner ear vibrating -- wfilch hairs vibrate and how
A

much is determined In, the particular sound. As these hairs move, nerve'

cells at the base of the hairs are actuated, and electrical sPgnals, then

1. Richard M. and Rdslyn P. INTren,,Auditbry!I lusions and Confusions,

Scientific American, Dec. 1970, pN30-36.

2. One immediately thinks 9f sing such tests to measure verbal capabili-
.

ties of ohildrtn in the 1 %ter elemen.tary grades or; at t4e other end of

the spectrum, to obtain an indicator of aging.

4
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'travel from .they cells to Dile brain.

Thus far, everything s straightforwatd and reasonably understaddible.

(even though we do npt understand as fet the codiA or-system that deter-
.

mines. which nerves ara-ecergi by particular sotInds). The human reaction,

li

-.to these electrical.nrve sinals reaching the braila is,:however, vastly

more copflicated. A pAticular sound nay cause many differCnt react.ions.

'from differen't peozle. Responses from the same person may differ greatly
ol

. .

depending on what he is doin _at the time, his fati2,ue, his state of mInd,

and so forth.

Thus,.the study of the effe.c.ts of so,und on people is an oxceedingly

complex subject, which-brings together the physics of sound (called

aeousti,$).with psychology to form th'e subject of psychoacousties.

In this chapter, we want to 170ok at one type of sound:. noise, which-
.

is Inti.desired un,,11--1411t sound. Specifically, we consider how

noise can be described quantitatively, the effects on people, and then

the soUrces of noise and how tIrey can be contzolled. In other terms, the

goal is thq study of the norse environment with mphasis on the alter-

natives available to us to control this form of poflution.

1. 1easuri.ng Noise

Noise, or more generally sund, is a variation of the air preSsure..

At the surfAce of the.eafth at se level the normal air pressure is ))

approximately 14.7-pounds per square inch. The air sutrounding,_6e earth

exerts_a pressure of 14.7 pounds on each square inch of the surfaca, or

more than'2i00 pounds on each square foot.
1.

When a spech signal is sent out from a speakdr's mouth toward a

listeciet-, the talker forces the ir pressuvé at his mouth to vary in a



way corresponding to the sounds being sent. This signal or pressuw

cAnge travels out In all directions at a rate of approxirately 1100

feet/second or 600 miles/hour -- the speed of sound in air.
1

The presSure

. dhanges reach the listener's ear, where they cause the hair vibrations

mentioned earliet. 4

This pressure wave, travell.ing out from the speaker until it reaches

t,he listener, is characterized'hy two features: the size of the variation

wHich is called the ar:Ilitude, and the pitch or frequency -- the number

of cycles of variation each second. Thus, amplitude and frequency are

40'
two basicAlleasures of the characteristic§ of noise.

2. Frequena
. .

.
,

Mhen a tuning fork for middle A is struck, the sound emitted is a pure

-.musical note, in this case 440 cycles/second. Th6 prespure resulting from

211

this note changes wit.h time as shown it Fi . 7-1. dThe pressure increases

and decreases) as time progref`ses, around an average value (14.7 younds/qquare

inch). Eack'cycle lasts 1/440 second, or there are 440 cyctes per socond.

Pressure

Average
value

1 440 2 440

. 7-1 Pressure in the'preSence of a pure,

middle A note.

Time
(seconds)

1: This speod.of sound In air is the basis for calculating the distance to

a 1410tening stroke in a thunderstorm. Light ,travels almost instantaneously

6186-,-000 miles/second , the sound of thunder at the speed of sound -- 600

miIes/hour or 10 miles/minute or 1 mile every 6 semonds. Hence,'each 6

stcoricis between the flash and the clap correspond to a distance of one mile.

.2 1

4
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In mathematical: terms, the'presSure is varying sinusoidally at a frequency
,

of 440 cycles/second.
4

When .middle A is.played on a flute, the sound that results contains

*not only a variatioq at 440 cycles/pee, but also the second, third, fourth

. and fifth ha'monics at 880, 1320, 1760, and 2200 cycles secdnd, respectively.

Eaci1 musieal
Instrument has a Unique group of hHrmonics, so that we can

recognize the instrument hy listening to a single note.

r A fundamental theorem (the Fourier theo states that any sound

siinal can be rt!presented as.the sum of pure notes or,'-sinusoidal signals.
1

Any noise is simply the adding together.of.pure notes or frequency compon7

ents. Must noiseignzls, to be sure, consist of thousanOs of .separate

frequencies,-but the important thing is that this decompositiOn does exist.

As a result, we can describe a noise signal in terms of its frequency

components.
t

.

This frequency decomposition of sound is particularly important in

our stdtV;r of noie pollution because the human car responds to only a

relativ ly ruArrow range of frequen.cies -- from about 30 cyj:ksisee
2

to

18,000 ycles/sec in the teenager with ideal hearing, and an ,Appreciably

narrower Baud for older people. Th only noise which affects people is
.11.443/4)

that part within this frequency bilnd. (The whistles used to call dog.

1. See ECCP, "Man and Pis Technology," M6Graw-Hill Book Co., Nd'w York,

N.Y., 1973, Chap. 6. 4

2. To measure frequency, we are using cycles per second ehroughouti this

chapter. About a decade ago therengineers and scientists ,ecided that

a new name should be given to tills unit, and it is' now officially called

Hertz, in honor of Heinrich Ruaolf hertz, Elio German physicist (1857-1894)

who fiTst demonstrated the produqtion and reception of radio waves.
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.usually have a frequency around 20,000 cycles second, which pan noy,be

heard by human. beings).

The sensitivity of human hearing varies markedly with the frequency
;

of the sounds. Figure 7-2 shows thefweakest sigilal the average, normal

person can hear as the frequency changes from 32 to 16,000 cycles/second

(almost four octaves below middle A to five octaves above, with each

octave increase meaning a multiplication of tile frequency by 2). The ear

is most sensitive at approximately 4,000-cy.c1 ond. The curvL; varies

rather smoothly toward a minimum between 2,000 and 4,000; the bulge down-

Ward near 4000 arises 1)ecause in this frequency range the sound wave

striking the face tends to travel around the head to the ear (through the

proces's called diffraction in physics). 4

70

60
1

50
Sound

amplitude .40
'in dB

30

20

10

a-- -4
32 63 125 250 500 IWO 2000 4000 8000 16000

Frequency in cycles per second

Fig. 7-2 Weakest signal the average person can hear at

variow frequencies (the meaning of the ampli-

tude scale is explained in the next section)

A!

The curve of Fig. 7-2 is measured with an audiometer -- a device.to

measure a person's hearing capability. In the earliest hearing measure-

meats during the early 1800's,.a tester simply spoke at a constant amplitude

as he moved away from the subject. Even in the 1930's the author's hearing

221
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was checked in elementary school by essentillly the same procedure.

By the mid-1800's a tuning fork was used to generate a pure note,

with the dintance between the fork and ear varied. Electronic equipment

'became available about 1920, after the invention of the vacuum tube per-

mittini, precisely controlled amplification of the electrpnic signal. The

great advance in audiometers cal, owever, at the close of World War II,

motivated by the desire of thee Arty sand Veterans' AdmInistYation/to measure

accurately the hea4ng loss sustained during combat. In recent years,

speech at a carefully controlled amPlitude has been used in addition to

the pure-tonn'tes:s in audiometry equipment because certain hearing problems

do not appear when the subject listens to only the pure tones.

Figure 7-2 shows that noise pollution which is most annoying to people

will be that in which there are lirge components in the frequinIcy"range

from 2,000 to 4,000 cycl s/second. Hero the psychologital aspects have

to be introduced as well. Whci subjects are given different types of noi

ind asked to adjust their levels or amplitudes so that 111'sound "equally

as annoying," we find that there Is a significantlyvnore intense dislike

of noise from 2,000 to 8,000 cycles/second than would be predicted from

1, Fig. 7-2. Not only is'human-hearing more sensitive at certain frequencLes,

but in n:Id'ti-en n AFrFen fin-!.n this rangn of fregnencies particularly

unpleasant. Noise in the band 2,000' 8,000 cycles .ec must be especially

minimized if we are to improve the noise environment.

3. Amplitude

The second important characteristic of a sound signal is the amplitude

or, in general terms, the loudness. At 4,000 cycles/second, the weakest

. _

sound anyone can hcar represents a iressure variation of 2 x 10
9

times

2 0
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atmoSpheric pre:;sure (i.e., two jpillionths of atmospheric pressure):. The

loudest sound the ear can tolerate without Tain is about 10 million times

1
as,grent, or 2/100 of atmospheric pressure. The human ear can detect a

fantastic range of sbuad amplitudes.

In Section 7 of Chapter 2, we plotted curves of exponential growth

covering an. enormous range. There we found it convenient to let each

vqrtical divislou reprent the same Aultiplying factor. That is, each

time we moved up on the.graph liv.one division, we multiplidel the quantity

by 2 or any convenient factor. It is useful to measure svnd amplitude in

the-sam. general way'. To do.thls, we arbitrarily call the weakest detect-

able Signal O'dB (the deasure we are using has the name dB, which stands

for deciBels).
2

Every time we multiply the sound amplitude by 10, we acNI.

20 dB. Thus, compared.to the weakest detectable signal,

a signal 10 times larger is . 20 dB

a signal 100 times larger is. 40 dB

a signal 1,000 times larger is 60 dB
IIV

a signal 10,000,000 times larger is 140 dB (the sicarat the pain

level)

This use of a dB amplitude scale is, first of al , convenience. We,

don't have to talk about s ;nals 2.,.000,000.times rm big as others; in other

words., we avoid the use of the multi-digit numbers. Also, the human ear

1. At an Apollo or large space focket blast-off, spectators are kept far

encwh away f,o ensure that the sound does noft exceed this maximum level.

2/100 of atmospheric pressure is about 0.3 pounds/square inch, or a pressure
of 60'ponnds on a man's chest and stomach. Thus, the sVItement,that the

awed spectator makes that,he can feel the,pressure waves on his body is not

unreasonable. 0

2. The original unit was in Bels, named ,after Alexander Graham Bell; with

the second L somehow being lost. A more,convenient unit is tenths of a'

Bel or a decnel.

2 f)
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responds in aP.prexiLiately this way. .The incrle in loudness as.noise

goes from .20'tb 40 dB is about the same ps when it goes from 80 to 100 dB.

A sound or noise' signal is measured.in deciBels or dirf .Sounds can ,

appear in the range from 0 dB to 140 dB. The vertical scale of Fig. 7-2

is no understandaBle. At 50 cycles/second, the signal has to be 60 dB

to be heard by the average person -- it would have to be 6g dB or 1,000

times larger than if the frequency were 4,000 cycles/second.

Vnfortunately, when we study noise, we arc rtally,interested not in

the aplitude of the sound, but rather in how loud it sounds to a huiln

being. As Fig. 7-2 shows, sounds around 4,000 cycles/sec seem much louder

than those at either low or high frequencies. Usually noise signals Pre

made up of,thany different frequencies. How do we account for the relative

amplitudes of the different frequeneycomponents and also the sensitivity

of the human ear?

The simplest answer is.a new measure known as the dB(A) Scalde When
'k

a noise meter measures in terms of dB(,A), the'different frequency components

of the noise are weighted according to the sensitivity or the ear (the

partg of the noise around 4,000 cycles second given the greatest weight).

The meter then smis the effects of the different frequencies to read an

apparent loudmss'valuc saY 85 dB(A). Thus, when we say the noise

level is 85 dB(A), this means that the human ear perceives thisk noise to

be about the same loudness as a pure,.4,000-cyeles/second note at an

amplitude of 851dB. The dB(A) scale is an attempt to measure the apparent

loudness to alluan listener.

There are'a large number of other.loudness scales which are used in

noise studies. The perceived noise level (PNL) was developed particularly

4 4-
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to measure aircraft noise near an airp'ort. There are also dB(B), db(C),

and'd8(D) scales, noise criteria (NC)A,:cuves, effective perceived noise

lever(EPNL), trafflr nois,e Andex (TN aaAd so forth. Many of these
-4

have been developed for particular nsuret, suoia. faCtory noise,
-

v,

street. noise, etc. They often invol441.,2,studiss-With sample groups of
, * .

subjects to determine when people feel thlbjectively that two noises are
A

equally, annoying. *

Most of the inexpepsive noise meters measure d10), and this is the

scale most. often quoteC in the newspapers and public Wia. Regardless

of the particular scale used, the results are generally coTparable and,
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for the various 'noise situations shown, in Fig. 7-3, we obtain approximately

the measurements shown.

4. Other Chart4eristics of Noise
_

The effects of noise cp people.depend not only on the frequency and

amplitude, but also on tho.duration. A very brief noise, such as a gun

firing, has much less effect than a long-duration noise of smaller ampittude.-

The importance of this characteristic was-recognized ag' early as 1936

irn`

in the.WalSh-flealey PUblic Contract Act. The U.S. Department of Labor

has the responsibility of setting noise-standards for the ilrotection ofs

workers at any manufacturing plant which has a fevieral contxact of more

%
than $10,000. It was 1969 before an attempt was made to enforce this

worker-protection provision, and today monitoring tends to be irregular

and occasional.

Under these regulations, the allowable noise levels are shown in

Fig. 7-4. 90 dB(A) is the limit for exposure during an 8-hour dai; 115 dB(A)

0-
4-0



dB(A)
Threshhold of pain 140

Eardrum tickle

120-

*.,Ear discomfort

100-

3.

Threshold of hearing

80

Pneumatic riveter at 3 feet, jet at 100 feet

Jet-takeoff 7t 200 feet

Loud,motorcycle, compressor at 10leet

Audience pf rock group .

Inside subway train

Truck at 25 feet

Traffic on city street

Audience of symphony orchestra
4

Conversation

a

Typical business office

Residential neighborhoot at night

Whisper
4

7-3,.Typical noise levels

2(111.,
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Sound revel
dB(A)

90-

1 2 3 4 5 6, 7 8

Expdsure hours per day
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Fig. 7-4 Allowable noise exposure in industry. If therefore two

or mote exposures at different levels, the limiting

value is determined by the fraction of'the allowable
time at eachlevel. This.total of these fractions

should not exco'ed unity. For example, 5 hours at i2 dB(A)
(1.tere 6 are allowed) contributes 0.83; 1 hour at 95 dB(A)

.(when 4 are allowed) contributes 0.25. The sup is 1.08,

which exceeds the allowable value of 1.

when the duration is only 1/4 hour. In addition, impulsive or impact

noise (lasting for-a very-brief interval) must not exceed 140 dB(11). In

general tjlese levels have been set from past histories which show that

1/6 of the people working in an environment at this level will have severe

hearing problems in later life, 'compared to the population average of 1 in

14. The "allowable" levels are not what one would term "safe."

elf these limits are Acceded, the manufacturer must make every reason-

able effort to reduce the noise to which workers are exposed. If the

noise level can not be reduced below the Valsh-Healey limits, workers must

be given earmuffs or ear plugs for protection.
.

There are other characteristics of noise which v'e know from experience

si..

()
r
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influence the effect on people.. The unexpectedness of a noise is certainly

important. The human being has the capability of some sort of self-blocking

!.of loud noises. 'When a balloon is Popped in a small room., if we anticipate

the noise, it is not particularly disturbing. Apparently the person activates
da

some sort of a mechanism whin either partially blocks nerve signals to the

brain or liirits brain processing of these signals.

Hullandilearing also Aas remarkable capabilities to respond to certain

sounds while rejecting others.. The most famou's example is called the

"cocktail party effect. n a room with a very high sound level, a Person

ean understand a single conversation in which lie is particularly interested --

eAl though on a scientific biasis that conversation should be totally swamped

by the general noise. -

.
Other largely unexplainedYphenoMena are found In a study of human

hearing. There are 71,Asking effects*, in which 'the simultaneous Appearance

f two different sounds may result in.:one.being totally unperceived by the
4

listeyler. Certain sounds seem to be particularly annoying to some people,

while. almost unnoticed by others.- A familiar example iS the shrieking

sound as chalk is pulled across a blackboard.

A ciassic\examplo of the com'plexiTty Of human hearing is the confirmed

ability of a sleeping mother to.awaken.rapidly when her baby utters .a weak'

call for help, while.she'sleeps soundly through enormously louder sounds

from outside traffic, thunderstorms, and the like.

All these-unexplained phenomena combine to make the study of human

hearing, and of human senses more generally, a fascinating frontier for

engindering research. At the same time, the unknowns complicate the stud
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of noise po1lu4ten. Since we really don't understand how a person hears,

the determination a( the effects of noi'se pollution on people is exceRdingly

difficult.

Physio100.cal Effects of Noise

The average noise level in parts of New York City during a working day

is approximately 80 dR(A) and seems to be increasing at the rate of 1 dit(A)

per year. Comparison with the allowable industrial levels of Fig. 7-4

shows that in one decade the city noise will exceed Vle value allowed for

8-hour exposure. These datashave led some environmentalists to predict

that by the end of the ceAtury half of the residents of New York City

have serious hearing problems.
1 The situation may be worse than this, since

thre is the possibility that long-term exposure to the Walsh-Healey allow-
,

4
able levels may cause hearing deterioration.

. While hearing loss from noise pollution was first recognized in 1830,

concern is reinforced by several studies in the past few years. In the

United States, hearing seems,to deteriorate rather generally with age.

Not only is, there some reduction of sensitivity, but there is normally a

marked decrease in the maximum frequency which can be detected. The

highest key on a piano is about 4,000 cycles/second; it is not unusual for

older people to be unable to hear ylis sound. In direct contrast, studies

of African natives, who have lived in a quiet environment, reveal no

1. This is clearly not a valid prediction. _Once a large fraction of the

population is deaf, theserpeople will,be severely ;limited in activity,

and the city noise level 4411 fall. The growth of deafness will not be
exponential, but will follow the sigmoid characteristic of Section 6 of

Chapter 2.

2?
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degradation of hearing ,,ith age. One mieht argue that the small life

expectancy means only the hardLest survive, but there seems no logical

.reasOn why the "lArdiest!' should have exception,a1 hearing.

In another experiment, four years ago a quarter of the entering

freshmen at the University 6f Tennessee had hoariag deficiencies. A guinea

pig was outfitted with one ear plugged, the other open. The animal was

exposed for 88 hours over three months to rda music adjusted to the sound

4vel popular withlteenagers. This exposureorresponded 'to a typical

experience of a high school student. At the end of the test period, the

plugged ear of the guinea p1j retainad excellent hearing, but in the open

ear most of, the nerve cells had been destroyed. Mile it ceitainly is true

that results for gninea pigs can not be carriecFover to human heings,

experiments such as the above have raised serious quest.ions about the

)effects of loud music and the general sound envtronment.

There is a scarcity of medical'data on which to base broad studies

of the changes.in hearing capabilities of the population. Hundreds of

thousand of Americans have been given batteries of.medical tests including

audiometry or hearing, particularly in the automated multiPhasic health

testing emiters which have become so popular in the last few years. Unfortnn-
,

ately, these data are not easily recoverable, and thdy also are complicated

by the use of different equipment in separate.locations.

Measures of deafness or hearing deficiency are only rough estimates.

It does appear that apP'roximately 10 million Americans now have hearing

problems, although perhaps only 10% of these are deaf. 'nowhere between

6 and 16 million workers are currently eKnosed to industrial\noise levels

.exceediner the Walsh-Healey standards.
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The latest research hints that the situation may be even more serious.

Seudies at Mt. Sinai Medical school in Now York have revealed that hearing

.ability falls off much more sharply with age than measur by the usual

audiometry tests. The-older person is less able to understand either

speech in background.noise, or spe-ech wh,ich is interrupted by hiving segments

sliced out. It is not clear whether this loss of ability comes from the

hearing mechanism in the ear. It may be just a decreased cap.abilityllf

information processing in the brain, since the human,being has a remarkable

ability to listen to large blocks of words. In the days when the telegraph

was a vital commOnication medium, the highly trained operator receiving a

,meSsage would write as much as 12 words behind the signals he was hearing.
A

This lag allowed correction for errors. In the same way, an expert typist ,

is aware of 4-5 words ahead of the one bein'g typed. -Very possibly this'

ability to hear or read large groups of words at a tiMe diminishes with age.

Thus far in this section we have discussed a single physiological

effect of the noise environment: poorer hearing. There are other obserted

effects -Mach are even less understood. Noise causes:

Fatigue Muscle tension

Increased heart rate, Sweating

Constriction of blood vessels Dilation of pupil of eye

Dilation of,brain blood vee,sela- Lower electrical skin resistance

Gastric activity

1. In an audiometry test, the subject listens through an earphone to a

pure note which is gradually changed in amplitude until it can just be

detected. After the test is repeated with freguenciep over the normal
hearing range, we obtain a picture of hearing 'sensitivity similar to

Fig. 7-2. t
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There is a suspicion that a sustained noise,enviroument may lot related
a

to heart and neurological problems. Very loud rtoises-have induced air

bubbles in the veins .of small ani:nals, with resulting death. Recent

research has-sugge:ited that exeessivo noiv may aVect the fetus before

birth, p4101100.x even contributing to malformation. Finally, the claim has

been made that the anal sphincter mUscle resonates at about 75'cyc1es/second;

)

a sustained sound environment at that frequency and large amplitude caules
4

muscular'oscilration.

'Apparently some people have 4he ability to adapt to a noise enViren-
.

ment, and the effects decrease with time. Others snow no adaptation,.and

a third group becomes more disturbed as time passes..

As we lock at physiological effects, we find very large areas of

uncertainty. This -difficulty arises'again and agaia'in environmental

problems. Scientific knowledge is just not adequate to predict the effects

on human beings, whether we:are discussing noiselir air pollution, crowded-

ness, and so forth. The worry Is that the physiological effects will.be

irreversible: before we obtain the scientific knowledge netded to make

intelligent decisions, permanent changes will have occurred.

Psyel logical Effects
0

If the physiological,effects of noise'are uncertain, psychological

effects represent a mucA worse sitimation of ignorance. Very few facts

are available.

C'ttExperiments.at Stanford Univers y have shown that outside noises

0.1.111/Amee

during the night can disturb deep sleep without actually awakening the

subject. . If the noises are repeated every time the man falls into a deep
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sleep (as measured by brain waves), he is unusually tired when he awens
+

Ask the morning. Furthermore-, dreaming can be prevented, with the resulting
( . 1

.,
1

possibility of emotionalyroblems.

It-is not even clear .how a noise background affects human performance

in other tasks. 'Some experiments have indicated that)Pise may Ge advanta-

geous in routine tasks, at least if it is not annoyingly loud.2 In tasks

requiring mental coneentration, noise often lowers work-quality.

A common experiment in secondary school science classes involves

9

\iving students two sets of arithmetic problems. _One is worked in a

icipiet environment; the other while noise is generated from an audio tape

player. Performance usually falls, dramatically .where the noise is turned

k 9t

on. This hardly constitutes a serious sentific experiment, however,

because the subjects know the results expected, the 'noise is.not present

long enough to allow-the students to become used to it, and the Hawthorne

effect inhuenegs the resUlts.
3

Noi e apparently s an effect on personaliiy. Studies have indicated

that men who work in nois Surroundings tend to be more aggressiVe and

distrustful. They also tend-to have more family problems than normal.

1. After the author gave a talk during which this was mentioned, two of

tA members of his audi_ence rushed 'up 'to,she podium to report with great

conc,ern that they never dreamt. We're they then prime prospects fer emotional,

problems? The answer, of course, is that most people don't reali7e they

have bi6en dreaming during sleep.
a

2. A few yearl-i ago, many dentists piped noise through earphones to patients

to decrease the pain associated withtdrilling.

3. At the Hawthorne iron works, productivity increased when illumination

was improved. Some time later,, productivity-increased again wben illumina-

tion-was decreased. Workers (or students) respond favorably when they feel
changes are being made for their benefit.
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C\A 1969 English study of the neighbors of Heathrow AirpOrt (London) howed

.....---I
,

a higher-than-normal incidence of mental illness.'

This rather random collection of thoughts on.the psycholpgical effects

of noise perhaps eMphasizes abolm all how little is known in this area.

Undoubtedly there is A relation between psychological effects and' certain,

of the physidlogical klfects mentioned in the preceting section. Logical

decisions about the tolerable noise levels fe human beings have to await

much more scientific research. Until then, however, there are enOugh

.warning signs to Wicate that the.governmental and public policy should

be to reduce and control noise pollution hy.all actions'which do not cause

serious economic and social consequences. In the rebaindei of this chapter,

we consider several of the most comm8n noise sources and the corresponding
4

options available to control this part of the environment.

7. Transportation Noise

transportation is a major source of noise in an urban region. In
6

certain of the New York City subway stations, noise levels ex,ceed 110 dB(A)

as the train screeches,to a halti. This is a level at.which industrial

workers would be required to use ear protection with exposure over any

significant length of time (Fig. 7-4), but there are no regulations to

,
protect the customer; ope can only hopeihhis exposure is sufficiently brief.

The Montreal Metro system demons.trates that subway noise can be

reduced by 80% by proper lubrication, reasonably new and well maintained

equipmdnt, and rubber wheels, instead of steel-on-steel. Noise control can

. only be ob-rained at a cost. Rubber wheels are not self-guiding, and addi-.

tional small wheels rotate laterally to guide the car; steel wheels normally

riding above the tracks are used to travel through switches. The cost of
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this complex system is further increased by the larger energy demands

because of mo;e friction. In New York, the subt'ay system is already a .

major contributor to the energy crisis.
4

The'newer, mass rapid transit systems are notably quieter than the

New York systeN. Ballast in tracks to decrease vibration reduces no±se by

as much as 10 dB(A) particularly.becaupe the tunnels and stations tend to

trap the noise pressure waves and canse them to reverberate back and forth.

liraells with uneven joints are another'sourCe. Thus, it is not surprising

that the new BART system in San Francisco has a quietness which astonishes

New York visitors.
1

Another major source of transportation noise is vehicular traffic, cars

and trucks.. At a distancofç0 feet from the highway, where vehicles are

travelling at35 miles per hour, noise ldvels may be:

Automobile 60 dB(A)

MotorcyCle 70, dB(A)s

Truck 80 dB(A)

s
1. The most impressive feature of the BART system is the system for auto

mated ticket selling and fare collection. There are no coupons, no tokens,

and no waiting in line: A ticket console sells a ticket like a credit,card

for any amount up to $52.00. The amount is coded magnetically in the card.
1

As the passenger enters the platform, he slides his card into a console

which records tbe starting point of the tripe When he leaves the platform

at his destination, the amount of the fare is automatically subtracted

from his card. If there is a balance, t.he eard is returned to him. I. the

trip uses the entire cash value, the card is "swallowed." If t

I

e card value

ciis less than the cost, the turnstile locks, the card is returne , and he

must go to an Addfare console where he feeds in the needed amount. -.

The system is an early versionvof the "cashless society," in which

each person carries a card representing his bank balance and charges are

made against this. The intriguing question is how ong it will be before

some "entrepreneur" builds equipment which will ra se the "credit" left on .

a card for a fee.
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10. dB can'be added if the vehicile is'accelerating, and noise also increases

approximately 9 dB for every doubling of speed.

These data are only very.approximate. ActuAl measured noise levels

may vary as mUch as 15 dB depending on the road condition,, the maiaienance

of the vehicle, and the wqy it is operated.. Even the tires have a strong

effect on the noise level (Fig. 7-5). Finally, the. horn, if it is to serve

tlw purpose of alerting others, has to give an anaoying noise.

14Oisy Quiet

Fig. 7-5 Two common tire treads

Of all the states, only California has made a serious attempt to

enforce vehicular noise standards. New York also has a legal restriction,

and several other states are planning action.

The last majot'component of transportation noise is associated with

aircraft. The widespread publicity 'given to the SST (super-sonic transport)

debate over the past fvw years revolved around the two possible environmental

impacts: the effects on the ozone in the atmosphere, and the noise problems.

.The airport noise problem, occasionally so severe that normal conversation

is impossible in a home near the end of a runway in use, involves sbveral

7i'd.iffertlit groups:

(1) Those who lived there before the airport was built

(2) Those:who moved there after the airport, but in a period of smaller

and quieter planes
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(3) Those who moved there after noise levels reached t1ë present

status. 2v)

The remarkable feature (at least to someone who lives far from airports)

is the large number of people in category (3). Around the new London

international airport as well as Dulles in Virginia, housing developments

and szall cities seem to arise shortly after the airport is in operation.

Airport noise is so annoying to neighbors that major efforts are being

rade both to monitor noise levels and to design quieter planes. There

are now five systems regularly measuring noise. At Kennedy International,

LaGuardia, and Newark Airports serving New York City, runway noise is

continuously monitored to prevent violation4 of the federal regulations

on allowable levelsc, (Level can be controlled bladjustment of engine

power and the maneuvers immediately after takeoff to.turn away from residential

areas). The other two monitoring syst,v,sat Orange County and Los Angeles

InternAional Airports in California, make measurements both at the runways

and in the neighboring community.
1

8. Other Sources of Urban Noise

In addition to transportation, other sourcas_of urhaamoise can be

divided into three general categories:

ConstruccTion

Construction noise, including street excavations, is a principal

concern of tile noise codes adopted in 1972 in New York and under consider-

ation in other cities. 'TWo regulations are obvious. First, constAtuction.

1..An excellent discussion of noise monitoring problems is given in the

article by Edward A. Starr, neasuring Noise Pollution, IEEE Spectrum, June .

1972, pp. 18-25.

14 a
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can be restricted to hours when most of the inhabitants are awake --

e.gs, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Second, when jack hammers, pneumatic drills, and

other noisy equipment are used, acoustic panels can be required around

the equipment to, decrease the'noise level at nearby.sidewalks and inside

neighboring buildings. .

City services

Rubbish collection has historically been a source of annoying noise,

with the classic picture of ihe sani.tation worker.slamming the metal can.

back on the sidewalk. Plastic bags for rubbish containers, quiet plastic

bottoms on erns when they must be used, and stringent noise uecifications

on the collection trucks are leading to significant improVements.

A second city service includes the emergency vehicles isTith their

varied sirens to warn pedestrians and motorists ahead. As indicated

Chapter 4, research is now underway to design more directional sirens in

order to minimize the annoyance to people on .either side or behind the

emergency vehicle.

Homes and offices

While music and_ Pnter_tainment_may_be-a serious factor in hearing loss,

the most pervasive source of noise pollution the air conditioning equip-

merit. Other appliances and machines,also contfibute A Stanford Research %

Institute study showed one apartment where kitchen noise exceeded 100 dli(A)

when the fan, dishwasher, and garbage disposal unit were on. Fortunately,

with increasing'public awar.eness of noise pollution, there has followed a

marked trend toward an emphasis on noise reduction by the manufacturers.

The newer urban building codes include specifications on sound insulation.
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9. Conclusion

Noise pollution is typical of environmental problems in many. ways. 8

(1) Scientific knoOoledge is exceedingly meager, particularly when?e

attempt to learn the effects of the pollution on people.

(2) The public is only beginning to be aware of the poSsible threat

'to physical and mental health. Public education in elvironmental matters

is very new, and elien the mass communication media have only a few years'

1
experience in reporting environmental teChnology.

(3) The public has to be educated on the importance and significance

of noise: Whan unusdally quiet vacuum cleaners and power lawnmowers have .

been placed on the market, the reaction of the public has been that.these

machines must be lowpower and ineffective. -1111%ft, ,

(4) Federal and state governments have not placed a high priority on

-

medical ar rehabilitation care for.those with hearing loss. Mile the
-

federal government spends about $300 annually for researdh per prospective

heart or can 41000tient, only about $1 is sPent each'year for each potential .

deafness cc-,A.Even the sale of hearing aids is largLly unregulated, with

anyone able to sell and no advice given to the purchaser. Tt was only a

year ago that a court decision finally required the Veterans' Administration

to make public their extensive ratipg of commercially available hearing aids.

1. There are relatively few books on noise pollution, and-acoustic and
noise enginepring have not been popular careers for young people. Very
few colleges,give courses in noise measurement or control. One book written
for the general public is by Theodore Berland, "The Fight for Quiet,"
Prentice-Hall, 1970. Since the publicafion'of this book, Berlani4has written
similar,shorter articles fbr Smithsonian, Environmental Education, and other
magazines.

2 (r9
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(5) Government has not given high 4riority to enforcement of anti-
.

noise regulationS for,pub.lic protection. Finalay at the end of the 1972

legislative session, the Environmenthl Protcction Agency (EPA) was given

the authority to set standards for noise production by transportation

equipment and other machinery. Product labeAs will have-t6 specify noise.

characteristics. Perhaps most important, in federal Purchasing pipferTnce

will iv given to low-noise models.

In spite of this prOgress during the la§t fe4,1 years,. urban noiie levels

continue to rise. The-future contrpl of nOise pollution'depenaS,critically

on public understanding of the tetalproblem ncluding the possible, effects

on human health, and recognition of the econoni.c and convenience compromises

necessary to permit effective action.



CHAPTER 8

EPILOGUE

In the socio-technological pcblems considered in these notes, and

Ovei the much larger group represented by these examples, decisions and

actions are-forced on the nation. The queStion is not: :should we allow

developments which might create.certain problems? The difficulties

glready exist. What do we do next?

Furtherwre, a decision muat be made 1r mpst cases. No decision at

all, or postponement, is a decision to do nothing -- to maintain the

existing sityation. While the example of the approaching hurricane in

Chapter.l (and the'question of whether to seed or not) is perhaps unusual

in the short time span-allowed for a de6ision, in many ways the seeding

question epitomizes the Jntire range of socio-technological problems.

Should we intervene? That is, should we try to change and control the

future course of'events? If go, how?'

Within the scope of the problems of the energy crisis', environmental

degradation, drug epidemic, transportation, education, and health services,

1 the technological aspects are only one elemen,t. While the human mis-use

f technelogY Ot created certain of the problems,. that same technology

4,- essential f we arc to improve the'sitnation'. The qUestion is how to

that technology in a way i.:hich has tfle best chance of ameliorating

le'problem -- of improvigg the quality of life for the population. The

proper-de. cisions and actions, depend on coupling a 11.asic understanding of

the capahilitiesof technology with a concern for human and social values.

Two reeen't,developments demonstrate the difficulties we face in making

the appropriate decisions,in.these problem areas.

211
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Artificial kidney machines

As mentioned in Chaptel. 3 the United States now possesses the

technological capability to save the lives of Many people who die frolw

acute kidney disease. The ar/tificial kidney machine can be used to

4

cleanse the'blood regularly (typically weekly) until the patient's

kidneys recovar or until a transplant can be arrnged. There are two

problems: -(1) the number of machines is severely limited, so that any

hospital with such equipment has to have a commit _e which restricts access

to patients who are otherwise healtIly and who ha4 an excellent chance of

full recovery; and,(2) the costs'of treatment average about $20,000 per
/

year.

In the closing.days of the 1972 legislative session, Congress passed

a bill (1{.R.1 covering soci,1 security benefits), which included a section

providing that Medicare would be extended to encompass treatment of serious

kidney diseases for all Americans, regardless of age. During the brief

consideration of this provision of 'the bill, cost estimates were presented

varying from $35million the first year to as high as $250 million after

several years. The estimates of the number of lives which might be saved

range from 5,000 to 30,000 per year.

By the tillre the next Congress convened in 1973, more careful studies

of the probable cost had been made. In particular, future cost predictions

now included the recognition that certain patients would have.to be on the

machines permanently.; hence, the costs would rise steadily to $1 billion

per year. by 1983.

The response of legislators was predictable. One of the cosponsors,

Senator Burdick of North Dakota, said that he Would never have agreed if

he had known the cost. The entire program was threatened by this reaction.

A



Certainly part of the reconsideration could be traced to the question of

the desirability of keeping- alive indefinitely at public expense the

patients'who were suffering from a variety of chronic ailments as well

as kidney failure. Second, the precedent of government care for the

Chronically ill, regardlfss of cost-, would certainly be extended to other

"categories such as hemophilia and muscular dystrophy. The tOtal costs

would rise steadily'.

)OhThe optimri decision i4 such cases is certainly not clear. What.

# value do we associate with keeping people alive? Where do we set the limit
.

)

on public sacrifice to maintain life for the chronically ill? As technology

,e4lves to allow more and more life-saving medical care, how are the costs

covered?

kiega) immiEration

In Chapter 2, we discuss bri fly he probl r of'illegal immigration,

which apparently is roughly comparable in size to those entering the

country legalYy. The illegal immigrants pose the additional problems that ,

they.are often unskilled or unable to find rehylar work and that their

presence tends to lower the wage scales, at least in some parts of the

country. A significant part Of the U.S. population growth would disappear

in the absence of illegal immigration. The rapid rise in the deportation

of illegal immigrants in the last, few.years indfcate-s an intensified

program by the federal government.

In early January, 1973, objections Fere voiced to the way that

immigration officials were carrying out this effort. Supported by four

dongressmen, the Coalition of Latin Americans and Friends of Latin

2
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America and the Committee for the Protection of the Foreign Born objected.

They claimed that groups of Latin Americans were being stopped in subway

stations and questioned. As a result, legal aliens lived in an "atmosphere

of fear." The Immigrat n and Naturalization Service agreed that groups
\,

had been questioned, but rgued that the areas chosen were known centers

for'illegal immigrants anl that a significant number of illegal aliens

had been caught in the dragnet.

The question of exactly,where and how to draw the line between pro-

tegtion of individual liberty and protection of public interests is a.

problem which dominates many of the socio-technological problem areas.

Even in the energy crisis, to what extent can restraints be placed'on the

actions of the individual?

Future effects drtoday's decisions

Even if we could answer the questions posed by the two, preceding .

examples, there is another cokcern: -Uhat will be the.future effects of,

the.socio-technological decisions wh arc made today? Can we anticipate,

atonast to some exten't, the future consequences of actions which may
*

amelioratepurrent problems?

cy,ilinfortunately, history is not ve*ry comforting. A long list can be

given of technological changes which ultimately led .to side effects

totally unanticipated. The classic example is probably the autotnobile,

4which w'eas heralded at the beginning of this century as a savior of the

urban eri\rironment (then plagued by horse urine and manure

Other examples are the typewriter, which liberated women from the

home by providing a vast number of attractive jobs, or the window screen,

which in Latin America was a major factor in the control of malaria. A
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more recent-unfinished exampick is the data7processing digital)computtr

which has saved the banking industry (the Bank of America has estimated

that, without computers, it would now haveto employ every adult in the.,

state of California for routine record-keeping). In this case, the long-

range *effects can only be guessed.

The specialty of trying to antici:pij the primary and secondary'

effects of new technolo y or of.socio-technological decisions has come

to be called technolog_ assessmen't -- a tL-m first popularized in the late

1960's by Congressman Emil Daddario of Connecticut. In 1972, Congress

A

established an Office of Technology Assessment, specifically designed.to

give advne on prbposed new legislation.

1Wi.-.hno1ogy assesarment really has two facets. The first is the pre-

diction of the direct effects of a new program -- usually the Nlatively

short-term effects. When a weather modification project to increase snow-

fall in Colora;lo is started, it is possible to anticipate the problems

Jar the mountain residents and the social and economic changes which

result in tie southwest as a consoquance.of the greater availAbility of

fresh water.

It is much more difficult to predict the longer-term and secondary

effects. Scientifically we know so little about Ateorology, we can not

foresee with confidence the ultimate effects (if ivy) on tLie wowther

throughout the rest cif the nation or in.other countries. Froill the social

t

sciences, what Changes will occur when more water is avallabld to Nevada,
\

Arizona, and California? If parts pf the aeggrt are made arable, will.
4

new cities rise in desired locations, or will the changes in populatiqn

237
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patterns cause aggravationf socieCal problems?

Thus, technology assessment must encompbss both scientific prediction

and anticipation of social Atict behavioral changes. Even in the easier

scientific futurology (predicting the science-techlology developments of

the future)1 the .time lag between.discovery-invention and widespread use

. is decreasing so rapidly, we find it difficult to predict beyond a,decade

into the future.
1

Yet we have seen throughout these notes that most

technologiCal change.has an inherent time lag of close to ten yearg (a

new pm-0*r plant takes seven years to build; ncw auto safety devices are

not generally used for seven years just because of Or oad cars.on the
%.

road).
.41

1

The rapidiq of change cduples wdth the increasing comple,Ory o

every social system (that is, every program or decision has impact on so

many social trganizations and human ,actilities). In.consequence, suecessful

-technology assessment is one of our most difficul.t intellectual clIallenges.

.
.

,

1. Fdr scientific predietipn, a popular approach is the Delphi metliod.
A panel of experts is selected. Eacil is asked (1..)y mail) to prediet the

date of a certain scientific on:technological innovation. Tn phase 2,

each'is provided with the distribution of dates cllosen by
\
everyobe and

allowed to modify' his estlmate if he wishes, in the nextiteration, each
is allowed-to state briefly his reasons whe6 he disagrees\with the con-
census These arguments are dist.ributed to the panel memb,ers. The

ultite goal is the best possible set.,of gr9.lip4redictionS.

v4.,

2 4,



PROBLE2IS

Problem -1

239

Tbe recent President's Conference on Aging concluded that one of
the major prdblemspin thisacountry for the elderly (and the physically
disabled) .is the difficulty of obtaining.transportation around their
city or .pcwn. *Ps a result, many of these people are tied to their homes
or apartments. What are same of the problems.-- that s what are same
of the situation.s.in" i city gr large ram which unriece saril ,couse dif-
ficulty in mobility for this populatibn? Fladi- example, ne answer is that
buses'usually havbe to be entered by climbing up from curb on several *
narrow and relatively steep steps, whereas it would be ate easy to build
buses with the flbor dt. sidewalk level.

Problem 1-4

lit desire to design a mobileu-autcmated, matiphasic health,testing
'center for elementary school chilaren. The plan is 'to park tr115' trailer
in front of'a school for enough days toallow all the ohildren to be
checked, with parenta-1 consent and attendanceoby a parent if he wishes.
The trailer will return to the school each year to recheck the childre.n
in grades K-4.

The mobile unit is bing designc:C1 to test children in a heavily
populated area of the city.where there are a mixture of ethnic groups.
We guess that many of the children udll not have had a physical examina-
tion, or at least none for which records are availaLle..

(a) Pescribe thtests you would recommend for such a center, and
cuggest woys in which the tests might be administered or special features
to make the program attractive to the customers.

.0
naa turn to.some ovrall planning. Vb decide-to try to cover

14 schools'during Vie year. We antic.ipate one day per week on the average
will be lost because WO can not interfcreth special events such as
aptitude tests,- parents' day, and so on. On the,average, each school.
will have 500 children ta be examined.

(b) How long should ve plan for the full sereening of eaCh child?

(c). Haw should the children be scheduled in the light of our
' limited space and the conflicting desire to minimiize disruption of the

regular(school work?

(d) How many personnel will we need to eMploy? pere the maintenance
of the equipment can be neglected. You should'considere.the type of
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testing, however, and include the fact. that rost enployees can noiiork
for five straight hours, without a break.

,7(e) If typical, salaries are paid to the operating personnel, the
total annual cost of the center might be three times the total salaxy
figure. 1.:1-iether to multiply by 3 or 4 or some(other number depends
on the elaborateness of the ecraipM-Int, the number of years before the
equipnnt has ta be replaced, the cost of maintenance, the cost of
ensui-ing rttxlical follcw-up for children who mquire it, etc. We use
3 as a typical nultiplier. 1,:hat is then the cost per child examined?

(f) Comment on the. feasibility and desirability of iptreducing such
a program.

Problem 2:-1

The data below indicate the predicted population growth in various
sections of the world during the remainder of this century: The infoimation
is presented in two ways, by the table and also with the figure looki4g ,like
a mushroom cloud.

(a) For the gection with its population growing mot rapidly,
what is the annual groth rate, approximately?

(b) Explairi' briefly the most inporLant .reapons for the rather
marked differences among the growth rates for the differrit
regions.

4

Cc) If Latin America is to.achiOve a steady inprovanent in the
standard of liVing corresponding to a per capita increase
of 5% per year in the gross nationtil,product (closq to the
fure representing the current goal of the U.S.; so hardly
an ambitious objective for this less developed section),
at what rate must the GNP increase per year?

The tire for the population to double can lx nrasured quite easily fran
the groph. If we ask when .the 1960 population of Africa will double, un place
the edge Of a small piece of paper on 1960 and mark the width of Africa's pop-
illation. Sliding the paper over, Tive mark. it agai n directly adjacent to the
first marks. The total width now represents a doubling. Finally,, we move the
paper upward unti.l this total width represents Africa's population and- read
the year.

2 -r



Year

2000

1990

1980.

1970

1960

isk

V"::0444.*09,b(1446
m,c)

re-

THE POPULATION BOMB
IN THE YE AR 2 ,000

INHERE THE PEOPLE WILL BE

Lce
'Goo'
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1900"

Millions

1969 2000
Northern America 226 3S8

(United States) (204) (3501
Latrn America 275 '756
Europe 455 571
Oceania 18 32
Afrrca 338 860
USSR 248 402
India 542 1,259
Ctsununist China 755 1.500
Other Asian Countries 714 1 254

3.572 7,522

C. 1830
.1: Prow to 1900 w ost ions anis

Problem 2-;2

7.5

5.8

4,5

3.6

3.0

2.0

1.0
Batitd OS3 atailleprian of .atestant t iferehi

frOWC thwied Nattoos Basle Data

niIntington is A st4hurban town just into Suffolk County on Lang
Island. ,Thc population is 180,000p and it has dolibled in the past
8 years. , 1

(a) *at has been the percent increase per year? Estimate
the allocation of this increase ar.long the variou..1 caubes.

(t) If this rate of increase continues, approximately when
will the population reach one million?

(c). What information 1Nould you need to predict when the rate
of increase of population is likely to etart.to decrease
that is, when the population will level out?

Noe

2

a

a
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Problem 2-3

When we want 'to study a particular social problem, we often start
by trying to find data dbscribing how serious the problem is, in which
social groups is it most serious, and so on. In nany cases, the data are
not in a directly usuable form.

Dor instance, we right like to know life expectancy in each of the
50 states of the U.S. in order to see where serious health problems soam
to be greatest. The only data we can find give the deaths last year per
thousand pecple in the population. o'rlaine is the worst with 11.4,'while
Alaska was best with 4.9.

(a) Can we dream of any logical exolanations for these data?.
'For example, Florida has a high rate, with so rany older,
retired people living there.

(b) 'Axe these data of any help at all in deciding where there
are najor health problems?

'Problem 2-4

The article by Jean Yayer (fobdtnote on page 75) is a summary oc
recent national discussion and planning with regard to the problem Of
hunger in this country -- a topic which has bclon discussed frequently
in very strong political terms.

If we accept ttle hypothesis that there does exist a national

problem, describe

(a) The principal problem or problems.

(b) The primary factorxr51aining why the probleehas not been
ameliorated durinc the past deca:le.with our national prosperity.

ProbJem 3-1

'In an automated health screening center, wra desire to give each customer

a nedical-history otiestionnaire consisting of 280 *ries. There areseveral

alternatives for delivering the questions and oollecting the ansers:

CO Ve might hire personnel from the oanmunity and

train them to ask the questions in fae-to-face
interviews.

(2) Itit can print eadh auestion an a separate card and
aSk the custover to put the card in one of three

boxes: Yes, No, Don't Know. Each card stack is

then processed automatically.
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(3) We can put the questions on audio cassettes int
various langue.ges, simply have the customer press
one of three buttons for the an6swer.

(4) We can present the questions in sequence on a
video terminal of a computer, again with three
response buttons.

(a) What are the major advantages and disadvantages of each alternative?

0If you were designing a center for a disadvantaged area oiNew York City,
where most of the elastomers will have been essentially separated from
the4health,care system, what would be your choice? Eplain briefly.

,s

Problem 3-2

4!

The infant mortality among the b ck population is abdut 40/1000,
among the total population 20/1000. lb what extent is the poor U.S.
performance the result of the inadequate health care for WackS? In

other words, what iskthe infant-svortality figure for U.S. whites?
(Since blacks constithte about 1/9 of the total population, you ean',

assume 9000 live births and find the expected deaths during the first

ynar for the 8,000 c7vhites. Herp we nqglect tho other non-white groups).

Problem 3-3, k.

The importance of increasing hospital rates is related to the duration

of the patient's stay for a partieular.illness or treatment. One,study*

of five hospitals indicated a remarkable edrrMation between Ehe length of
tire patients stay in a hospital and the length of time members of the
hospital,(nureee in particular) stay in their positiems. In the study,,..

five types of patients were considered -- those in for appendectomies,
hernias, etc. and four classes of nurses. Discuss the factors detPr-
mining, the duration of a patients' stay for a particular ailment. Which
of these would you expect to be correlated with the duration of the nurses'

employment? A recent census of patients in a New York City -runicipal hos-

pital revealed a significant numberwho had Leen there very ruch longer than

normal. Ehat factors might explain this?

2
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One distinguished expert on health services analysbd this study
and concluded that the,correlation lvten the patients', stays and
the lengths of nurse errp1(7.7-unt is the result of the efficiency,
attitudes and coneral competency of:the hospital. administration.
"Consequently," a hospitta administration hich creates a pleasant
working envirorr:ent also leads to longer patient stays -- the patient
cs not as anXious to .e.t hom.

This sort of unjustified argument to explain statistical results
in rosearCh on social systom4 is one of the cjreatest deterrents to

.nbaningful reseakch. Give another example where correlation between
two phenomena is simply a result of the fact that both follow as con-
sequences of a third situation or phenomenon, rather than as an indica-.
tion of a cause-effect relationship betweerkthe two. (In the hospdtal
study, a little thought suggests that overloaded hospitals, with their
waiting lines of patients to enter,.probably_discllarge patients more'

rapidlyrthe turnovererate thenfoverloads the nursing staff, and employ-
ees tend to leave for other jobs).

A

4

111.11. Evans, "Standards for Morale:, Cause and F,ffect in Yospitqls,"
Oxford University Press, London, 1964. .

Problom 344 4

0 P

The U.S. fetish for dieting alia the emphasis on being thin is a
relatively recent phonccmOn in western civilization. It was not
long agb thit pirss was qpnsidored a sign of rale sucmss and an
attractive fcrnale characteristic Iliciale-agrd,a'dults today can still

'recall the outspoken pricle of parents in haq, °fat. and healthy" theiY
Children 1;4ere. What sovial and redical 'factors have led to this change
of attitude?.

Problem 3-5
4

We saw before that, in the study of any important social problem, We
have to be careful to draw intellicjent conclufdons. If two qroups of people
both have two characteristics, it does not follow that one characteristic
is the result of the othor. They both may he results of a,dtflerent cause,
or they nay be totally unrelated. This question illustrates the problem in
the nutrition area.
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We §tud7 England and the United States, .and ve find that U.S. males ih

a, ndddle age have a Iruch nigher death rate than their Daglis;i couaterparts. It

is traditional that the British like their,reat well done, whereas Ameriehns
tend to choose medium rare. In Venezuela, where the death rate is even higher
than the U.S. for males around 407 a favorite lunch is an egg on raw hamburg
(steak tartar).

Ratio

Mbrtality rates (males) as a function of age
(U.S. comparod to United Kingdm).

From this "profound" study oethe eating habits of the men of three nations,

we deduce thdt inaquately cooked meat (especially b2ef) causes diry:-ases which

up the death rate alarmingly. 1,27te4,with this scicntific knowledge, ve form an

Organization devoted to popularizing over-ecokeq mat. TO bo successful with

,sudh an organization, vo have to be able to solicit contributions freuvwealthy,
ppople'vho are converts to our cause. Unfortunately, these people won't contri-

bute 'unless they can dz.-duct those contributions v,i-lon thciy pay their U.S. income

tax (i.e., they don't have to pay tax on the money they give US).
6

We find that legally such deductions on taN.are possible only if our organ-'

ization is granted what is called a C-3 status by tuie federal government. Ve

apply for this status to the U.S. Internal Pevenue Service (IPS). V.e claim

we are a legit-irate, aritable organization working.in the interests of the

welfare of tile Arre can peoi4e. Unfortunately, the IPS refuses to grant us

0-3 status; indc they sit*y state we arc an organizationof crackpots, with

no legitimate re i for exi,stence.
0

If,you believe our cause is absurd, explain why. What other factors might

more logically cause the high U.S. and Vcnezuelan mortalities of 40 year-old

voles?
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Problem 4-1

One of the attractive alternatives to try to reduce auto accidents is-

to make driving regulations uniform throughout the Unite4; States, rather

than to toleratedifferent laws, even in neichboring states. Lecause the
COnstitution leaves with the states all powers not specifically assigned to
the federal covernment, and because there_has been a strong public attitude
against unnecessary centralizatiOn of governmentl authority, it has proved
difficult to chtain consistent laws among the states. Indeed, the principal
pm:0;pr the federal government is in the disbursing of fund; in the Inter-
state highway program, billboards were forbidden by the threat to withhold

voney.

At the present tiro, there is a Najor a:rgume4 over whether to anew a
,right turn during a red light. Telve statep already permit thise 13
others allow suchiturns whenever a sign is posted. The National Higbaay
Traffic Safety Administration has proposed a uniform rule always to allo
mrj4it turns on red unless a sign specifically forbids It. (In every case,

the driver turning right rust yield 'the right of way-to pedestrians or to
tratqc moving through the intffrsection on green).

The rapt vehement opposition has come from officials in
eastern citips, Vhat are the motivations and ,arguments ag
propoSal? Vhat are the principal argentsiffor? rHow would
vote?

the rajor
t the NITPSA

u R:arsonally

'Problem 4-Z

Summarize briefly he arguments for and againit the air ba4 as an

auto safety device. If you saw the movie mi.are by Allstate, indicate

which arguurrits you would have included agaipit the air baa requirceent

in order to go an unbiased presentation. If you did not see the! rovie,

-list the variUus argummies for and against, assion relative weights to

each of these, and determ#e a not quantitative argument for or aclainst.

Prob)em

Laws in ezich state difier.as to the alcoholic content alloed in

the breath or blood before a person is presmed to be guilty. In many

cases, a half dozen drinks over two hours (or an equivalent nuMber of
bottles of beer) must he consumed before the average adult male reachoJ
the "guilty" level. Since there are perhaps ten million alcoholics and
serious, chronic drinkers in the United States, the role of alcohol in

aUto accidents is apparent. For your state, determine the legal defini-

tion of being "under the influenee'of. alcohol," the numb& of drinks

required to reach this state (this depends on the weight or the individual),

and the tests which police are allowed to make on a driver they suspect.

r.
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' Problem 5-1
One of the rrct terrifying fe,_atures of the dnig problem is the growing

number of babies,who 4re acidicts at birth because the mother used heroin
during pregriancy.- In 1972, one Of evry 40 babies.born in New York City was
addicted and had to go through withdrawal, with the acconpanying convulsions,
diarrhea, and vomiting. York is certainly atypical, since half the U.S.
heroin addicts ar there, but perhaps that city is a forewarning of problems
elsewhere.

It is only very reignitly that such infants have been kept alive, so there
is no indiction yet as to what the'effects will bc in later life. Even if the
prmp2ctive mother could4bc found for treatrrvnt during pregnancy, the problem
wOuld n9t disapar: withdrawal may cause convulsions and death for the fetus,
and twthadone withdrawal is wrhaps worse than.heroin for the infant.

-
If we accept the fact that heroin addiction is not likely to decrease

significantly amang the young vorren of child-bearing age,, what crove....=intal
actions would you recanrrend to try to reduce the number Of neWhorn addicts?

Problem 5-2

In Pareto docision aryl-Lys:ill, we consider-each of the groups affected
by the decision and the nct value of each Tx)ssible alternative to each of
these groups. We then thrcv /Out every alternative which is clearly inferior
to another. In this way, th oarplcity of the problem is reduced, and we
need only decide: zimong alte latives en the basis of what weight to give each
group.

For examp]e, if thei,6 are only two, groups (A and B), we can plot the
values of diffen.tht decipions.

Valw to

Value to A
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We show five alternatives (I, II, III, IV, V). We can reject II imr-'
nediately corpared to T sinoe the two have the same valup to A, but I is\
much better fongroup B. Similarly, V alrost dorinates III with respect
to value to A. 'Thus, we really have to chTse imong Only I, Nirvana IV.
Mich ve select now depend.6 on the relative Importance of gtolos A and'B.

The parking problem at the unir-ity, shopping mall, or-downtown
cent& is a decision problem in whic..1;ParetQ analysis can )6.7e applied,
Select a specific, familiar example and bonsider the questions:

ge

What are the..interest groups? (The state taxpayers should obviously
be includod)?

4

What aie all possible options, including ombinations of alternatives?

What-ipald be the form of a Pareto model?

lotoblem 5-3

S.

air In a health examination, one of the important measurements is called
spirometry. This involves measurement of the volure of air which the man

exhales in one l?reatb. This volume is a measure7pnt of the lung_capaci
and is particularly important in as'sessirg thp_h:.-za-lth---of-an- older person .,
(here lung deterioration and enl)hyserkl- Ere apt to be potential -Problems).

We can make the reasurenent 'very simply. The ran to be tested thkes
as demand full a breath as he can, then exhales as much air as possilible

into a balloon. The largest distance around the balloon (the circumference)
is found with a tai-x nvasure and recorded. The measurement should 1)(- re-

peated three_times with each person; if the three readPigs are not within
.20% of one another,'additional measurements can be rade to obtain a mei,. 1.4-

!!;ent in which we can have reasonable confidence.

The spiromtry ITC4surell'ellt illustrtes three important characteristics
of most health tests in people:

(1) Success of the test depends on the full cooperation of a
relaxed and camfortable sulvject. If the ra'n being tested
is frightened, nervous, or overly tense, test results4are
of little value. Furthermore, the ran must cooperate; no
one can rake him take as large a breath as possible.

) 'Results for one patient are not precisely repeatable. No
one can breathe twice exactly the same way. Consequently

we rust use an ayerage. In health testing, we often would
really like to have this averaqe taken over several days,
since in any one day the ran's response ray he influenced
by tiredness, by what he ate the day before, and so on.
Normally, however, we have to be satisfied with data cO3-
lected during.one visit to the tPsting center.

0
4.0 )
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Test results vary narkedly from person to person. In many
tests we find a distribution of results such as shown in
the figure. This variation fram person-to-person is apt
to be quite large; this is true even along totally.health
people.

1

A

Relative
nuMbe. of

Spirometry test results.
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Volume of air mhaled

.
The.above. Characteristics araporticularly trotblesama when we try

to interpret the results -- e.g., to determine who needs meical. care.

If we look atthe'results of the figure and ,examine the patients fionT

.closely, vie right find:,.for example, that

-11

(a) Around region a, half-the'people ate eampletely'normal

and healthy.,

(b) Around regiOn b, of-the people are normal.

hround c, 70% are normal-.

In'other the toot really

tested further. As WQ rbsre toward poind
probability that the man requires treatman
a is only a 50/50,pro.Q0sition.'

4.

441^ people who thotld be
d in the curve, there is increasing
t -- although even a subject at

1 2

Thus, test results on people are rarely conclusive rather they rUst

be interpreted in terms of probability. If we were running spirometry tosts

on a largq group of people, we would have to decide at what level we should

recommend further tests. Should we suggest testing of everyone hat'lloa bp?

Clearly this would mean expensive and annoying tests of a large noarber of

maple who are healthy. On the other hand, if we set the referral level at

al; we have fewer "false alarms", but we also have more'"misses"I(ill patie*'

who are not identified by the test).
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As an experiment, test* all volunteering rembers dif the class or a group
of friends and ploethe results in the fdrm of a curve.. Determine WilD the .

heavy smokets are in the group and determine whether these people possess a
different average than the non-wroking group. If middle-aged individuals can
be tested, the effects of smoking are clearer. (If the 'entirg test group
conLsts of young, healtrhy adults, the test primarily shows the wide range
of results achieved from healthy people).

ga,

In.a different health test, 'the following rotults are achieved from tests
#

an 20,000 people:
/

).

Fraction needing dareTest result
f

less than 60 , I 2,20

20 - 22 12 . 20
22 - 24 10 40

24 - 26 9 60
2§ - 28 6 80

28 30 3 90

*For this experiment, the equigrent needed is a gMafl flacid balloon (wii.ch
can be partially inflated by the expiiation'of one breath from a person, but
not inflated to.the point of bursting) and a tcal:: rreasure. It is desirable
to have eNtra balloons available in case...one bursts.

%hat should be the referral vel for further tests if we
are willing to have 50% false arms?

Under the plan of (I), how many ill people will be overlooked
or 'mi s s ed?

What should be the referral level to catch 50% of the ill
people? %hat is the corresponding numher of false alarms?

If each referral costs $100 for the additional tests and each
ill person missed costs $1000 in later care utich could have
been avoidedi6y early detection; what is the referral level
Fdnimizing the totAl cost?

(5) What factors other than those considered above might influence
cur choice of referral level? Discuss the problem of choosing
'the'best level.
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Problem 6-1

'There have been proposals to solve at once both the epergy crisis4

and the, solid'waste prob19.7t by using the waste as at:t energy. source.
Several cities have small plants where the incineration yields steam
which is sold for the production of electricity or heating. Baltimore
is currently building a facility to handle 1,000 tons of,solid waste *4
each day. Even uith the sale of stgam, the cost of waste disposal will
be about the same as landfill.

Amore promising prospect is to produce cal hy a hy
from aganic wastes. In this process, the waste, sodium Ck

nionoxide,, and steam are subjected to high-pressure (perhaps
per square inch) at a temperature over 3000C for an hour.
of oil are prcduced for every ton of waste. The total oil
approximately 5,600 ndllion barrels rr year in the United Sta

,enation.progess
te, carbon

000 pounds
.4ut 1.25.barrels

umption is
s.

(al If all 90p rillion tons of dry organic wastds could be
collected throughout the U.S. every year ft-trim:Inure,
urban refuse; scvage, industrial and agricultural west
what percentage of the nation's oil nepds could be sat-
isfied?

(b) In practice only 15% of these 1:mstes c4n b'e easily
c)llected. Why?.

(c) What percentage, of the nation's oil needs right be
ecommically satisfied by hydrogenatiqn of organic
wastes?

(1 % fascinating study oi the, problems promiseTby future growth is
reported in the paperb46k book by DAT. Meadows, D.L. Iveadm7s, J.
'Panders:, and W. rehrens, III, "The Limits to Gra:Nth," Potamc soc.,
Washington, D.C., 1972. Mile thepremisesthr this co6puter rrotel study
by the Club of There have been attacked, the im,portant contribution is the
dramatic 6m21171sis on the urgency of'suchmodelling research).

Problem 6-2

The:water supply lir a large:city is an example of resource, depletion,
even though the supply is Continually replenished. When the use rate exoPeds
the reservior-refillmcnt rate, the resource will disappear.'

new York 'City, with its 8
of.water per day. Perhaps 20%
bri6Tingvater,to the city are
teen closed. Indeed, parts of
at least in available records.

million inhabitants, uses 1,200 pillion gallons
of this is wasted in leaks: the two tunnels
60'and 50 ,years old, and the valves have ngver
the underground distribution system are uncharted,

f"'" ),

I
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) Ever ince the drought of t.1* mid-1960's, restaurant owners have
contributed to the water-conservation program by not serving a
glass of utter to a customOr'enless he asks. Does this policy
result in ajosignificant.saving? Why was the program started at
the time of the drought?

Pel If a reservior toilet is used (with,the water tank behind the
seat), each flushing uses about:5 gallon:s of utter. Frocnm

measurements of a toilet"reservior, show this fact. Determine
the water per pkson used each day in flushing of toiletS
(actually the averpge numb6r of flushes per day is not/a known .

scientific fact; and estimates have varied widely). In the early
days of television, the audience for a sholi was fre-asured by the
municipal wat.r company: when a commercial came on, the abrupt
Surge in water usage was taken.as an indication of the number of
people watching.

lc) Watei: conseryatimnists urge homeowners to place qo brick in each
toilet tank. The flushing pressure, dependent on vater depth,
.is unaffected, but the quantity of vdater used is redtced. Esti-
mate.the percent saving in daily donsumption-if everyone used
a brick. (The program is en.thusiastically supported by the
brIck manufacturers).

(d) 144,w-York City i8 now construeting a third tunnel, both to
increase4he water supply and to have protectioq against
sabotage or other failure of one of the two existing tunnels.
Describe briefly the effects of blockage of one-tunnel.

.1

Preblem ft-3

In the 1920's, coal depinated energy use.in the United States': By
1948, oe.,1 providc,d lec-s than half the unorgy, and ted-y it amunts for
only 20%. Oil has risen slowly from 1/3 in 1946 to 43% now. Natural gas
use is increasing zit the rapid rate of 7% per year; in 1946, gas gave,14%
of the enerey, today it-provides 33%.

(a) :Discuss the reasons forfthe decline in ti-;6 role.of coal.

(b) What have b&2n the social and economiC effects of this
. decline, particularly in an area Such as Appalachia?

(c) If coal gasification apd coal cleaning technologies can
- be eveloped an are economica0, what changes can he

-amti ipated aftér theJ1980's?
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4 Problem 7-1

c .N .

In recent years students at various colleges and universities have

mode studies of the noise environme.nt. Some of the worst offenders are
suhrays,.aircraft near airports, garbage trucks, cons-q-uction equipment,
city traffic, home J7awn mowers', and-hi-fi sets. "No approaches`which
might4pe employed to reduce noise are rogulation and edutation,
-,

"lobe".

r.
,(a) If a noise.level meter is available (an 'inexpensive one

can be purchased for less than $50), measure the moise
level at various places in your normal environment.

(b) Which 'sources of noise could be reduced at little ot no

. cost or inconvenience? In each case, can thepduction
b9 achieved by regulation or education?

(c) Vfriat people withiri your acquaintanoe lead lives which

bring their, noise environment close to the federal
limits for industry?

Problem 7-2'_

One problem in providingeaccdss to urban centers is that a large
-percemtage of.suburban comuters travel alone to the city- in automobiles.
One suggestion is to.reserve a lane-of expressways for cars with two or
mbre occupants. The hope is to encourage car pools.

(a) What arguments might =muter groups giv& against this plan?1 \'

(b) Vhat prol;lems af unforcement will be faCed by theAtraffic
department?- (V:nen this vas tried in 1972 in San Frandscdo., sore drivers
carried rannequins,on the front seat "hopefully with lap belts
fastened). .

(c) Iiihat effects would you antici3ate in fhe noise environment if this
planyere successful?

a

o

OP'
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Problem 8-1

Crie of the serious problems we face comes from the natural tendency
to seek simple solutions for problems which are actually exceedingly
complex. Often these obvious "solutions" have side effects whidh are more
.serious thanthe prodblonwe originally wanted to solve. ,

Wor 'example, there are strong fprces arguing for the replacement of
phosphAtes in detergents by washing soda (largely because of the environe
mental:effects of photphates). 1-Lat are same of the possible side effects
if this change is successfully made?

Flior one thing, in 1970 at the various pilt control centers in the U.S.,
there were about 4,000 people treated who had swallowed household detergents.
No one knows hcermany'more people took care of therselves or were treated by
their personal physician. If sdida had been substituted for the phosphates,
thess people might have been very seriously injured (for example, with severe
narrowing of the throat pas'sage as a result of the lye).

-, If you were director of the U.S. Environmental Pxotection Administration,
disoligs haa you would' develop a model which uould guide your ddtision on eval-
uating the human poisoning effects of detergents.

blem 8-2

A table; of letter frequencies in normal English urting is given 4
u the end of this problem. nem these da.a, we can evalnate the operation

of the conventional typereriter keyboard which was &Signed around 1872.

The widespread.use of the typewriter in this century has been on6 of.the
major contributions to the liberation of wgren through the creation cf
millions of secretarial jobs. In China, for example, typing is much less '

melon because 5,000 symbols are reauired (the typist selects one of an /
array of plates, slides this into tfie typewriter, and then forms the

desired symbol). The original design, the one we nag us6, was cilpsen
to prevent the keys fran jamffing as they approached the roller from

various directions.

There are many gem= inefficiencies inlpresent arrhngement.

" Letters like A and E and D are difficult to hit,.unusual letters like

J and K aft among the easiest to type.

(

In 132, August Dovorak developed a vastly improved keyboard, which
is probably close to the optimum. Actually: the best olbsign has never been
determined since what is best depends on the criteria used WO we want to
divide the words everqct Imtween the two hands, minimize the times when two

)

,)



e letters requiring the saMe hand or finger appear, mindmdze the
trance travelled b4the-two hands in a dayis,typing, and so on?)

The Dvorak keyboard has the threcylows of lettPrs fran left to right:

, .13YFGCIZL/
AOEUIDHTNS-
,QJKN:BMWITZ'

This Dvorak Simplfied Keyboard (DSK), available on regulai%typewriters,
has several important characteristics:

(1) In an.average daY', a typist's fingertips move sua...thing like
15 miles with the standard keyboard (called the OWURN system) conpared
to about one mile with the DSK.
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(2) Many typists can double their speed 'and .reduce errors by
switching to the DSK.

(3) Fatigue is reduced,

(4) Learning is much simpler and faster.

In addition, 'other auantitatie characteristics can be calCulated

from the t4ble of letter frequencies:

oo"
(a) With each keyboard, deterftiine thesprobability of each of the

eight fingers being used. Here we ondt numbers and punctuation marks.

(b) With each keyboard,

try is in each pf the three

(c) With each keyboard,
right hand.

ccarpare the probabilities that a desired
rows.

compare the probabilities of using the

(d) If we introduced 1)5K typewriters into. our offices, the typists
would have to learn a new system, which stypically requires a few weeks.
Canaent on .the possibility ttlat then the typist could easily switch back
and forth between lisK and Qiri LI:1Y typewriters.

Several articles have apwared recently in the poptilar presn on
the inefficiency of the standard .L.,.-pewriter keyboard. One is the
"Tyranny of QWEIM.'," by Charles Lekberg in Saturday RcnYiew, Science,
October 1972, pages 37-40. For readers unfa2-ai1iar with prol-)abi ity
concepts, a great introduction is provided by Warren I.;eaver's paperback,
"Lady Luck," Doubleday Science Study Series, 1963.
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Probability of letters (out .of 1000)

E 132 R 68 L 34 G 20 V 9
T 104 I 63 F 29 Y 20 K 4
A 82 S 61 C 27 P 20 _ X 1
0- 80 H 53 M 25 W 19 J 1
N 71 D 38 U 24 B 14 (7.1

Z 1

4
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Accidents'in U.S., 96-139
automobile, 97
fire, 134

Active restraints dn. autos, 104
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Air bags, 106, 108, 112
Alcohol and.driving, 117-126, P

countermeasures for, 124-126
legal measures in, 119
technology for, 121

Amplitude-, 211, 214
Appropriation bill, 76, 94
Arrow, K., 182 (footnote)
Assessment, technology, 236
Audiometer, 213, 223 (footnote)
Authorization bill, 76, 91
Auto accidents, 96

collision one in, 98
collision,two in, 101
collision three in, 105

Automated health testIng, P 1-2, P 3-1
Auto safety controversy, 105
Auto safe.ty regulations, 102 (table)

Babies, unwanted, 49
BART system, 227
Bees, African, 5.
Bell, Alexander Graham, 215 (footnote)
Buffalo, harvesting of, 27
population of, 22-27

Building codes for fire, 134

Central-city health problems, 68, 74

Cloud seeding, 9 .

Coal us,age, P 6-3
Cocktail party effect, 220
Collision one, 98
Collision two, 101
Collision three, 105
Commons, tragedy of, 178
Cook, Earl, 189 (footnote)
Cost of living, 57
CounterLintuitive behavior, 141
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dB, 215
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Decision, 139-182
competitive, 170
multidimensional, 145
multl-sCage, 161

Decision analysiS, Pareto, P 5-2
Decision the,ry, 179 (footnote), P 5-3
Delphi method, 238 (footnote)
DES additive, 84
Doubling rule, 37
Driiing while intoxicated (DWI), P 4-3
Drug addiction, infant', P 5-1
Drug control, 140-150
Dynamic model, 5, 27

Election-ni4ht predictions, 157
Electric energy, 193
Emergency medical serice, 126

24 breakdown in 127
call fov help in, 128

Energy, 184
electrical, 184, 193
from fossil fuels, 204
geothermal,'203
kinetic,.184
of man, 185
from natural resources, 187
nuclear, 194 A

potential,_184
"solar, 205
from solid waste, P 6,1

Energy crisis, 183-208
paergy research, 202' (table)
inergy use, 188-194
Environmental effect from energy, 187-192
Exponential, plotting of, 38

Family size in U.S., 45
Firt accidents, 133
Flammable Fabrics Program, 134
Forrestyr, Jay, 141 .

Fossil fuels 204
Fourier theorem, 212
Frequency, 211

lk Game theory, 171-179
Geothermal energy, 203
Growth, exponential, 35, 38-44
sigmoid, 39

Hardin,
V
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Kidney machine, 86, 234
Kinetic energy, 184

Alkey, sea, 19

Lead poisoning, A
from paint, 75.
from gasoline, 77
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in U.S., 60 (figure)
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Mayer, Jean, 79 (footnote)
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Model, 5 .*

Montreal Metro system, 226
Morganstern, Oskar, 171
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Multi-stage decision, 161

von Neumann, John, 171 (footnote)
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,Noise,
measurement of, 210
physiological.effects of, 221-224
psychological, effects of, 224-226
from rubbish collection, 230

Noise duration, 217
Noise environment, 209-232
Noise levels, 218 (figure)
Non-zero-sum game, 175-179
Nuclear energy, 194
Nutrition, 79-83

Office of Management and Budget, 90
Office of Science and Technology, 90
OMB, 90
OrthoticS, 89

Pareto decision analysis, 13 5-2
Passive restraints ip automobiles, 104, 109
Payoff melrix, 172 (figure)
Population, 16
of buffalo, 22
.of elderly in U.S., 88
female, 29-33
in Indonesia, 16
town, P 2-2
in U.S., 28
of world, P 2-1

Population control, 45-51
Population model, 28-33
use of,33

Population predictions, 28-33
Potential energy, T84

1Totomac
River ecology project,

. Precipitation control, 8
Prosthetics, 89

Reaction time, 123
RECAT report, 107-116
Resource depletien, 187
Resource management model, 27
Route selection, 158-164

. Rubbish collection, 230

Schmidt-Nielsen, Knut, 186
Sea Lamprey inthe Great-Lakes, 19
Seat belts, 103
for children, 104

Seeding, 1, 9, 13
of clouds, 9
of burrican4s, 1

Shamir, Uri, 179 (ftnote)
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Sigmoid g h, 39
Sinusoidal al, 212
Skyw4e/±',.Pragulgt, 10

Solar 1energi,205
Solid wive, 4143

an# energy, P 6-1'
Speed, of light, 211 (footnote)

of sound, 211 (footnote)
Spirometty, P 5-3
Stormfury, Project, 8
System Studies, 4

Tragedy of commons, 178
Technology.assessment, 236
Transportation for elderlys P 1-1
Transportation noise, 226

of tires, 223
of aircraft, 228

Tribus, Myron, 1
*

Unwanted babies, 49

Venereal disease, 78

Walsh-Healey noise limits, 219
Warren, Richarcimal. and Roslyn P., 209 (footnote)
Waste, solid, Pt-1
Water usage, P 6-2
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Weather modificotion, 1-13
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